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Abstract

Slotted Bolted Connections (SBCs) are modified bolted, butt jointed, shear

splice connections. The modification consists primarily of slotting or elongating the

holes in one of the plates of the connection. These connections dissipate energy

by means of friction between sliding surfaces. Presented in this document are the

experimental and analytical results of the testing of individual SBCs and the testing

of a large test structure, equipped with twelve SBCs, on the shake table.

The testing of individual SBCs involved, mainly, two types of SBCs. These

were SBCs with steel-steel sliding surfaces and SBCs with steel-brass sliding surfaces.

It is found that SBCs with steel-steel surfaces exhibit undesirable behavior charac

teristics. The undesirable behavior characteristics are shown to be eliminated by use

of simple brass shim plates.

Results are presented for steel-brass SBCs tested under both sinusoidal and

simulated seismic imposed displacements. Data are presented for such steel-brass

SBCs with ~ and ~ inch diameter A325 bolts. Effects of using a number of different

bolt assemblies including combinations of Belleville and Direct Tension Indicator

washers are considered.

An existing frame structure was retrofitted with a system of chevron braces

incorporating twelve SBCs. This 96,000 pound structure was tested on the shake

table with three different SBC slip force configurations. The structure was subjected

to a variety of prerecorded earthquake acceleration histories as well as a number of

harmonic acceleration records. The SBCs of the test structure are shown to have

performed as predicted by the results of tests of individual SBCs. Experimental

results are presented detailing the responses of the test structure to the shake table

accelerations and the effects of the SBCs on the behavior of the structure. Finally,

it is shown that numerical simulations, with readily available analytical tools, of the

structure's response to recorded acceleration histories of the shake table can produce

results in excellent correlation with the experimental behavior.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Role of Energy Dissipation in Seismic

Design

The performance of a structural system in response to severe seismic loading

is intimately related to the structural system's ability to dissipate, or shed, its kinetic

and strain energies through hysteretic and viscous energy dissipation mechanisms.

Conventional seismic design practice permits the use of lateral design forces signif

icantly below levels necessary to maintain the structure in the elastic deformation

range. Such reductions are allowed on the premise that inelastic deformations of a

well designed structure will provide mechanisms for hysteretic energy dissipation.

The quantification of the energy quantities involved in the response of a

structural system to severe seismic loading is accomplished through the absolute

energy balance equation [28, 3], given as:

In this equation, Ei is the absolute input energy. This quantity represents the work

done by the sum of the inertial forces acting on the structure in resisting the displace

ments of the ground under the base of the structure. Ek is the absolute kinetic energy.
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This value is a measure of the instantaneous kinetic energy of the masses of struc

tural system. This kinetic energy is calculated by using velocities as measured with

respect to a fixed reference frame in relation to the ground. E s is the strain energy.

This value is a measure of the instantaneous energy stored elastically in the deformed

members of the structure. Ev is the quantity of energy dissipated viscously, and Eh

is the quantity of energy dissipated hysteretically. The distinction between hysteretic

and viscous dissipation is in that hysteretic dissipation is achieved by elements whose

resistance to deformation is entirely dependent on the magnitudes of deformation,

while viscous energy dissipation is achieved by elements whose resistance to deforma

tion is entirely dependent on the rate, with respect to time, of deformation. In words,

the energy balance equation states that at any instant, the total work done by the

ground on the structure is equal to the sum of the instantaneous values of the kinetic

and strain energies of the structure and the total energy dissipated by the structure

through viscous and hysteretic means.

The quantity Eh has been described as a measure of damage to the system

[3,27,17]. This notion is based on the fact that in conventional structures, hysteretic

energy dissipation is accompanied by accumulated damage. Such damage can be said

to occur in two modes: controlled and uncontrolled. Damage occurs in a controlled

mode when it occurs in elements which have been specifically designed to dissipate en

ergy while accruing damage. Properly designed beam-column connections, eccentric

link beams, column panel zones, double angle connections as well as properly detailed

ductile reinforced concrete shear walls and columns and reinforced masonry walls may

be said to fall in this category. Damage occurs in these members by yielding and work

hardening of steel and crushing of concrete and masonry. Damage may be said to

occur in an uncontrolled manner when structural and non-structural elements, not

designed with dissipation of energy in mind, suffer damage and incidentally dissipate

energy. All non-structural damage, such as damage to wall panels and windows, as

well as structural damage to non-seismically designed structural elements, such as

unreinforced masonry walls, fall in this category of damage.

The advent of the use of hysteretic energy dissipation mechanisms and de

vices, capable of dissipating energy without suffering irreversible damage, causes the
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notion of using Eh as a damage index to be less acceptable. A modified point of

view is to consider Eh to be be the sum of two components, one destructive and one

non-destructive. That is, in equation form, Eh = Ehd + Ehnd , where the additional

subscript letters d and nd indicate, respectively, the destructive and non-destructive

natures of the hysteretic energy dissipation components. From this point of view, the

energy balance equation can be rewritten as;

The Source-Sink Analogy

The Source-Sink analogy, due to T.S. Yang [17], is a convenient tool for the

presentation of the intuitive concepts behind the energy balance equation. Figure 1.1

shows a graphical display of this analogy. Shown in the figure are a pipe, with a

faucet and volume of flow gage, carrying a liquid into a sink with a drain and an

overflow tube. Three buckets collect, respectively, the fluid leaving the sink through

the overflow tube, through the drain and through spill over the sink. In this analogy,

the pipe or the source represents the earthquake, while the fluid represents energy.

Volumes of fluid represent quantities of energy. The volume of flow gage indicates

the absolute input energy, Ei , input to the system. A faucet, the state of which is

a function of the ground motion and the instantaneous properties of the structural

system, determines the instantaneous rate of flow of the fluid into the system. The

state of the faucet represents the complex dynamic response of the non-linear structure

to the seismic excitations. The sink itself represents the reactive masses and the

elements of the structure capable of storing strain energy. The overflow tube and the

overspill edge of the sink represent the mechanisms, respectively, for non-destructive

and destructive hysteretic energy dissipation. The conventional drain at the bottom of

the sink represents the mechanisms for viscous energy dissipation. The total volume of

fluid in the sink represents the sum of the instantaneous kinetic and strain energies.

The main objectives in seismic design of a structure can roughly be equated with

either limiting this volume or causing the overspilled volume to be of the controlled

type.
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Several seismic design strategies may be, simplistically, described with the

use of the Source-Sink analogy. In conventional seismic structural design, emphasis is

placed on increasing the structures' capacity to absorb strain energy and to provide

for controlled, albeit generally destructive, means for hysteretic energy dissipation.

In the Source-Analogy, this strategy is associated with increasing the size of the sink,

and at the same time relying on controlled overspill over the edge of the sink. The

strategy of base isolation, in which the structure is separated from its foundation

by relatively flexible or low-strength elements, can be described in the analogy by

either moving the entire basin of the sink away from the source pipe or by manipu

lating the faucet to achieve low rates of flow. In conventional analysis of structures,

some viscous energy dissipation capacity is always assumed to be inherently present

in structural systems. This is generally done to account for unknown mechanisms of

energy dissipation in a mathematically feasible manner. This is represented in the

analogy by the presence of a conventional drain at the bottom of the sink. However,

a number of truly viscous energy dissipation devices are now marketed for structural

use. The practice of including such viscous energy dissipation devices in structural

systems can be described in the analogy as enlargening the size of the conventional

drain pipe. Finally, the strategy most intimately related to the subject of this docu

ment, the provision of non-destructive hysteretic energy dissipation mechanisms can

be described in the analogy by adding or enlargening the overflow tube.

Of the strategies mentioned above, it is rare that any single one is used

exclusively in any design. As an example, most base isolated structures rely on

either viscous or hysteretic energy dissipation mechanisms, linked with the isolation

systems. The isolated structures themselves are designed as conventional structures

with capacity for strain energy absorption and controlled destructive hysteretic energy

dissipation.
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An element is said to be ideally rigid-perfectly-plastic (RPP) if it remains

rigid, e.g. does not deform, for applied forces below a certain threshold force and

deforms plastically, e.g. deforms continuously without any increase in applied force,

for an applied force equal to threshold force. Such ideal RPP element models are

often used for numerical modeling of elements exhibiting material yield at a given

yield force. The RPP element model is also suited, ideally, for representation of

elements in which slip occurs due to an applied force overcoming a friction induced

resistance to slip. The RPP model suits both type of systems well as long as the

forces necessary to cause slip or yield in the modelled system do not vary significantly

with slip or yield distance. An RPP element model, intended for use under cyclic

loading, requires two parameters for precise definition. These are a positive and a

negative force threshold.

Figure 1.2 shows a mechanical, and a structural, representation of a single

degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system. The two representations describe identically the

same SDOF system. In both representations, vg represents displacements of the

ground with respect to some fixed reference frame, and v represents horizontal dis

placements of the mass, m, with respect to the ground. The upper, mechanical,

representation is shown with mass, m, viscous damper with coefficient, c, linear elas

tic springs of stiffnesses K c and Kb and an RPP element, in series with the spring

of stiffness Kb. The RPP element has equal negative and positive threshold forces of

magnitude, Fslip. This threshold force magnitude could just as well have been named

"Fyield'" as often is done for similar representations. But, as the subject of this docu

ment relates to friction, Fs1ip is the more descriptive notation. The structural SDOF

representation is shown below the mechanical representation. This representation

can be thought of as that of a single story shear structure. The two linear elastic

columns have flexural stiffnesses, with respect to v, of ~c. A diagonal linear elastic

brace of axial stiffness K;e' where () is the angle of the brace with brace with thecos

horizon, is in series with an RPP element. The RPP element has equal negative and

positive threshold forces of magnitude FSlie
P • As in the mechanical representation, the

. cos
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mass has magnitude m. The inherent damping of the structure is represented by

a viscous dash-pot of coefficient c. The brace axial stiffness and the RPP element

threshold forces of the structural representation are chosen so as to result in force

deformation characteristics, with respect to v, identical to the one of the mechanical

representation.

Figure 1.3(a) shows force-deformation curve of the RPP element of the me

chanical representation in response to nearly a full cycle (say, sinusoidal) of applied

displacements at v with equal negative and positive amplitudes large enough to cause

slip in the RPP element. If such a curve were to be drawn for the RPP element of

the structural representation, due to the same cycle of applied displacements at v,

the rectangular "hysteresis loop" would be larger in height by a factor of -Le. The
cos

loop would be narrower in width by a factor of cos e. The relations governing these

transformations are based on small angle geometry. It is noted that non-conservative

work is performed on the RPP elements in imposing such displacements on them.

The non-conservative work done on the elements is converted to heat. The energy

input, through work done on them, to the RPP elements may be said to have been

dissipated as heat since, even though the heat may be stored in the elements, it does

not effect the characteristics of the SDOF systems. Furthermore, the energy has been

dissipated hysteretically as the RPP element is a hysteretic element. The quantity

of energy dissipated in a full cycle of displacements is equal to the area enclosed by

the force-deformation curves of the RPP elements. Clearly, the energy quantities

dissipated by the RPP elements of the two representations are identical for identical

applied displacements at v. Figure 1.3(b) shows the the force-deformation curve for

the two equivalent SDOF systems. Given that the linear elastic springs can only store

recoverable elastic energy, it is seen that the area enclosed by the force-deformation

curve of the SDOF system is identical to the area enclosed by the force-deformation

curves of either of the RPP elements in the two representations.
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Quantification of Seismic Hysteretic Energy Dissipation Demands

7

Most seismic design codes, in specifying seismic design forces, implicitly rely

on structural force-deformation behaviors similar to that shown in Figure 1.3(b). To

relate Figure 1.3(b) to code design forces, consider a simpler SDOF model in which

f{c = O. This model is known as the linearly-elastic-perfectly-plastic (LEPP) SDOF

model. The natural period, T of such an SDOF is based on the initial stiffness of the

force-deformation curve and is given by T = 211" /fii. For a typical steel structure, c

can be taken to represent 5 %of critical damping. Seismic code design forces can be

interpreted as yield or slip force for the simplified SDOF model.

The design base shear ratio (with respect reactive weight), Cw , specified by

UBC-1988 [12], has been interpreted [26, 17] as a base shear ratio at yield, Cy , given

as:

In this relation, Y represents the magnification ratio for increasing design forces from

an allowable stress level to the first significant yield level. The value of Y for the 1989

AISC ASD Specifications [6], can conservatively be taken as 1.4 [26]. The factor n is

the overstrength factor. This is the factor by which the system's yield force exceeds

the force level at first significant yield. Shake table tests of large steel structures have

shown that overstrength factors in excess of 2.0 can be attained [29, 32]. Given the

above interpretation, a Cy versus T curve can be calculated based on the UBC-1988

specification of Cwo The parameters governing Cw are chosen as Z = 0.4, I = 1.0,

S = 1.2 and Rw = 8 (see UBC-1988). Such Cy curves are shown in Figure 1.4. The

solid curve in this figure represents the UBC-1988 CWo The two curves above this

curve are Cy curves interpreted from the Cw curve based on n values of 1.0 and 2.0.

Given a Cy value, the Fslip value of the SDOF system can be determined

simply as Fslip = Cymg, where g is the gravitational constant. With knowledge of

an LEPP system's period, T, mass, m, viscous damping coefficient, c and "yield

force" Fslip , the, total quantity of hysteretic energy, Eh , dissipated due to a given
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seismic input can be numerically calculated. T.S. Yang [17] has generated spectra for

such Eh values for several recorded acceleration histories. Figure 1.5 shows one such

hysteretic energy spectrum in terms of Cy and T given for the Llolleo record of the

1985 Chilean earthquake. The hysteresis energy axis is given in units of fractions of

mg2sec2
• Each point in the Cy-T plain represents a single SDOF system, similar to the

simplified SDOF system in discussion. The hysteretic energy dissipation demanded

by the Llolleo record from UBC-1988 designed structures, with the specified Cws can

be found by tracing the curves of Figure 1.4 on the Cy-T plain of Figure 1.5 and

finding the associated Eh values.

Table 1.1 lists the maxima of such Eh values for the Cy curve, with n = 2

and shown in Figure 1.4, due to a number of unamplified and amplified acceleration

history records. Table 1.2 describes the origins of the records in Table 1.1. In addition

to the maxima of Eh , Table 1.1 also indicates the Cy and T values associated with

each Emax . Given Emax and Cy values, the total cumulative slip or travel distance

of the RPP elements of the SDOF models can be calculated. For the mechanical

and structural SDOF models, shown in Figure 1.2, these cumulative travel distances

are calculated by multiplying the Ehmax values by -c1 and ceos
B

, respectively. The
ymg ymg

two values are given respectively in Table 1.1 as Dh and Db, where the subscripts h

and b stand for horizontal and brace components, respectively, of total cumulative

travel. The Db value is calculated by assuming the brace to be at 45 degrees with

respect to the horizon. The values tabulated in the extreme right column represent

the number of full cycles of slip as calculated by accounting for the number of yield

returns (NYR) encountered in the analyses. Two yield returns are accounted for as

one cycle of deformation involving yield or slip.

Satisfying the Seismic Hysteretic Energy Demand

Table 1.1, discussed above, presents seismic hysteretic energy dissipation

demands on a typical class of code designed structures based on representation of

these structures as SDOF systems with LEPP force deformation characteristics. The

RPP element in these SDOF systems is entirely responsible for the dissipation of
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the hysteretic energy. In the terminology of the earlier discussion of the Source-Sink

analogy, energy dissipation by RPP elements can be thought to be accomplished ei

ther destructively or non-destructively, assuming that the sustained damage does not

deteriorate the capacity of the structural elements represented by the RPP element.

The focus of this document is on the development and exposition of a structural el

ement which, indeed, nearly approximates RPP behavior and suffers no structural

damage in the course of energy dissipation within the ranges of cumulative travel and

cycles of yield, or slip, described in Table 1.1.

1.2 Slotted Bolted Connections

Figure 1.6 (a) shows the schematic diagram of a bolted, butt-jointed, shear

splice connection. The splice consists of two outer plates "sandwiching" a third main

plate. The plates are clamped together through bolts in standard holes going through

all three plates. Standard holes refer, in general practice, to holes of diameter 116 

th inch larger than the bolt diameter which they are to accommodate. The splice is

shown with the outer plates fixed in place. The dashed curve in Figure 1.6 (b) shows a

schematic representation of the axial force-deformation characteristics of such a splice

connection. Four stages of load-deformation, encountered in monotonic loading, are

identified [13]. Stages 1 and 3 indicate elastic stretch of the plates. Stage 4 designates

inelastic behavior of the plates and/or bolts. Stage 4 ends with the rupture of the bolts

or plates. This last event is marked with an "X." Of interest to the present discussion

is Stage 2. In this stage, the frictional forces, which are due to the clamping forces of

the bolts, are overcome by the axial applied force, and the main plate slips relative

to the outer plates. The slippage continues until the bolts come into direct bearing

against the bolt holes. Further loading causes the deformations seen in Stage 3.

Necessarily, the slip distance can not be more than ~-th inch.

Traditionally, the slip forces, Fs1ip , of such connections are calculated by

using the laws of Coulomb friction. That is, the slip force is calculated as the product

of the normal force per bolt, the number of bolts, the number of surfaces in friction

and the friction' coefficient for the surfaces in contact. Application of a full cycle of
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force of positive and negative amplitudes equal to the slip force of the connection

would, under ideal conditions, result in a hysteresis curve as shown by the solid

curve in Figure 1.6 (b). It is seen that this curve exhibits LEPP behavior. By

ideal conditions, it is meant that the frictional force required to cause sliding remains

constant throughout the distances of slip. The elastic portion of this LEPP behavior

is due to elastic stretch in the plates. The splice can be thought of as an elastic spring,

representing the length of the plates, in series with an RPP element representing the

bolted portion of the plates. That is, the bolted segment of the splice is generally

stiff enough axially, due to its short length, that in can be considered to be rigid.

The bolted segment of the shear splice, then, ideally has RPP behavior

within the displacement range of twice the tolerance of the bolt holes over the diameter

of the bolts. Given the need for structural elements with RPP behavior, it is natural

to ask whether by elongating the holes of the main plate advantage can be taken of the

inherent behavior of such a shear splice to result in a RPP element with displacement

ranges suitable for seismic applications. In this document, such shear splices, with

elongated or slotted holes in the main plates, are termed Slotted Bolted Connections

(SBCs).

Ideal Conditions Versus Real Conditions

For applications in structural engineering, it is of particular interest to in

vestigate the behavior of SBCs of structural steel, bolted with high strength bolts.

The discussion above focused on the behavior of SBCs under the assumption of the

presence of ideal constant Coulomb frictional forces. However the restrictions of using

structural steel, as a frictional material, and high strength bolts, for the provision of

normal or clamping forces, create adverse conditions for the maintenance of stable

frictional forces during slippage. An SBC with like structural steel frictional surfaces,

clamped together with high strength bolts, with the surfaces sliding against each

other over a number of cycles and large cumulative travel violates some of the most

basic conditions necessary for the existence of stable frictional forces. Namely, basic

principles of friction dictate that, for the existence of stable frictional conditions, the
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normal forces between the friction surface must be kept as low as possible and that

unlike materials of high hardness must be used. High strength bolts are designed, in

particular, to provide large clamping forces. Structural steel has rather low surface

hardness values and a rather strong affinity for galling against like structural steel

surfaces.

Yet, the inherent simplicity of SHCs and the possibly tremendous economic

advantage gained by using SHCs for energy dissipation, rather than relying on pro

prietary and often complex energy dissipation devices, has made the use of SHCs for

energy dissipation an irresistible concept.

1.3 Objectives and Scope

It has been the objective of the investigation, the results of which are sum

marized in this document, to investigate the possibility of the use of the concept of

SHCs for energy dissipation purposes. The investigation has been focused on both the

development of functional and efficient individual SHC designs and the experimental

investigation of the incorporation of SHCs into real structural systems and their effect

on the systems.

The scope of the experimental work, geared at development of SHC designs

with functional and efficient behavior, has been limited by the types of modifications,

of the original SHC concept, considered reasonable. The modifications deemed rea

sonable have been those involving only readily available materials, and components,

and fabrication technique within the capability of conventional steel fabrication shops.

The scope of the experimental and analytical work on the inclusion of SHCs

into real structural systems, has been limited to experimental and analytical studies

of a single test structure. The investigation has included the retrofit of test structure

with a bracing system with SHCs, the testing of the structure on the shake table

and the analysis of the results. Further, the analytical investigation has included

confirmation of the feasibility, for design purposes, of analytical simulations of the

behavior of the test structure with SHCs.
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1.4 Literature Review
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The investigation conducted at the University of California at Berkeley has

been strongly motivated by experimental pilot studies at the San Jose State University

(SJSU). The earliest known tests, conducted on SBC type connections, were done at

SJSU by Professor W.J. Venuti in 1976 [30]. Further tests were conducted at SJSU

in 1984, and again in 1986, by Professor T. Zsutti. The results of the experimental

work conducted under the direction of T. Zsutti were presented by T.F. Fitzgerald,

et al., in 1989 [9]. This last citation is responsible for the coining of the term Slotted

Bolted Connection (SBC), adopted in this investigation. The concepts of using Direct

Tension Indicator and Belleville washers (These will be described in the next chapter)

are due to the last two citations.

The first publications, coauthored by the author, of samples of the results

presented in this document appeared in 1992 [11]. A second publication followed in

1993 [10]. Interestingly, this second publication, which appeared in the proceedings

of a conference, was published side by side with an article by R. Tremblay and S. F.

Steimer [25] in which results were presented for SBC connections which were similar,

albeit different in design, than those presented by the author.

Indirect experimental investigations of frictional connections similar to SBCs

have also be conducted by several researchers. Of note are A. Pall, et. aI, [14, 15, 16, 1]

and K. Roik, et al. [22]. A. Pall, et. aI, have presented results for "limited slip"

bolted connections, used in large panel construction, and a proprietary frictional de

vice where the normal force is provided by a bolt. K. Roik, et al. have presented

results for the testing of a number of structural configurations, using SBC type con

nections, under pseudo-dynamic testing conditions. The main focus of this last in

vestigation has been the pseudo-dynamic testing method and the complex structural

configurations, rather the the central element, the SBC type connections.
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Record Ehma:r: T Cy Dh Db ~
2

- (mg2sec2) (sec) - (inches) (inches) (cycles)
Pacoima Dam .018 .8 .24 28.51 20.16 5

Taft .0004 .7 .27 .58 .41 3
EI Centro .0045 .8 .24 7.13 5.04 6

Miyagi-Ken-Oki .017 .85 .23 28.04 19.83 11
1.5 x EI Centro .015 .75 .25 22.76 16.09 6

Corralitos .009 .7 .27 13.04 9.22 7
4x Taft .025 .65 .28 34.48 24.38 15
1101100 .030 .5 .33 34.74 24.56 35
SCT .0533 1.8 .14 144.97 102.51 15

Table 1.1: Seismic demand on code-designed SDOF systems.

13

Record Earthquake Date Components PGA (Gs)
Pacoima Dam San Fernando 2/9/71 S16E 1.17

Taft Kern County 7/21/52 N21E 0.16
EI Centro Imperial Valley 5/18/40 NOOE 0.35

Miyagi-Ken-Oki Tohuku Sendai 6/12/78 NOOE 0.26
Corralitos Lorna Prieta 10/17/89 Ch. 1, 90 Degrees 0.63

Llolloo Chile 3/3/85 NlOE 0.67
SCT Mexico City 9/19/85 N90W 0.17

Table 1.2: Description of records used for tabulation of seismic demands.
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Volume of Flow = Ei
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Overflow Tube =
Mechanism for Non
Destructive Hysteretic
Energy Dissipation

Overspill = Destructive
Hysteretic Energy
Dissipation (Damage)

Volume=
Ehd

Conventional Drain=
Mechanism for Viscous
Energy Dissipation

Figure 1.1: The Source-Sink Analogy
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Figure 1.2: Equivalent mechanical and structural SDOF system representations.
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Figure 1.3: Force-deformation curve of rigid-perfectly plastic element and its effect

on the-force deformation curve of the SDOF system.
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Figure 1.6: Shear-splice with typical force-deformation characteristics.
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Chapter 2

SBCs with Steel-Steel Sliding

Surfaces

2.1 Purpose

The experimental investigation of the behavior of SBCs conducted at the

University of California, Berkeley (UCB), can be said, for clarity of presentation,

to consist of four, not necessarily sequentially spaced in time, phases. In the first

phase, individual SBCs with like mill scale steel surfaces were tested in an MTS

testing frame where they were subjected to imposed sinusoidal displacements. These

connections were shown to have undesirable behavior characteristics. It was found

that by modifying these connections with the addition of simple brass shim plates the

undesirable characteristics could be eliminated. The second phase of the experimental

program consisted of testing, in the MTS testing frame, of individual SBCs with steel

on brass frictional surfaces by subjecting the connections, as in the case of the first

phase, to sinusoidal imposed displacements. In the third phase similar connections

to those tested in second phase were tested in the MTS frame by subjecting them

to analytically derived simulated seismic imposed displacements. A part of the third

phase of experimental work was done in preparation for inclusion of SBCs into a test

structure which was tested on UCB's shake table located at the university's Richmond

facility which includes the Earthquake Engineering Research Center (EERC). The
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fourth phase of the experimental program involve the instrumentation, assembly and

testing of the test structure on the shake table. The ordering of the phases described

above do not exactly correspond to their ordering in time. The sequencing of the

four phases in time was different from the order given in that phase two continued

after the completion fourth phase, that is more individual connection were tested in

the MTS frame, subjected to sinusoidal imposed displacements, after the completion

of the shake table testing of the test structure. However, the ordering of the phases,

as given, lends itself to a logical development of the of the presentation of results in

this document. The presentation of experimental results in this document follows the

order of the numbering of the phases.

The present chapter deals with the above mentioned phase one. Chapters 3

and 4, respectively, describe phases two and three. Phase four is described in Chap

ters 5 through 7. Chapter 8 deals with analytical simulations of the test structure

subjected to acceleration histories used in shake table tests of the test structure.

This chapter first describes typical test specimens, the experimental set-up and the

nomenclature used in naming the specimens. Then, results for typical SBCs where

friction occurs between steel-on-steel surfaces are presented. The deficiencies in the

behaviors of these specimens are pointed out, and a solution, in the form of the addi

tion of shim plates, is presented. A drastic improvement in the behavior of the SBCs

is shown to occur with this addition. Short background material is provided on the

subject of Tribology, the body of knowledge dealing with the study of friction, wear

and lubrication. The improved behavior of the SBCs, due to the addition of brass

shims, is explained in terms of concepts of tribology.

2.2 Specimens and Experimental Set-Up

A typical one bolt SBC test specimen is shown in Figure 2.1. Two steel

plates with standard holes to match ~ inch diameter bolts "sandwich" a plate with

a long slotted hole. The three plates are fastened together with a ~ inch diameter

A325 bolt with special washers, to be described later, under the bolt head and nut.

The term "standard hole" here refers to the standard practice of drilling or punching
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holes of diameter 116 -th inch larger than the diameter of the bolt which the hole is to

accommodate. In this chapter and throughout the text, the two plates with standard

holes will be referred to as "outer plates," while the plate with long slot, or slots, will

be referred to as the "main plate." All dimensions given in figures describing test

specimens are for center to center dimensions. For all specimens described in this

document the steel sliding surfaces are in clean mill scale condition. That is, loose

debris has been removed from the surfaces with a wire-brush and the surface has been

degreased with a generic degreaser.

A typical bolt assembly for such a SBC test specimen is shown in Figure 2.2.

In this type of bolt assembly, referred to here as "Method 1," a Direct Tension

Indicator (DTI) washer is placed under the head of the bolt, while Belleville spring

washers, if any are used, are placed under the nut, separated from the nut with a

standard hardened washer. There is also a "Method 2" of bolt assembly which will

be discussed in Chapter 3.

Belleville Washers

Belleville washers, also known as conical compression washers or sprmg

washers or disk springs, are truncated-cone shaped disks of spring material. These

annular disk springs are ideally suited for applications involving bolts. The springs,

hereafter referred to as Belleville washers, can be stacked in parallel or series arrange

ment to achieve a variety of force deformation characteristics. All washers used in

this experimental program were manufactured by the Solon Manufacturing Company,

although they are also produced by a number of other manufacturers. All Belleville

washers used were of AISI 6150 alloy steel. Only parallel stacking of the washers was

used. In such stacking arrangement, the load required to flatten the washers is equal

to the load required to flatten a single washer multiplied by the number of washers

in the stack. The deformation which the stack can undergo remains roughly equal to

the deformation required to flatten single washer.

Figure 2.3 shows experimentally arrived at force-displacement curves for a

single and stack of three in parallel 8-EH-112 Solon compression washers as a bolt
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compresses them. The manufacturer's specifications for this type of washer indicates

a load at the flat position of 6 kips, and a flat position displacement of 0.04 inches.

Each of the two curves shown represent loading and unloading of the washers. For

each case, the top curve in the upper portion of the loop represents loading up to a

peak force and then unloading along a curve below the loading curve. The change

of stiffness, seen at roughly 0.045 inches of displacement, in the loading curves cor

responds to the washer approaching its flat configuration. The vertical portions of

the unloading curves correspond to the friction forces restraining the edges of the

outer diameters of the washers from slipping back into their unloaded position. With

reduction of the loading of the washer, the friction force is reduced and the washer

begins to slip. The unloading curves for the washers are below the loading curves

due to the differences in the friction mechanisms between the case of loading and the

case of unloading. When loading, the sharp circular rim of the washer is, in effect,

pushed into the bearing material. While unloading, the rim is dragged over the bear

ing material. The differences in the two mechanism produce the hysteretic behavior

seen. For the case of the three washers in parallel, part of the area within the the

force-displacement curve also represents the energy dissipated in friction between the

washers as they slide against each other. Indeed this hysteretic behavior of stacks of

Belleville washers is taken advantage of in mechanical engineering applications to cre

ate damping mechanisms. Further information on force-deformation characteristics

of Belleville washers can be found in [5].

It is seen from the figure that the curve for the single washer indeed comes

very close to the manufacturer's claimed behavior. The curve for the three washers in

parallel appears to indicate somewhat more flexible behavior than what theory would

suggest if the springs were considered to be in ideal parallel configuration. This extra

flexibility is probably due to the fact that the washer holes are somewhat larger than

diameter of the bolts that go through them, and therefore there is some room for

slippage of the washers over each other.
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DTI Washers
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DTI washers (ASTM designation F959) are special washers with projections

arranged circumferentially on one flat face. When the surface of a bolt head or stan

dard hardened washer bears down on these projections, the projections are deformed.

These deformations decrease the gap between the bolt head or standard hardened

washer surface and the base of the projections on the DTI washer. The gaps can

be measured with a feeler gage. When the average widths of the gaps are below a

specified value, set by the manufacturer, the desired preload in the bolt is indicated to

have been reached. Of the three methods of use suggested by the manufacturer, two

were used in this study. These were "Method 1" and "Method 2." In this document,

the entire assembly of bolt, nut, Belleville washer, standard hardened washer and

DTI washer is referred to as "Method 1" or "Method 2" type assembly depending

on whether the DTI was installed according to "Method 1" or "Method 2" of the

manufacturer. The Manufacturer's "Method 1" and "Method 2" require that the

gaps between the bolt head or standard hardened washer surface and the base of the

projections on the DTI washer be less than or equal to, respectively, .015 or .005

inches. Two sizes of DTI washers were used in this study; one for each of ~ inch

and ~ inch diameter A325 bolts. For these bolts the Research Council on Structural

Connections (RCSC) specifies bolt preloads of, respectively 12 and 28 kips [13]. The

DTIs used are designed to indicate bolt loads in the range of 12 to 14 and 28 to 34

kips respectively.

The MTS Testing Frame

All testing of individual SBC connections was carried out on an MTS test

ing frame. The MTS frame, hereafter referred to as the Compression/Tension (C/T)

machine, is built around an MTS series 252 servoram. The servoram is supplied with

oil at 2700 psi through a 60 gpm valve. A 120 hp electric pump, in conjunction with

accumulators, supply the pressure and flow. With this arrangement the CIT machine

can produce, statically, forces of up to 300 kips. The C/T machine can also be op

erated dynamieally with maximum applied forces of up to 250 kips. The velocity of
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the applied displacements are limited to 1 to 1.5 inches per second. Displacements

of up to +1- 3 inches can be applied by the CIT machine. The control system

allows for both displacement and force control. Given a displacement history within

the velocity and displacement limitations of the CIT machine, the control system can

reproduce the displacement history on the CIT machine. A Linear Variable Displace

ment Transducer and a load cell are built into the CIT machine. The instruments

report analog signals indicating the displacement undergone by the servoram and the

force it transmits through a test specimen. A PC based data acquisition system was

used for the recording of these data during testing.

The machine was originally used for compression tests of concrete. In order

to be able to test specimens, such as SBC specimens, cydically, a set of special devices

was designed to fit the MTS machine. The devices were designed to withstand tensile

forces of up to 300 kips. The devices can grab plates up to two inches thickness. For

large SBC specimens, such as will be discussed in the next two chapters, the specimens

fitted directly into the devices. The device to specimen attachment was accomplished

through a set of ~ inch diameter A325 bolts. For the testing of smaller lap joint type

SBCs, such as the one shown in Figure 2.1, a set of adaptor plates were designed

which were fitted into the devices and to which the SBC specimens were bolted. The

upper plate in Figure 2.4 shows an SBC specimen of the type shown in Figure 2.1

bolted to the said adaptor plates which are, in turn, secured to the upper and lower

set of devices. The instrumentation shown on the SBC bolt, the dose up of which is

shown in the lower plate of Figure 2.4, is for measuring the deflections of the stack

of Belleville washers. The use of this measurement will be discussed in the corning

sections.

Sinusoidal Imposed Displacements

Figure 2.5 shows a typical history of the displacements imposed on SBC

specimens tested with sinusoidal displacements. All specimen test results presented

in this and the next chapter, unless indicated, correspond to, essentially, the imposed

displacement history shown in Figure 2.5. The amplitudes of the displacements were
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chosen based on what may be realistically expected to occur in the brace of a struc

ture. The frequencies of the sine waves of displacement were based on the velocity

limitations of the CIT machine. As seen in Figure 2.5, the signal is composed of

seven segments of ten sinusoidal cycles each. The frequencies of the segments are, in

order from first to last, 1.0, 0.67, 0.5, 0.25, 0.5. 0.67 and 1.0 Hertz. The amplitudes

of the seventh segments are, roughly, 0.4, 0.7, 1.1, 1.6, 1.1, 0.7 and 0.4 inches.

Figure 2.6 shows the cumulative travel history due to the cyclic imposed

displacements shown in Figure 2.5. It will be recalled from Chapter 1 that even

under severe earthquakes, a code designed structure, the lateral force resisting system

of which consists entirely of SBC type systems, will experience cumulative travel in

typical braces of no more than 25 inches. It is seen then that the sinusoidal imposed

displacement history used in the testing of the SBCs results in a cumulative travel

distance of nearly 10 times the magnitude expected in a sever earthquake.

2 .. 3 Experimental Results

Figure 2.7 shows typical test results for three specimens similar to that

shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.4. Plots on the left in the figure are force histories

experienced by the specimens in response to imposed displacement histories similar to

that shown in Figure 2.5. Plots on right show curves of the force responses versus the

imposed displacement history for the given specimen. These curves are also known

as hysteresis curves. Specimen designations such as 1B2W3 indicate the number

and type of bolts, the number of Belleville washers and the order of the testing of

identical specimens. The first integer value in the designation indicates the number

of bolts in the connection. The letters "B" and "A", to be encountered in the next

chapter, indicate respectively that ~ and ~ inch diameter A325 bolts were used in

the SBC. The integer between this letter and the letter "W" indicates the number of

Belleville washers in the bolt assembly. The last integer in the designation indicates

the sequence of the specimen where a number of identical specimens are tested. As

will be seen later, a "BR" between the "W" and the last integer in the designation

indicates that friction was between brass and steel surfaces. Where this "BR" is
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lacking, friction occurs between like clean mill scale surfaces. Given this designation

scheme, it is seen that the results in Figure 2.7 are for SBCs with one! inch diameter

A325 bolt each and that friction in the specimens occurs between steel surfaces. Also

gathered is that the specimen at the top of the figure has no Belleville washer, the

one in the middle has one and that the one at the bottom has two.

General Remarks

Certain features are common to all SBCs tested, regardless of whether fric

tion is between steel and steel or steel and brass. These can be described in terms

of three general notions in the study of frictional systems. These are the concepts of

static frictional force, kinetic frictional force and velocity dependence of the kinetic

frictional force. The static frictional force is, perhaps, the more familiar concept in

structural engineering. Static frictional force is the force necessary to overcome fric

tional forces keeping a system at rest. For friction between structural steel clean mill

scale surfaces this force is defined in terms an average static slip coefficient of 0.33

[13] with standard deviation of 0.07. Given this, the nominal static slip force for the

SBCs shown in Figure 2.7 is calculated to be 12 X 0.33 x 2 = 7.92 kips, where the

values 12.0 reflects the nominal normal force on the surfaces provided by the ~ inch

diameter A325 bolt. It is seen that near time 0.0 for specimen 1BOW the value on the

force axis is indeed very close to the above calculated value. It should be emphasized

here that the referenced static slip coefficient is for unworn or "virgin" surfaces. Any

sliding of the surfaces, such as occurs in SBCs, may, and indeed more often than not

does, alter the static slip force.

The kinetic frictional force is the force necessary to keep a frictional system in

sliding. Often, mechanical engineering reference books tabulate, side by side, friction

coefficients labeled as "static" and "kinetic." This may be interpreted to imply that

kinetic friction may be treated analogous to the treatment of static friction. That is, to

obtain a kinetic slip force one simply multiplies the tabulated kinetic slip coefficient

by the normal force on the surfaces. This would be a gross oversimplification. It

has been shown that the kinetic frictional coefficient is a function of the velocity
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of the relative movement of the frictional surfaces [18]. The general is that the

kinetic frictional force decreases with increasing velocity. In addition, whereas that

treatment of the static slip coefficient as a constant value is applicable to structural

engineering in the design of "slip critical" joints, it has been shown that the static

friction coefficient is a function of the time of contact [18], that is the time for which

the system has had zero velocity or is at "stick." The general trend here is for the

static slip coefficient to increase with time of "stick." However, such variations are

only significant at short time of static contact of below approximately 0.1 seconds.

Restricting attention to the individual hysteresis loops of, for example, specimen

IB2W3, it will be noticed that force values near the horizontal portions of the loops

are somewhat larger than the force values near the centers of the vertical portions of

the loops. The loops exhibit behavior consistent with the concepts mentioned above.

In the application of sinusoidal type displacements, the imposed velocities are greatest

near the points of zero crossing of the displacements and the least near the maximum

amplitude of the displacements. Therefore, as expected, the kinetic slip force is the

least near the zero crossings of the displacements and increases as the maximum

displacement amplitude is reached. In addition, the imposed velocities go to zero at

peak displacement amplitudes. Although in theory this happens instantaneously, in

practice there is a non-zero time period at which the system is at zero velocity or

"stick." Such stick periods, are the longest for the middle segment of the applied

sinusoidal displacements, where displacements are applied at frequency of 0.25 Hertz

and amplitude of 1.6 inches. Given the explanation regarding the time dependence

of the static slip force, it would be expected that this phenomenon would reveal itself

more strongly in this segment. Examination of the force history plot for specimen

IB2W3, in roughly the time window between 50 and 90 seconds, shows force spikes

near the points of force zero crossings, concurrent in time with peak displacements,

that are, indeed, larger than those of the other six segments. The large force spikes

apparent in the left lower corners of the hysteresis curves of specimens IBOW and

1BlW are not due to the phenomenon discussed. These are due to the bolt coming

close to the deformed edges of the punched 4 inch long slots. In a real structural

brace, a slight flexure of the brace would realign the bolt in the slot, however the
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CIT machine allows no lateral flex causing the bolt to bear against the deformed

walls of the slots resulting in the force spike.

The mean kinetic slip force for the specimens shown in Figure 2.7 is seen to

go through a sharp initial increase, followed by a quick drop and reaching a somewhat

stable plateau toward the end of the record of the imposed displacements. This

behavior is a typical shortcoming of the steel on steel SBCs tested. Although such

behavior has not been observed for all steel on steel SBCs tested, it is has been

present in most. The hysteresis plots for the specimens shown in Figure 2.7 have

been described by some as "beautiful," however despite the aesthetic nature of the

curves, they represent the typical deficiencies of steel on steel SBCs. Such large

variations in the slip forces of the SBCs make the job of modeling of such connections

rather difficult. Elements connected through such SBCs would need to be designed for

the peak slip forces experienced by the connection, whereas most energy dissipation

occurs at slip forces of roughly half the magnitude of the peak slip force. This would

lead to inefficient and inefficient designs. Although data for this are not presented in

this document, it has been observed that, for steel on steel SBCs, larger peak forces

and steeper declines in time of the slip forces occur for specimens with the least surface

impurities, i.e., the cleaner a specimen is, the worse the behavior. By "cleaner" it

is meant here that the surfaces showed the least evidence of corrosion, scaling or

contamination with foreign substances. Given, that contamination and corrosion

can not realistically be specified by designers, this alone precludes successful designs

with SBCs where sliding occurs between like steel surfaces. The worst behavior of

steel on steel SBCs has been observed for specimens where friction occurred between

sand-blasted surfaces.

Effect of Belleville Washers

Comparison of the test results for the three specimens shown in Figure 2.7

and the top pair of plots shown in Figure 2.8 demonstrates the effect of the use of

Belleville washers on the response of the SBC specimens to the applied displacements.

The comparison of the results of the four specimens, one without Belleville and three
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with each having one, two and three Bellevilles, respectively, indicates that use of

more than one 8-EH-112 washer does not effectively improve the ability of the SBCs

to maintain a high constant slip force for the steel on steel SBCs. There is little

difference in the behavior, for example, of specimens IB2W3 in Figure 2.7 and IB3Wl

in Figure 2.8. However, it is seen that by going from using no Bellevilles in specimen

IBOW in Figure 2.7 to using one 8-EH-112 washer in specimen IBIW, shown in the

same figure, the slip forces are roughly doubled after the initial approximately ten

seconds of the record. This behavior occurs in spite of the fact that a single 8-EH-112

washer flattens under 6 kips of force, whereas the nominal preload in the bolt is twice

that value. Then, it can be concluded that a decrease in the tensile bolt force of

magnitude large enough to cause the Belleville to have an effect must occur. This

would mean that in steel on steel SBCs with no Belleville washers roughly half the

bolt tensile force may be lost. Otherwise, the single washer would have remained

fully flat, acting almost as a simple flat washer, and would not effect the behavior of

the connection. The Belleville washers were first used in the experimental work at

the San Jose State University (SJSU) [30,9]. This was done to mitigate the observed

loosening of the bolts after several cycles imposed displacements. It is seen from

examination of the results here that the use of the washers has partial success in

moderating the slip force, and this may be, perhaps, due to the effect of the washers

in retaining of the tension in the bolts.

Lateral Movement of Outer Plates

In this section it will be shown that simultaneous with increase and then

drop of the slip force of a SBC specimen the outer plates of the SBC first move

laterally outward, in direction parallel to the axis of the bolt, and then move back

inward. The instrumentation shown in Figures 2.4, was used to indirectly measure this

effect. The small platform to which two LVDTs were attached was placed between

the Belleville washer stack and the nut. The washer stack deformations could be

measured by taking taking the average displacement readings reported by the two

LVDTs. Figure 2.9 shows such readings as the bolt was tightened for specimen
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1B3W1, the results for which were given in Figure 2.8. The non-horizontal portions of

this curve corresponds to the turning of the nut by the author. The horizontal portions

represent periods of respite. It is seen that the longest rest time was approximately

20 seconds. The last reading indicates that the compression of the three, in parallel,

8-EH-112 washers is about 0.032 inches with the bolt tightened according to the DTI.

Reexamination of Figure 2.3 indicates that under this deformation, the washer stack

must be experiencing nearly 12 kips, if the curve for the three washers in parallel is

to be trusted and just over 12 kips, if an extrapolation from the curve of the single

washer is used. Given that the washer stack is in series with the bolt, these values

correspond identically to the tension in the bolt. This verifies the performance of the

DTI for the case of this specimen. Figure 2.10 shows the deformations of the washer

stack during the time of the testing of the specimen. Interestingly, it is seen that this

curve roughly matches the profile of the force response history curve of the specimen

shown in the top left plot of Figure 2.8. It is seen that simultaneous with increase

of the slip force the washer stack is further compressed, and that with the drop of

the slip force the washer stack is decompressed. Indeed, at the end of the record

the washer stack is less compressed than it was originally. This curve then indicates

that the bolt tension, and therefore the normal force between the frictional surfaces,

initially increases and then drops. Given that the 12 kip bolt preload of a ~ inch

diameter A325 bolt is rather near the 13.5 kip initial tensile yield force of the bolt,

it is likely that the bolt undergoes some permanent stretch. In addition, the increase

in the force may have further deformed, again permanently, the protrusions on the

DTI. It is noted that for the washer stack to be further compressed from their initial

position, the outer plates of the SBC must have necessarily moved outward and away

from each other, prying on the bolt head and nut by pressing against the DTI under

the head and the washer stack under the nut. Further, in order for the decompression

of the washer stack to have occurred the plates must have moved back inward. If the

plates were to have moved back into their original positions, permanent deformation

of the DTI protrusions and the possible permanent stretch of the bolt would indeed

contribute to a loss of the original compression of the washer stack. However, the

primary behavior of interest is that which causes the plates to push out and then fall
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back inward. If the phenomenon causing this effect can be mitigated, then reasonably

constant normal forces could be achieved leading to reasonably constant slip forces,

given a not too wildly varying kinetic slip coefficient. A hypothesis attempting to

explain the behavior observed and explaining the mechanism of the mitigation of this

phenomenon is presented further ahead in this chapter.

Effect of Increasing Number of Bolts

It is shown in this section that doubling the number of bolts in an SBC

doubles the amplitude of the force response of the connection. This notion appears

intuitively obvious, yet some care needs to be taken in the design of such connections.

In tests of multi-bolt SBC connections in this study, it has been found that bolt

spacings of four bolt diameters produces successful replication of single bolt type

behavior with force amplitudes increased by a factor equal to the number of bolts.

This spacing has been used both in spacing bolts along shared slots and in the spacing

of individual slots. Figure 2.11 shows a two bolt version of the one bolt specimen

shown in Figure 2.1. Force response and hysteresis curves for such a specimen are

shown in the middle two plots of Figure 2.8. The force axis for this specimen, i.e.

specimen 2BlWI, is scaled to show twice the forces values as that for specimen

IB3Wl shown in plots above it. The force response and hysteresis curves for the two

specimens appear very similar in size and behavior despite the doubling of the force

scale for the two bolt specimen. This indicates that the force response values for the

two bolt specimen are nearly double that of the one bolt specimen.

Effect of Addition of Brass Shims

As mentioned already, the rapid increase and drop in the slip force of the

steel on steel SBC was considered an undesirable behavior. Indeed, this behavior was

cause for much consternation. However, the problem of reducing this variation in the

slip force was solved by the addition of two brass shims to the SBC assembly. The

logic behind this solution will be discussed in the next section. Figure 2.12 shows the

details of an SBC modified with this solution. The two simple brass shims, made of
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the most widely available type of brass; the half-hard cartridge brass (UNS-260), with

standard size holes are simply placed between the main and the outer plates, causing

the significant portion of sliding to occur between the faces of the main plate and the

faces of the brass shims. Very minor slips also occur between the outer plates and the

brass shims. However these are very small, on the order of the bolt hole tolerance or

oversize, that is about l~-th of an inch.

Results for such a SBC specimen, the details of which were shown in Fig

ure 2.12, are shown in the bottom two plots of Figure 2.8. Test specimen 2BlWBRl,

the results for which are given in the two plots, is different from specimen 2BlWI,

the results for which are presented directly above the two plots for 2BlWBRl, only in

the presence of the two brass shim plates in. Comparison of the four plots indicates a

dramatic change in behavior brought about by the addition of the brass shim plates.

Except for the force spikes present for the large amplitude cyclic displacements, the

fourth of the seven displacement segments, the force response history indicates that

far smaller force fluctuations occur in steel-brass specimen than do in the steel-steel

specimen. The behavior in the initial stages of slipping, between 0 and 30 seconds, in

the force response history curve for 2BlWBRI is characterized by gradual increase

in the slip force followed by a relatively flat force plateau. It is also noticed that the

upper left and lower right corners of some of the hysteresis loops appear somewhat

distorted or "chewed off." These "chewed of" corners are due to the small slips,

mentioned above occurring between the shims and the outer plates of the connec

tions. This characteristic feature will be seen to repeat itself in practically all tests

of steel-brass SBC connections.

It is of interest to examine the force responses of the two specimens, steel

steel and steel-brass, as a function of the cumulative imposed travel distance in the

ranges of realistic seismically induced travels. Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show absolute

values of the force responses of specimens 2BlWI and 2BlWBRl, respectively, versus

their respective cumulative travel distances. Typical imposed cumulative travel dis

tances for the imposed displacements were shown in Figure 2.6. The force quantities

are shown in the 0 to 50 inch cumulative travel distance. 50 inches is on the order

of twice the demanded cumulative travel distance for a typical code designed steel
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structure in response to a severe earthquake.

Given that the values plotted against the cumulative travel distances are

the absolute values of the connection forces which necessarily go through zero during

every reversal of sliding direction, it is understood that for every reversal of sliding

direction the absolute value of the force must necessarily decrease to zero and return

to the slip force again. As this zero force in the connection is experienced relatively

instantaneously, the data acquisition system practically never registers actual zero

values. This explains why the force curves do not quite touch the zero force values.

It is seen, from the comparison of the two figures, that the steel-brass speci

men has a smaller static slip force than the steel-steel connection, and that the mean

slip force for this connection reaches a plateau at roughly 10 inches of cumulative

travel. Further it is seen that variations between static and kinetic slip forces encoun

tered upon every reversal of slip direction are much smaller than that for the steel-steel

SHC. The behavior exhibited by this specimen is rather remarkable given the simplic

ity of the connection and the large forces involved. The behavior of steel-brass SHC

connections is further explored in the next chapter. However, before proceeding to

the next chapter, it will be attempted to account for the change observed in the be

havior of steel-steel specimens by the addition of the brass shim plates. A hypothesis

will be presented in terms of tribological concepts.

2.4 On Tribology

A discussion involving experimental results involving frictional phenomenon

must necessarily involve concepts of tribology. Tribology is the broad and interdisci

plinary body of science dealing specifically with the phenomena of friction, wear and

lubrication. It is not intended here to discuss at depth any tribological phenomenon

associated with the presented test results of SHCs, but rather to present basic tribo

logical concepts which, it is felt, will bring about insight into the possible mechanisms

involved in the function of the SHCs. First, it is necessary to define the necessary

tribological terminology to be used in the discussion. Terminology is a matter of

strong controversy in this field [7], with as many as seven definitions for the same tri-
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bological terms appearing in the ASTM Compilations of Standard Definitions. The

terminology adopted in the discussion here is adopted from the works of Rabinowicz

[18, 19] and Blau [7]. Within the scope of the discussion here, the definitions of the

two sources are consistent with each other. Seven definition, four from Rabinowicz

and three from Blau follow:

Friction - "The resistance to motion which exists when a solid object is moved tan

gentially with respect to the surface of another which it touches, or when an attempt

is made to produce such motion [18]."

Wear - "Removal of materials from solid surfaces as a result of mechanical action

[18]."

Adhesive wear - "Form of wear which occurs when two smooth bodies are slid over

each other, and fragments are pulled off one surface to adhere to the other. Later,

these fragments may come off the surface on which they are formed and be transferred

back to the original surface, or else form loose wear particles [18]."

Abrasive wear - "Form of wear which occurs when a rough hard surface, or a soft

surface containing hard particles, slides on a softer surface, and ploughs a series of

grooves in it. The material displaced from the grooves is displaced in the form of

wear particles, generally loose ones [18]."

Steady state - "Condition of a given tribosytem [tribological system] wherein the

average kinetic friction coefficient, wear rate, and/or other specified parameters have

reached and maintained a relatively constant level [7]."

Break-in - "Those processes which occur prior to steady state when two or more solid

surfaces are brought together under load and moved relative to another. This process

is usually accompanied by changes in macroscopic friction force and/or rates of wear

[7]."
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Break-in curve - "A graphical representation of the initial changes in friction force or

friction coefficient with respect to time, number of cycles of counterface passage, or

cumulative distance of tribological contact. It may reflect the complete transition to

the initial steady state, or a specified portion of that period [7]."

Given that falling out of debris was observed during tests of SHCs, it is clear

that wear does occur. The volume of loose debris was by far more for the steel-steel

SHCs. Small volumes of debris, in the form of fine brass particles, was observed for the

steel-brass SHCs. Given that the prior to the tests, the unworn surfaces were smooth

and flat, it is reasonable to believe that the initial wear mechanism is characterized

by adhesive wear. The examination of worn plates, removed from disassembled speci

mens after testing, reveals grooves in the worn surfaces characteristic of abrasive wear.

For the case of steel-steel SHCs, both steel surfaces could be described as severely

scratched or grooved. For the case of the steel brass SHCs, only the brass surfaces

appeared scratched, while the steel surfaces appeared unworn but with smears of

brass. It is hypothesized that both types of wear, adhesive and abrasive, are present

in the SHCs while sliding occurs. Possibly, the initial adhesive wear gives rise to

work hardened wear particles which then act as abrasive particles giving rise to a

mechanism of combined adhesive and abrasive wear. Initially, the volume of the wear

particles generated causes the outer plates of the SHCs to push outward prying on

the bolt and causing a larger tension force in the bolt and, therefore, a larger normal

compressive force between the frictional surfaces. This rise in the normal force causes

the initial increase in the slip force. Thus far, this hypothesis explains the observed

outward movement of the outer plates of the SHCs concurrent with increase of the

slip forces.

It is thought that after this initial stage, the wear particles are either reab

sorbed onto the original surface, remain adhered to the opposing surface or fall out as

loose debris. The fall out and reabsorbtion of the particles has the effect of allowing

the outer plates to move inward and lessen the prying force on the bolt, reducing

the normal force, and therefore causing a drop in the slip forces. This explanation is

thought to account for both steel-steel and steel-brass SHC behaviors. The difference
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between the behaviors of the two types of SBCs lies in the volume of wear particles

generated. For the steel-steel SBCs, a large volume of loose particles is generated,

causing the slip force of the connection to increase rapidly. The fall out of this debris

then results in the drop in the slip force. For the SBCs with steel-brass surfaces, the

wear volumes generated are small. This together with the tendency of these particles

to adhere and smear over the steel surfaces, rather than fall out, causes much smaller

variations in the slip forces.

As a general rule, severity of wear is directly proportional to normal force

and distance of travel, and inversely proportional to the hardness of the surfaces.

And, as a general rule of thumb, sliding of identical materials against each other

produces more severe wear than the sliding of very different materials. The most

basic relation for the estimation of wear volume in a frictional system is the Holm

equation [19]. This equation states that volume of wear, V, due to adhesive wear is

given by V = KN7iG!le!, where K is the "coefficient of wear," N is the normal force

in the connection, dtravel is the distance of travel or sliding and H is the penetration

hardness of the softer material in terms of units of stress (usually measured by a

Brinell, Knoop or Vickers test). Hardness test of clean mill scale surfaces and of the

half-hard cartridge brass indicated nearly identical surface hardnesses of 70 on the

Rockwell-C scale. For the steel however, this measurement indicates the hardness of

the substratum under the surface. It may be that the thin layer of mill scale and the

work hardened layer below it may have a larger hardness than that apparent. To test

the hardness of this very thin layer, micro-indentation tests would be necessary [7].

Micro-indentation tests of the surfaces were beyond the scope of the experimental

program and were not conducted. Assuming that the hardnesses of the two surfaces

are of the same magnitude and that the bolt forces in the two systems, steel-steel

and steel-brass, produce roughly identical normal forces, at least initially, that leaves

two quantities in the equation to be considered, dtravel and K. As the same imposed

displacements were applied to both types of SBCs, dtravel can also be ruled out as a

factor causing any difference in the wear volume. The wear coefficient, K, is generally

very difficult to estimate with any accuracy [18]. However, for qualitative estimation

purposes, Rabinowicz in [18] gives a value K of 1.7 x 10-3 for unlubricated like metal
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surfaces and a value K of 6.7 x 10-5 for unlubricated unlike metal surfaces. It is

seen that by this consideration, the implication is made that by switching from a

steel-steel to a steel-brass sliding system, the initial wear volume, V, is expected to

be reduced by a factor of 25. This lends credence to the hypothesis presented above

which accounts for the differences between the behaviors of steel-steel and steel-brass

SBCs by claiming these differences to be due to different volumes of wear particle

generated during sliding.

Lastly, attention is turned to the definitions of steady state, break-in and

break-in curve. It is noticed that, according to the given definitions, the curves shown

in Figures 2.13 and 2.14 are, indeed, the break-in curves for the two specimens.

In particular for Figure 2.14, the break-in curve for the steel-brass specimen, the

cumulative travel range of 0 to 10 inches represents the break-in phase of the sliding.

Brake-in curves of the type shown in Figure 2.14 appear to be rather typical in

frictional systems in general. Blau identifies this type of curve as "type (a)" in the

classification of the eight most commonly occurring break-in curves [7].

;(
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BELLEVILLE WASHERS
(WHERE INDICATED)

HIGH STRENGTH NUT

Figure 2.2: Method 1 of assembly of bolt, DTI and Belleville washers.
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BEHAVIOR OF 8-EH-112 SOLON COMPRESSION WASHERS
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Figure 2.3: Behavior of single and three in parallel 8-EH-112 Solon compreSSIOn

washers.
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Figure 2.4: Photographs of one ~inch bolt SBC with instrumentation.
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Figure 2.5: Typical CIT machine imposed displacements used in testing of SBCs.
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Figure 2.6: Cumulative distance traveled by bolt due to imposed displacements.
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Figure 2.7: Results for steel-steel SBes with 0, 1 and 2 Bellevile washers.
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Figure 2.8: Effects of using 3 Bellevilles, doubling of bolts and using brass shims.
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Figure 2.9: Compression of washer stack during tightening of bolt.
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FOR DETAIL OF
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Figure 2.11: Typical detail of SBC test specimen with two t inch diameter bolts.
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Figure 2.12: Typical detail of SBC test specimen with two ~ inch diameter bolts and

brass shims.
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Chapter 3

SBCs with Steel-Brass Sliding

Surfaces

3.1 General Remarks

A total of twenty three steel-brass SBCs were tested on the CIT machine.

Of these, fifteen were tested under imposed sinusoidal displacements identical to those

described in the last chapter and shown in Figure 2.5. These are the subject of this

chapter. The remaining eight were tested under imposed simulated seismic displace

ments. The results for these will be presented in the next chapter. Table 3.1 gives

a listing of the fifteen specimens tested under imposed sinusoidal displacements in

the CIT machine. Specimen designations follow the naming conventions given in the

previous chapter. A star (*) to the left of the specimen designation indicates that re

sults for the specimen are explicitly presented in this document. The results of these

specimens represent typical behaviors. The column titled "Belleville Type" indicates

the type of Solon Compression washer used in the bolt assembly. Force-deformation

characteristics for 8-EH-112 washers were shown in Figure 2.3 in the previous chap

ter. Specifications for 12-EH-168 and 12-H-150 washers will be given further ahead in

the discussion of the results of ~ inch diameter A325 bolts. The column titled "DTI

Method" indicates the method of bolt assembly. Method 1 of assembly was discussed

in the previous chapter. "Method 2" will be described further ahead in this chapter.
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3.2 Results for SBCs with ~ inch A325 Bolts

50

Results for the test of specimen 2BlWBRI were given in the previous chap

ter. The first six specimens to be discussed here have, with the exception of their bolt

assemblies, the same identical general detail as specimen 2BlWBRl. The details of

this specimen were given in Figure 2.12. The upper photographic plate of Figure 3.1

shows a close-up of the two bolts of a typical steel-brass SBC test specimen with two t
inch diameter A325 bolts. The particular specimen shown was tightened by "Method

1", as may be discerned from the upper photographic plate in which the light colored

Belleville washer is apparent under a dark colored hardened washer topped with a

high strength nut. Also apparent are the edges of the two slots in the main plate.

Careful examination reveals vertical lines of brass smears visible just below the edge

of the plate between the slots.

The lower photographic plate of the same figure shows typical specimens on

the laboratory floor. The specimens to the right are seen as fully assembled, while

the specimen to the left is shown disassembled. The two outer plates are seen near

the upper edge of the photographic plate. The main plate is seen just below the

outer plates. Two further views of typical SBCs with two t diameter A325 bolts are

shown in Figure 3.2. The upper photographic plate in this figure shows the specimen

attached to adapter plates which are, in turn, secured to the clevices of the CIT

machine. The lower photographic plate of the figure shows a close-up view of the

specimen from the side. The l-th inch brass shim plates, and in particular the shim

to the right of the main plate, are just visible.

Figure 3.3 shows results for tests of three specimens. As in Chapter 2, force

response histories due to the sinusoidal imposed displacements are shown in the left

column of plots, while the hysteresis curves for the specimens are shown in the right

column of plots. The two plots at the top of the figure are for specimen 2BlWBR2,

which was identical in every detail to specimen 2BlWBRI the results for which where

shown in the two bottom plots of Figure 2.8. Slightly smaller displacements were ap

plied to specimen 2BlWBR2 in order to avoid the force spikes present in the results of

specimen 2BlWBRl. As a comparison of the results for the two specimens shows, the
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force spikes were successfully avoided. Otherwise, and in light of great scatter which

is characteristic of kinetic friction data in general, the force response curves and the

hysteresis curves appear to be, for practical purposes, identical. This is particularly

evident from the comparison of Figure 3.4, showing the curve of the absolute value

of force response plotted against cumulative travel distance for specimen 2B1WBR2,

with a similar plot for specimen 2B1WBR1 shown in Figure 2.14 of the previous

chapter.

Effect of Belleville Washers

The use of single 8-EH-112 washers in the bolt assemblies of 2B1WBR1

and 2B1WBR2 was influenced by the lessons learned from the tests of the steel-steel

SBCs. As recalled from Chapter 2, the use of the single washer induced a pronounced

improvement in the ability of the connections to retain a high slip force. The use of

more than one such washer resulted in no further improvements. However, as in the

case of steel-steel SBCs, it was of interest to investigate the effect of exduding and

varying the number of Belleville washers for the steel-brass SBCs. The two plots in

the middle and the two plots at the bottom of Figure 3.3 are for specimens similar to

specimens 2B1 WBR1 and 2B1WBR2, with the exception that these specimens had no

Belleville washers in their bolt assemblies. That is, the hardened flat washers, under

the nuts, rested directly against the faces of the outer plates. The most striking

feature of the results for these two specimens, 2BOWBR1 and 2BOWBR2, is that

the hysteresis curves appear skewed. That is, the heights of the hysteresis loops

appear smaller in the negative displacements range (extension) than in the positive

displacement range (compression). This effect is thought to be not due to any inherent

property of the specimens, but to misalignment of the CIT machine devices. After

the testing of specimen 2BOWBR1 an attempt was made to realign the devices. Upon

the testing of the next specimen, specimen 2BOWBR2, a lesser degree of skewness

resulted as can be seen in the hysteresis curves of the specimen as shown in the lower

right plot of Figure 3.3.

Apart from the skewness of the hysteresis curves, the responses of specimens
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2BOWBRI and 2BOWBR2 appear to be similar, both qualitatively and quantitatively,

to the results of specimens 2BlWBRI and 2BlWBR2. Figure 3.5 shows the curve of

the absolute value of force response against cumulative travel distance for specimen

2BOWBR2. The differences between this curve and that shown in Figure 3.4, for

specimen 2BlWBR2, are not significantly different. This indicates that not much is

gained by the use of the single 8-EH-112 washer. A single 8-EH-112 washer becomes

flat under 6 kips of load, whereas the specified preload for a t inch diameter bolt is 12

kips. Therefore, the single 8-EH-112 washer washer theoretically should not effect the

flexibility of the Belleville-bolt-DTI clamping system. Because these single washers

transfer the clamping force, which flattens them, through the outside diameter edge,

they result in less concentrated stresses between the "sandwiched" plates. Unless the

bolt force drops to near 6 kips, this is the only theoretically conceivable effect of a

single washer on the SBCs.

While a single 8-EH-112 washer flattens under 6 kips of load, a stack of three

in parallel of such washers is flattened under a nominal load of 18 kips. This value

being larger than the 12 kips specified preload for a t inch diameter A325 bolt, it

would be expected that the use of such a stack of washers in the bolt assembly would

result in a more flexible Belleville-bolt-DTI clamping system than that of a SBC with

a single 8-EH-112 washer or no Belleville washers at all. Given that in Chapter 2

it was hypothesized that the reduction in the slip load of the connections was due

to the inward movement of the outer plates which occurred due to the reabsorbtion

and falling out and of the wear particles, it would be expected that given the same

magnitude of the inward movement of the outer plates, a lesser drop in the slip force

would be caused in the system with the more flexible clamping system. The top two

plots of Figure 3.7 show the test results for a specimen, specimen 2B3WBRl, with the

above mentioned stacks of three 8-EH-112 washers in parallel in its bolt assemblies. It

is clearly evident that, as expected, less of a reduction in the slip forces occurs for this

specimen than did for specimens 2BlWBRl, 2BlWBR2, 2BOWBRI and 2BOWBR2.

It is however noted that the initial increasing segment of the force response curve

for specimen 2B3WBRI is rather similar to those of the four mentioned above. This

becomes evident upon the examination of Figure 3.8. For practical purposes, in the
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given range of cumulative travel distance, this curve exhibits very similar behavior to

the curves for the same quantities shown for specimens 2B1vVBR1, 2B1WBR2 and

2BOWBR2 in Figures 2.14, 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. This indicates that in the range

of cumulative travel distance relevant to a single severe seismic event, the effect of

the stack of three 8-EH-1l2 washers in parallel is not significant.

However, apart from causing slightly higher slip forces in the later stages of

sliding, the use of a stack of three 8-EH-1l2 washers is series in the bolts assembly of

the SBCs of the type shown may have the additional benefit of reducing the loss of

bolt preload. It has been shown that in a regular bolt assembly such losses of preload,

which are due to creep, may be as large as 8% of the total bolt preload [13]. The

addition to the bolt assembly of a washer stack with a flat load above that of the bolt

preload has the effect of significantly increasing the flexibility of the the clamping

system. A more flexible system is less prone to loss of load due to creep. However,

this aspect of the benefit of using such washer stacks needs to be studied further as

the washer stack itself may also be prone to creep.

Effect of Using Method 2 of Bolt Assembly

The arrangement of Method 2 of bolt assembly is shown in Figure 3.6. As

shown in this figure, the DTI washer is topped with a hardened washer and placed

under the nut, rather than being placed under the head of the bolt as in Method l.

Whereas the manufacturer's instructions for the tightening of bolts with Method 1

of DTI use require that the average gap between the DTI the flat portions (spaces

between the protrusions) of the DTI and the opposing element be reduced to 0.015

inches or less, Method 2 requires the gaps to be reduced to 0.005 inches or less. This

conservatism in Method 2 is apparently there to account for the fact that, by having

the DTI protrusions against the turned element, the protrusions may become worn

giving the appearance that the gaps have become smaller due to the increased bolt

force.

Two specimens similar to the two bolt specimens thus far discussed, but with

bolt assemblies of Method 2 type, and one such twelve bolt specimen, were tested. The
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main plates for the two bolt specimens had been used as main plates for previously

tested specimens, the result for which will be presented in Chapter 4. However, these

plates had very minor smears of brass on them, and as will be mentioned in Chapter 4,

results from the retesting of specimens with new brass shims indicated little to no

difference from behavior of virgin plates.

Test results for the aforementioned two bolt specimens are shown in the

middle and lower plots of Figure 3.7. Both specimens, 2B3WBR3 and 2B3WBR4,

exhibited significantly larger slip forces and a distinctly different qualitative force

response history than those of similar connection with Method 1 type of bolt assembly.

The force magnitudes, in particular in the initial stage, were nearly 50% larger than

the maximum force experienced for similar specimens with the Method 1 type of bolt

assembly. The drastic difference in behavior between these specimens and comparable

specimens tightened with Method 1 can be seen by comparing Figures 3.8 and 3.9.

Figure 3.8 shows the curve of absolute value of force response versus cumulative

travel distance for specimen 2B3WBRl, with bolt assembly of which was tightened

by Method 1, and the same curve for specimen 2B3WBR4, with bolt assembly of

which was tightened by Method 2.

It is believed that the differences in behaviors are due to the bolt preload

being by far larger for bolt assemblies tightened by Method 2 than for their coun

terparts tightened by Method 1. The minimum tensile strength of a ~ inch diameter

A325 bolt is nominally 17.7 kips, while the minimal yield strength for the same

bolt is nominally 13.3 kips. Supposing that the value of the bolt force, as tightened

by Method 2, is near the nominal minimum tensile strength of the bolt and that

Method 1 provides between 12 to 14 kips of bolt preload, this would imply that the

normal force provided by a ~ inch diameter A325 bolt tightened by Method 2 to

the frictional surfaces would be larger than that provided by one such bolt tightened

by Method 1 by a factor of between 1.3 and 1.5. This would partially explain the

large differences in the magnitudes of slip force. In addition, if the bolts tightened

by Method 2 are indeed at such a large preload compared to their nominal minimum

yield strength, this would mean that they would have little stiffness as compared to

bolts tightened by Method 1, where the bolt preloads would be just below or just
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above the nominal minimum yield strength. This difference in stiffness would result

in bolt force being comparatively less sensitive to any outward movement of the outer

plates. This perhaps may explain, part way, the differences between the envelopes

of the force response history curves of specimens with bolt assemblies tightened by

Method 1 and those tightened by Method 2.

As mentioned, a twelve bolt specimen, 12B3WBR1 (not shown), with bolt

assemblies tightened by Method 2 was also tested. The twelve bolts were configured

into three rows of four bolts. The four bolts of each row shared a common long

slot. That is, the main plate had three long slots each of which was shared by

four bolts. The bolts were spaced on two inch by two inch grid lines. As with the

two bolt specimens, the steel plates and brass shims were of £-th inch thick A36

plate material and ~-th inch thick half hard cartridge brass, respectively. The slot

lengths for this specimen were too short to accommodate the magnitudes of imposed

displacements, shown in Figure 2.5, used for the testing of the two bolt connections.

The imposed displacement history of Figure 2.5 was scaled in amplitude, but not in

frequency, to suit the displacements allowed by the slot lengths of 12B3WBR1. This

scaled imposed displacement history is shown in Figure 3.10. The imposition of the

displacement history shown in Figure 3.10 resulted in the hysteresis curves shown

in Figure 3.11. The horizontal segments of the hysteresis loops at roughly +/- 50

kips are due to slips in the devices and not due to slip at the SBC. The horizontal

segments at near +/- 75 kips are the effect of the slipping of the brass shims against

the outer plates. These "chewed off" corners were mentioned in the previous chapter

and are characteristic of the behavior of SBCs. The slip force achieved by this SBC

was approximately 112 kips. This force value is a factor 1.24 larger than the value

that would have been expected if the connection were tightened by Method 1. That

is, the peak slip force for SBes tightened by Method 1 appears to be roughly 15 kips

per two bolt connection, or 7.5 kips per single ~ inch diameter A325 bolt. Then for a

twelve bolt connection one would have expected 7.5x12 or 90 kips. The common link

between this specimen and specimens 2B3WBR3 and 2B3WBR4, which also exhibited

uncommonly large slip forces, is that all three had bolt assemblies of Method 2 type.

The curve of absolute force versus cumulative travel for this specimen is shown in
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Figure 3.12. This curve, despite containing the extraneous slips of the clevices, has

strong resemblance to the curve of the same quantities for specimen 2B3WBR4, shown

in Figure 3.9. Again, the common link between theses specimens is that both used

bolt assemblies tightened by Method 2.

3.3 Results for SBes with ~ inch A325 Bolts

Thus far in the presentation of the experimental results, only results for spec

imens with ~ inch diameter A325 bolts have been presented. Results for specimen

12B3WBR1 demonstrated that SBCs with rather large slip forces could be designed

by closely spacing a number of such ~ inch diameter A325 bolts. Indeed, the twelve

bolts of this connection fit into a rectangular area of only 4" x6", three rows of four

bolts on two inch by two inch grid lines. However, it was of interest to investigate also

the behavior of larger bolts. Given the nature of the wear equation, described in the

previous chapter, the results for smaller bolts could not be assumed to extend auto

matically to larger size bolt by simply scaling slip force by the ratio of bolt preloads of

the larger bolt to that of ~ inch A325 bolts. That is, the wear equation would predict

that for, say, doubling the bolt preload that the volume of wear particles would be

doubled given the same imposed displacements. This doubling of the volume of the

wear particles could, conceivably, significantly alter the behavior of the connection

from that expected by assuming a linear extrapolation from results with smaller bolt

preloads.

It was decided to investigate the behavior of SBCs with ~ inch diameter

A325 bolts. The preload specified by the RCSC for this size bolt is 28 kips, that is a

factor of ~~, or 2.33, larger than the preload of ~ inch diameter A325 bolt. Initially,

two SBC specimens designed to accommodate t inch diameter bolts were modified to

accommodate ~ inch diameter bolts. These modification consisted of enlargening the

holes and slots in the outer plates, main plates and brass shims of the specimens. In

imitation of the SBC specimens with t inch diameter A325, where single 8-EH-112

washers having half the flat load of the bolt preload were used, a spring washer having

roughly half the ~ inch diameter A325 bolt preload as its flat load was used. This
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was the 12-EH-168 washer indicated in Table 3.1. The manufacturer's specifications

for this washer are that it becomes flat at 15 kips and that it deforms 0.062 inches

under this load load. The first specimen tested with these washers was specimen

2AlWBRl, results for which are not shown here. The bolt assembly for the specimen

was tightened by Method 1. The slip forces for this specimen were found to be much

lower than expected. This was judged to be due to the bolt holes being too close

to each other. The spacing was 2~ inches center to center. Such close bolt spacing

was due to the fact that the specimens were originally designed to accommodate !
inch diameter bolts. The close spacing may have possibly had two effects. First, it

contributed to large compressive stresses between the sliding surfaces between the

two bolts. Secondly, it is possible that the second bolt to have been tightened may

have loosened the first tightened bolt as it further compressed the grip material in

the vicinity of that bolt. The second specimen, 2AlWBR2, which was identical to

2AlWBRI with exception that one bolt was left loose or "finger tight" was tested to

investigate the behavior of the SBC while excluding the effects due to the closeness

of the bolt holes. The results of testing of this specimen, not shown, indicated much

larger slip forces, per single bolt, than was observed for the first specimen.

Subsequently, SBC specimens were designed with larger bolt hole separa

tions. The details for a typical SBC specimen with two ~ inch diameter A325 bolts

are shown in Figure 3.13. As seen from a comparison of Figure 3.13 with Figure 2.12,

the specimens with ~ inch diameter A325 bolts are different from those with ~ inch

diameter A325 bolts mainly in that the bolt hole and slot separations are larger (three

times the bolt diameter for both cases) and that the brass shims are wider. The thick

nesses of the brass shims were the same in both types of specimens, that is l-th inch

thick.

Figure 3.14 shows the test results for three such specimens. The plots of force

response history and hysteresis curves are arranged as in the previous sections. The

two plots at the top of the figure represent results for the test of specimen 2AOWBR1.

The specimen was tightened by Method 1, as were all SBC specimens tested with ~

inch diameter A325 bolts. No Belleville washers were included in the bolt assemblies

of this specimen. The profile of the force response history curve for this specimen is

~ -.~ :
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rather similar to those for specimens with ~ inch diameter A325 bolts. Figure 3.15

shows the curve of absolute value of force response versus cumulative travel for spec

imen 2AOWBRl. Comparison of this figure with, say, Figure 2.14, showing the same

curve for specimen 2B1WBR1, indicates similar behavior characteristics. The ratio

of static slip forces between specimen 2AOWBR1 and 2B1WBR1, as can be discerned

from the two figures, is ~~:~ or 2.21 which compares well with the ratio of the bolt

preloads given above, that is 2.33. If the force plateaus for the two specimens are

interpreted to be at 15 kips for 2B1WBR1 and at 35 kips for 2AOWBR1, the ratio of

effective kinetic slip force for the two specimens is {~ or 2.33, indicating linear increase

in slip force with increase of bolt preloads. Again it must be emphasized, the in light

of the wear equation given in the previous chapter, further linear extrapolation for

large bolt preloads may not lead to linear increases in the slip forces.

The middle and bottom plots in Figure 3.14, for specimens 2A3WBR1 and

2A3WBR2, show result for the testing of two specimens with ~ inch diameter A325

bolts and with washer stacks of three 12-H-150 spring washers in parallel. As in the

case of the specimens with ~ inch diameter A325 bolts, the stack was chosen to have

a flat load larger than the bolt preload and, as such, to provide extra flexibility to the

DTI-bolt-Bellevilles clamping system. According to the manufacturers specifications,

a single 12-H-150 washer has a flat load of 12 kips. Then, a stack of three in parallel

of such washers has a flat load of 36 kips, that is 8 kips larger than the preload of

~ inch diameter A325 bolt. The deflection from the undeformed to the flat position

of the washer is specified as 0.053 inches. The method of bolt assembly was again

Method 1.

As in the case of the specimens with ~ inch diameter A325 bolts, the effect of

using washer stacks with flat loads larger than the bolt preload is most accentuated

in the later stages of slipping. That is, the initial stages of force response history

curves for specimens 2A3WBR1 and 2A3WBR2 are quite similar in magnitude to

that of specimen 2AOWBR1 shown in the same figure. Figure 3.16 shows the curve of

absolute value of force versus cumulative travel for specimen 2A3WBR2. Comparing

this figure to Figure 3.15, showing the same curve for specimen 2AOWBR1, again

indicates that no significant gains in slip force is achieved in the cumulative travel
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range of interest by the use of the washer stacks. This result correlates well with

lessons learned from the testing of specimens with ~ inch diameter A325 bolts.

3.4 Discussion

Chronology of Testing

In order to put the results to be presented in the next chapters into per

spective with the results presented in this chapter, a discussion of the chronology of

the testing of the specimens is necessary. Specimen 2BlWBRl was the first speci

men tested with brass shims and the first specimen with results indicating not only

acceptable, but excellent, behavior characteristics for an energy dissipation system.

As explained in the previous sections of this chapter, this specimen utilized a single

8-EH-1l2 Solon compression washer in its bolt assembly. Later experiments, the re

sults of which have been presented in this chapter, indicated that nearly the same

behavior resulted from tests of similar SBCs without any Belleville washers. That

is, the responses of specimens 2BOWBRl and 2BOWBR2, apart from the skewness of

the hysteresis loops attributed to the misalignment of the clevices, were quite similar

to the responses of specimens 2BlWBR1. At the time of the testing of 2BlWBR1,

a narrow time window of opportunity to use the shake table was present. In or

der to take advantage of this opportunity, attention was restricted to specimens of

the 2BlWBRl type. The experimental results presented in the next chapter are for

specimens of same type as 2BlWBR1. That is, these specimens had bolt assemblies

consisting of ~ inch diameter A325 bolts, with their associated DTI and a single 8

EH-1l2 Solon compression washers, all assembled by Method 1. The SBCs of the

shake table structure were also of this type. Indeed, they were identical to specimens

2BlWBRl and 2BlWBR2, the result for which were presented in this chapter. All

these connections performed excellently with very reliable behavior. The expansion of

the experimental program to include steel-bra.ss type SBCs with no Belleville, stacks

of Bellevilles, with assemblies by Method 2 and with ~ inch diameter A325 bolts came

about after the completion of the shake table tests.
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Relevance of Results to Practitioners
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The above mentioned chronology and the wide scope of the experiments

conducted after the completion of the shake table tests has resulted in there being a

larger data-base for specimens of the type of 2B1WBR1 than any other type. Due to

this, it is felt that while connections of the 2B1WBR1 type may be used with some

confidence in the field, more experimental data need to be generated for the other

types of SBCs that have been discussed in this chapter. It is felt that possible use in

the field of the variants of SBCs discussed in this chapter other than the 2B1WBR1

types may be justified, however, if full scale as-designed connections of these types

are tested in a CIT machine with realistic imposed displacements.

For design in the field with SBCs of the 2B1WBR1 type, two primary values

are necessary. These are the initial static slip force and the kinetic slip force, each

given per single bolt. It is emphasized that the values to be given are for the entire

system of the ~ inch diameter A325 bolt with the associated DTI, the single 8-EH-112

Solon compression washer and the hardened fiat washer, all assembled by Method 1.

The average initial static slip force for 2B1WBR1 type specimens is calcu

lated to be 7.2 kips per bolt based on tests of six virgin specimens. By virgin it is

meant here that the elements of the specimen were not reused from another experi

ment. Of the six, results for two, 2B1WBR1 and 2B1WBR2, were presented in this

chapter. The results for the remaining four are presented in the next chapter. If the

DTI is to be supposed to provide, by Method 1, bolt preloads in the range of 12 to

14 kips, this then leads to a possible range of slip coefficients for clean mill scale A36

steel against half hard cartridge brass (UNS-260) of 0.30 to 0.26. These values are

rather typical for such metallic couples. It was not possible to include in this data

the results from twelve similar SBCs installed in the test structure that was tested on

the shake table. As will be explained in chapter 6, due to the addition to the testing

facility of a new and improved data acquisition system, the initial data, including the

initial static slip forces of the SBCs, for the first few tests were lost.

Specification of an average kinetic slip force is not as clear-cut as the case of

the initial static slip force. As has been demonstrated in the curves of absolute value
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of force response versus cumulative travel for specimens 2BlWBRl and 2BlWBR1,

shown in Figures 2.14 and 3.4, the magnitude of slip forces of SBCs of this type are

strongly dependent on cumulative travel distance. The variations of the slip forces

with velocity are small enough to be ignored for design purposes. The trends seen for

the six specimens above and the twelve SBCs of the test structure indicate that a force

plateau of approximately 7.5 kips per bolt is consistently reached. For most of the

specimens the initial kinetic slip force is approximately 5 kips. This value increases

to 7.5 kips within a "break in" range of approximately 10 inches of cumulative travel.

Again, if the DTI is assumed to provide between 12 and 14 kips of bolt preload for the

~ inch diameter A325 bolt, the numbers above could be translated to initial kinetic

friction coefficients of between 0.21 and 0.18 and kinetic friction coefficient plateau

of between 0.31 and 0.27.
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Specimen Belleville Type DTI Method Comments
*2BIWBRl 8-EH-1l2 1 -

*2BIWBR2 8-EH-1l2 1 -

*2BOWBRl - 1 -

*2BOWBR2 - 1 -

*2B3WBRl 8-EH-1l2 1 -

2B3WBR2 8-EH-1l2 1 -

*2B3WBR3 8-EH-1l2 2 Reused Main Plate
*2B3WBR4 8-EH-1l2 2 Reused Main Plate
*12B3WBRl 8-EH-1l2 2 -

2A1WBR1 12-EH-168 1 Small Bolt Hole Separation
2A1WBR2 12-EH-168 1 One Bolt "Finger Tight"

*2AOWBR1 - 1 -

*2A3WBR1 12-H-150 1 -

*2A3WBR2 12-H-150 1 -

2A3WBR3 12-H-150 1 -

Table 3.1: Steel-brass SBC specimens tested with sinusoidal displacements.
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Figure 3.1: Two views of two t inch bolt SBCs
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Figure 3.2: Two ~ inch bolt SBC in MTS frame with close-up of shims.
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Figure 3.6: Method 2 of assembly of bolt, DTI and Belleville washers.
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Figure 3.14: Force and hysteresis curves for 2AOWBR1, 2A3WBR1 and 2A3WBR2.
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Chapter 4

SBCs Under Seismic Imposed

Displacements

4.1 General Remarks

SBC test results thus far presented in this document have been confined to

SBC responses to imposed sinusoidal displacements. It was of interest to investigate

the responses of SBCs to more realistic imposed displacements. Several steel-brass

SBC specimens were tested with imposed simulated seismic displacements derived by

non-linear dynamic analyses.

The testing procedure consisted of first deriving, analytically, the axial dis

placement histories of an SBC-type connection of a brace in a suitable mathematical

structural model in response to a given acceleration history. This displacement his

tory was then scaled, in time, to reduce velocities to within the limitations of the CIT

machine. The last step in the procedure consisted of imposing these axial displace

ment histories onto an SBC specimen in the CIT machine and recording the results

as in the tests of SBCs subjected to sinusoidal imposed displacements.

The testing of SBCs with imposed seismic displacements was done with

two groups of specimens. For the first group, the analytical structural model was a

hypothetical structure with a 60 kip SBC connecting its diagonal brace to the top

of one the columns of the structure. For the second group, the analytical structural
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model was that of the test structure to be tested on the shake table. The testing

of the second group of specimens was done as a final verification of the behavior of

SBCs before the implementation of twelve similar SBCs into the test structure.

Table 4.1 lists eight specimens tested under imposed simulated seismic dis

placements. The first four specimens listed comprised the first group mentioned, while

the last four comprised the second group. The specimen designations, Belleville type

and DTI method indicated in the table are to be interpreted as explained in Chap

ters 2 and 3. As in Chapter 3, a star (*) next to the specimen designation indicates

that results for the testing of the specimen are explicitly presented in this document.

As was indicated in the last section of Chapter 3, all specimens discussed in this

chapter have bolt assemblies identical to specimens 2B1WBR1 and 2B1WBR2, the

results for which were presented in Chapters 2 and 3.

4.2 Results for SHes of Hypothetical Structure

Figure 4.1 shows the hypothetical structure with a SBC in the diagonal

brace. Member sections of the columns and the brace are indicated in this figure,

together with the dimensions and the the dead load of the structure. For analysis,

the SBC of the brace was assigned a 60 kip slip force. The structure was modeled

as a single degree of freedom (SDOF) shear structure with a linear elastic spring,

representing the horizontal stiffness contribution of the columns, and a linear-elastic

perfectly-plastic spring in parallel with the linear elastic spring, representing the

horizontal stiffness and slip force contributions of the brace and SBC, respectively.

A viscous damping ratio of 2% of critical damping was assigned to the structure.

The DANS [33] computer analysis program, implementing a Newmark step-by-step

integration method, was used for the dynamic analysis of the structure.

Four acceleration histories were used for the dynamic analyses. These were

based on recorded acceleration histories from four earthquakes. The first three records

were the EI Centro, the Pacoima dam and the Taft records. The dates, component

designations and earthquake names associated with these three records were given

in Table 1.2 in Chapter 1. The fourth record used was from the Sylmar-Olive View
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Medical Center record (Channel 2, 360 Degrees) for the 1/10/87 Whittier earthquake.

The Taft, El Centro and Sylmar acceleration records were amplified by factors of 5,

2 and 40, respectively, to increase the response of the SBC.

Once the axial displacement histories, due to the above mentioned records,

of the SBC of the hypothetical test structure were derived, these displacement his

tories were scaled in time by a factor of 20 to reduce the velocities to within range

of the CIT machine's limitations. That is, the displacements were applied at a rate

twenty times slower than the actual derived displacement history. These displacement

histories were then applied, consecutively in the order of the records given above, as

imposed displacements to two virgin specimens, 2B1WBR3 and 8B1WBRl. Speci

men 2B1WBR3 was identical in every detail to specimens 2B1WBR1 and 2B1WBR3

discussed in previous chapters. Specimen 2B1WBR3 was tested in preparation for

the testing of an eight t inch diameter A325 bolt SBC, specimen 8BlWBRl. The

eight bolt configuration was chosen to result in a slip force of 60 kips. The number

of bolts was based on data from previous tests indicating a slip force plateau of 7.5

kips per bolt for this type of bolt assembly. Figure 4.2 shows two views of specimen

8B1WBRl. The upper photographic plate in this figure shows the specimen secured

to the devices of the CIT machine. The lower photographic plate in the figure shows

a dose up of the bolts assemblies. Seen in this photographic plate are the eight bolts

of the connection viewed from side on which the nuts are tightened. The shiny 8

EH-112 washers are visible underneath darker appearing hardened washers, topped

by high strength nuts. Three rows of bolts, with each row sharing a common slot,

comprised the eight bolts of the connection. The two outer rows contained 3 bolts,

while the middle row contained two bolts. As with specimen 12B3WBR1, discussed

in the previous chapter, the bolt centers were positioned on two inch by two inch grid

lines, and the steel plate and brass shims were, respectively, of ~-th inch thick A36

plate material and ~-th inch thick half hard cartridge brass.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the the imposed displacements used for the testing

of the two specimens, 2B1WBR3 and 8BlWBRl, and the resulting hysteresis curves

for the specimens. The plots in the top rows of the two figures represent the time

scaled derived SBC responses of the hypothetical structure due to the four mentioned
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records. The middle and bottom rows of the two figures represent the hysteresis curves

of specimens 2B1WBR3 and 8B1WBR1, respectively, due to the imposed displace

ment histories shown in the top plot of each column of plots in which the hysteresis

curves are shown. It is seen that slip forces of very nearly 15 kips, for specimen

2B1WBR3, and 60 kips, for specimen 8B1WBR1, are reached due to the application

of the imposed displacements due to the Pacoima record. With the application of next

three displacement histories the slip forces in both specimens are seen to decrease,

however not significantly.

Retrofits of Specimen 8BIWBRI

It was of interest to investigate the possibility of retrofitting the SBC con

nections. After the completion of the testing of specimen 8B1WBR1, the specimen

was dismantled and reassembled with new brass shim plates and new DTIs. The

bolts, nuts, hardened washers and the 8-EH-112 washers were reused. The reassem

bled specimen was designated 8B1WBR1A. This specimen was tested in an identical

manner to the testing of 8B1WBRl. The results were, for practical purposes, identi

cal. This specimen was also dismantled and reassembled this time not with new brass

shims, but with the old brass shims turned so that the face previously facing the outer

plates now faced the main plates. This specimen was designated 8B1WBR1B. Again,

the specimen was tested as before. The only observable difference in the response of

this second retrofit scheme was that the "chewed off corners" of the hysteresis loops

had slightly exaggerated sizes due to the bolt holes in the shims having been deformed

in the previous experiment.

4.3 Results for SBCs of Test Structure Model

The second group of SBC specimens tested under simulated seismic imposed

displacements were tested as a part of the design process of the bracing system of

the test structure to be tested on the shake table. These tests of SBCs served as a

last verification step before the construction of the bracing system, with SBCs, of
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the test structure. The test structure, to be discussed in the chapters ahead, was a

three story one bay structure with chevron bracing with SBCs at all levels. A total

of twelve SBCs, four per story, were included in the bracing system. Whereas in

the case of the hypothetical structure, an SDOF model sufficed for the mathematical

modelling of the structure, for the case of the test structure, the entire as-designed

moment resisting frame and chevron bracing system with SBCs were modelled as a

two dimensional frame with six SBCs. The nonlinear analysis program Drain-2DX

[4] was used for the analysis. The details of the analytical model will be described in

detail in Chapter 9.

The final design of the structure called for SBCs with 15 and 7.5 kip slip

force plateaus to be used. Two specimens, 2B1WBR4 and 2B1WBR5, were tested

with axial displacements derived from analyses of the as-designed test structure sub

jected to four ground acceleration history records. The two specimens were identical

to specimens 2B1WBR1, 2B1WBR2 and 2B1WBR3 already discussed. Each of the

two specimens, 2B1WBR4 and 2B1WBR5, were first subjected to two consecutive

imposed displacement histories due to two acceleration histories. Each of the two

specimens were then dismantled and reassembled with new brass shims, bolts, DTIs

and 8-EH-112 washers but leaving one of the two bolts "finger tight" and with a

second nut to have the effect of a lock nut. The reassembled specimens were then

retested with the same imposed displacements as their virgin counterparts which

had both bolts tightened. The reassembled specimens, each with one of two bolts

"finger tightened," were designated 2B1WBR4B and 2B1WBR5B. The four ground

acceleration record used were the Chile (Llolleo), the Taft, the EI Centro and the

Pacoima records. The dates, component designations and earthquake names associ

ated with these records were given in Table 1.2 in Chapter 1. The four acceleration

records were amplified by factors of 1.5, 6, 3 and 2, respectively following the order

of the records given above. The derived displacement histories due to the Chile and

Taft records were used, in the given order, for the testing of specimens 2B1WBR4 and

2B1WBR4B, while the histories due to the EI Centro and Pacoima records were used,

again in the given order, for the testing of specimens 2B1WBR5 and 2B1WBR5B.

As in the case of the hypothetical structure, the derived displacement histories were
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scaled in time by a factor of 20 to reduce the velocities to within the range of the

limitations of the CIT machine.

The top two plots of Figure 4.5 show the time scaled imposed displacement

histories due to the Chile and Taft records. The plots at middle and bottom of the

left column represent the hysteresis curves for specimens 2BlWBR4B and 2BlWBR4,

respectively due to the application of the displacement history due to the Chile record.

The corresponding plots in the right hand column of the figure represent the hysteresis

curves for 2BlWBR4B and 2BlWBR4 in response to derived imposed displacements

due to the Taft record. Figure 4.6 shows plots, similarly arranged, for specimens

2BlWBR5B and 2BlWBR5B in response to derived imposed seismic displacements

due to the EI Centro and Pacoima records.

Again, it is seen that, as in the case of the results for specimens 2BlWBR3

and 8BlWBRl, the assumption that a slip force of 7.5 kips is provided by a single

bolts assembled as described is verified by the results of the testing of 2BlWBR4,

2BIWBR4B, 2BIWBR5 and 2BIWBR5B. It seen that for specimens 2BIWBR4 and

2BlWBR5 slip forces of nearly 15 kips are achieved, while for specimens 2BlWBR4B

and 2BlWBR5B, with one bolt only "finger tightened," the slip forces are nearly 7.5

kips. With such well behaved and predictable results, the verification process of the

connections for use in the test structure, to be tested on the shake table, was consid

ered a success. The next step in the experimental program was the construction of

the bracing and supporting systems of the test structure, followed by instrumentation

and testing on the shake table.
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Specimen Belleville Type DTI Method Comments
*2B1WBR3 8-EH-112 1 Prep. for 8B1WBR1 Testing
*8B1WBR1 8-EH-112 1 -
8B1WBR1A 8-EH-112 1 8B1WBR1 with New Shims
8B1WBR1B 8-EH-112 1 8B1WBR1A with Turned Shims
*2B1WBR4 8-EH-112 1 Prep. for Shake Table

*2B1WBR4B 8-EH-112 1 One Bolt "Finger Tight"
*2B1WBR5 8-EH-112 1 Prep. for Shake Table

*2B1WBR5B 8-EH-112 1 One Bolt "Finger Tight"

Table 4.1: Steel-brass SBC specimens tested with simulated seismic displacements.
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150 kips

Rigid deckr Wlm90

26 ft

WI2X190

~~------42ft-----~):

Figure 4.1: Hypothetical structure with 60 kip SBC in diagonal brace.
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Figure 4.2: Photographs of eight ~ inch diameter bolt SBC.
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Figure 4.3: Hysteresis curves of 2BlWBR3 and 8BlWBRl due to Pacoima and Taft.
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Figure 4.5: Hysteresis curves of 2BlWBR4 and 2BlWBR4B due to Chile and Taft.
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Chapter 5

Shake Table Tests

5.1 Purpose

The results of the experimental testing of SHCs on the CIT machine gave

strong indication that the SHCs could provide an inexpensive and uncomplicated

source for energy dissipation in a structural system subjected to strong seismic exci

tations. The simplicity, in behavior and physical assembly, of SHCs suggested that

both analytical modeling of structural behavior and physical implementation of the

connections into a real structure were feasible.

There were however certain issues that, despite analytical simulation and

experiment on the CIT machine, begged verification through actual shake table test

ing of a structure fitted with SHCs. Simply put, the analytical simulations indicated

performance that was "too good to be true." Simulations of the Clough and Tang

structure [24, 8, 23] loaded with the masses used to load the said structure by Whit

taker, et al. [31] indicated very small displacements and inter-story drifts in response

to rather strong seismic excitations. This structure, with the said masses, was men

tioned in the last chapter, where it was used as an analytical model to derive dis

placements to be imposed on SHCs in the CIT machine. Such good performance in

reducing displacements was even more suspect as it was achieved, in one design case,

by using only four ~ inch bolts, one per SHC of brace, in the second and third levels

and eight such bolts, two per SHC of brace, in the first level. In addition, while the
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behavior of individual SBCs was well understood, their effect on and the interaction

with a structure was only studied through analytical simulations. Experimental data,

such as that from shake table tests of a structure, would be necessary to justify the

soundness of the use of such simulations.

Moreover, for such a novel concept as the SBCs to gain the confidence of

the professional community it was necessary to demonstrate conclusively that a real

structure including SBCs could be designed and built using the knowledge gained

from the testing of the connections in the CIT machine. Further, it would be needed

to demonstrate that the structure could be designed using relatively widely available

analytical tools and that the structure could be built using conventional fabrication

techniques.

It was decided to test on the shake table the retrofitted Clough and Tang

frame with chevron bracing connected with SBCs and based on the designs achieved

by trial-and-error through simulations of the test structure. As mentioned above,

histories of slip at representative braces for one of the designs were used to test

several SBCs as a last verification of the performance of SBCs before the retrofit of

the structure began. The results for these tests were presented in Chapter 4. The

present and the next three chapters deal entirely with the shake table tests, their

results, their implications and their comparison with analytical simulations. This

chapter presents a description of the testing set-up, including the shake table, the

test structure, the instrumentation and the schedule of the table input signals and

their description.

5.2 The Shake Table

Detailed information on the characteristics and specifications of the Earth

quake Engineering Research Center's (EERC) shake table can be found in [20, 21].

This section attempts to convey a general picture of the fundamental workings of the

shake table.

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic representation of the test structure secured to

the shake table. The table itself is a 20' x 20' reinforced and post-tensioned concrete
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platform weighing 100,000 lbs. When in operation, the sealed pit under the table is

pressurized. The maximum allowable pressure in the pit is dictated by the strength

of the nylon fabric seal. The usual operational pressure of the pit is between 2 and 3

psi over atmospheric pressure. This pressurization, combined with the action of four

vertical 25 kip hydraulic actuators and four passive stabilizers, shown in Figures 5.1

and 5.2, supports the dead vertical load of the table and structure above. The pres

surization can by itself support the shake table together with a 130 kip structure,

however the actuators are needed to stabilize the the table when subjected to over

turning moments imparted to it from structures tested. The vertical actuators and

stabilizers are responsible also for controlling pitch and roll of the table. Three 70

kip horizontal hydraulic actuators, shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, produce horizontal

motions in the table. The actuators are supplied with oil at 3000 psi of pressure gen

erated by four 90 gpm pressure regulated pumps. Each pump is driven by a 120 hp

electric motor. The actuators react against a reinforced concrete foundation encasing

the sides and bottom of the pit and weighing 1,580,000 lbs. With this configuration

the table can achieve a maximum horizontal displacement of 5 inches, a maximum

horizontal velocity of 25 inches/second and a maximum horizontal acceleration of 1.5

Gs.

The positions of the actuators and the test structure in relation to the table

are show in plan view in Figure 5.2. This figure also indicates the positions of some

of the table instrumentation. These will be described in the next sections. Heavy

dots marked "V" and "P" indicate the locations of the vertical actuators and passive

stabilizers respectively. Arrows denoted "H" indicate the positions of the horizontal

actuators. The positions, on the table, of the Eastern and Western longitudinal frames

of the test structure are also indicated in this figure. The test structure was bolted to

steel, I-sectioned, foundation beams which were, in turn, post-tensioned to the table.

5.3 The Test Structure

The ductile moment resisting space frame, chosen to be retrofitted with

SBC and tested on the shake table, was that constructed for the original experi-
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mental work by Clough and Tang [24, 8, 23] in 1973. The main purpose of that

study was to define and verify mathematical modeling procedures used at the time

for predicting earthquake response of steel moment-resisting frames. The structure

was not designed as a similitude-scaled model of a larger structure, but rather as a

"small structure". The Clough and Tang structure consisted of two identical three

story, single bay, moment-resisting steel frames. The frames were connected by floor

diaphragms consisting of transverse beams and trusses. The columns and beams of

the structure were W5x16 and W6x12 rolled sections. The moment connections

were typical all-welded connections. Total panel zone thickness of the columns in

the connections, after reinforcement, was one inch. The frame was originally loaded

with roughly 8,000 pounds per floor. References [24, 8, 23] provide further detailed

information on the design and construction of the structure.

Clough and Tang Structure Braced with SBCs

In order to produce significant slips in SBCs of a bracing system installed

in the Clough and Tang structure, it would be necessary that large inertial forces be

generated at the story levels of the structure. Following the work of Whittaker, et

al. [31], in which the Clough and Tang frame was retrofitted with the ADAS energy

dissipation system, it was decided to load the structure with roughly 30,000 pounds

per floor. Whittaker, et al., tested the structure as a "small structural system and

not as similitude-scaled replica of a full scaled building." The same approach was

used in the testing and design of the test structure braced with SBCs.

Figure 5.3 shows photographs of a side elevation and an isometric view of

the test structure in its final form, with braces and SBCs in place. A chevron config

uration for the longitudinal bracing system was seen to be the most practical bracing

configuration. The final design consisted of adding to the Clough and Tang frame

twelve braces, of 3 x 3x 1~ inch hollow square tube section, with one SBC connecting

each to gusset plates located at midspans of longitudinal beams. Figure 5.4 shows the

dimensions and configuration of the bracing elements. Table 5.1 indicates the section

properties of the moment frame and the bracing system. The braces resulted in six
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chevrons, one per each bay of each story of the two frames. Transverse braces were also

provided by 2x2x 1
3
6 inch angle members, in double-angle form, in X-configurations

in the first story and chevron configurations in the upper two stories. The chevron

configuration in the upper stories was necessary to allow the ballast concrete blocks

and lead packets to fit into the structure.

A typical detail of the horizontal diaphragms connecting the frames is shown

in Figure 5.5. As shown in Figure 5.6, the reactive masses or ballasts rested upon

the top flanges of the outer two V/6 x 12 transverse beams of the diaphragms. It was

assumed, at time of design, that the truss systems would cause the diaphragms to be

stiff enough to be effectively considered rigid in the analytical model of the structure.

Results will be presented in Chapter 8 indicating actual behavior very different from

that assumed. The diaphragms proved to be far more flexible that originally thought.

The ballast consisted, per floor, of two 4,000 pound concrete blocks and forty three

510 pound packs of lead ingots. The concrete blocks were positioned onto angle

brackets welded to the transverse beams and tied down against the brackets with

threaded rods going vertically through the blocks and tightened to angle sections

reacting against the transverse beams below. The lead packets were individually laid

over the blocks and then strapped down with tensioned steel strapping. As a measure

of safety, the packets at the two ends of the blocks, extending out from the structure,

were secured to the blocks by channel sections and threaded rods.

The SBCs, one at the top of each brace, were identical to the ~ inch bolt

SBCs with two bolts presented in Chapters 2 through 4. The DTls were used as

described by "Method 1" of the manufacturer's instructions. One 8-EH-112 Solon

compression washer topped with hardened flat washers was placed under the nut of

each bolts. As noted in Chapter 3, later experiments indicated that the use of these

washers was not as beneficial to the performance of the SBCs as first thought. The

shim plates were of the usual k inch thick UNS-260, half hard cartridge brass. A

typical detail of the brace-to-SBC-to-beam connection is shown in Figure 5.7. The

£-th inch thick main plate of the SBCs "fish tailed" into slots cut into the 3 x 3x 1~

inch hollow square tube braces. The outer plates of the SBCs were then bolted onto a
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~-th inch thick plate which was welded onto a 1 inch thick plate to form aT, the web

of the T being the vertical ~-th inch thick plate and the flange being the 1 inch thick

plate. This flange was then, in turn, bolted and welded to the W6 x 12 longitudinal

beams of the frame.

The connection presented is not necessarily an example of the way SBCs

would or should be implemented in the field. Rather this connection detail was the

most appropriate and convenient design for experimental purposes. The plates of the

aforementioned T could have been selected to have been thinner and welding, rather

than bolting, could be used to attach the outer plates of the SBCs to the T stem

and the T webs to the longitudinal beams. However, the need for over-conservatism

in an experimental detail and minimization of damage, such as would be cause by

welding, to the moment frame dictated the necessity of a design such as that shown in

Figure 5.7. Further, this design allowed for the possibility of quick dismantling of the

SBCs, in case this was necessary, and it eliminated the need for any steel shims that

would be needed to compensate for the difference in thickness of the gusset plates

and the separations between the outer plates of the SBCs due to the thickness of

the middle plates and the brass shims. The use of eight ~ inch A325 bolts, resulted

in a factor of safety of roughly 7 against static slip, relative to a maximum possible

SBC slip force of 20 kips. Although, the use of such a large factor of safety in this

design raised quite a few eyebrows, the author feels justified as, firstly, it was not

time-efficient to use any reliable bolt tension verification methods on these bolts, and

secondly, there is little data on the behavior of "slip-critical" bolts under cyclic loads

of large magnitude. Needless to say, in this experimental setting it was not desirable

that slips occur anywhere in the braces other than in the SBCs. The bottoms ends

of the braces were connected to the moment frames as shown in the bottom plate of

Figure 5.8.

Three different structural configurations were to be tested. The difference

in the three consisted solely of differences in the SBC slip forces. The three configura

tions, with different numbers of tightened SBC bolts, are designated in this document

as TS1, TS2 and TS3, with TS being acronym for "test structure."
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The TSI Configuration

This design called for 15 kip SBCs at the first level and 7.5 kip SBCs at the

upper two levels. This was accommodated by using the detail already presented and

leaving one of each of the two bolts of the SBCs of the upper two floors loose. That

is, one of each of the two bolts of each of the SBCs in the upper two floors was only

''finger tightened" and secured with two nuts to produce the effect of a lock-nut. It

will be recalled, that results for the tests of such SBCs were presented in Chapter 4.

The TS2 Configuration

The TS2 design called for 15 kip SBCs at the first two levels and 7.5 kip

SBCs at the third level. This was accomplished by simply tightening the "finger

tight" bolts in the second levels in the usual manner. This was done on the third day

of testing after tests of TS1 were completed.

The TS3 Configuration

The TS3 configuration was designed to induce torsional moments on the

structure. For this purpose, one from each of the two tightened SBC bolts in the

western braces of the first level of TS2 were removed. This was done approximately

two weeks after the completion of the testing of TS2.

Fabrication and Assembly

The components of the SBCs and their connections to the beams, the trans

verse and longitudinal braces and the bottom brace connections were all fabricated

at a local steel fabrication shop. The entire retrofit process took four months to com

plete. The process included the removal of the unnecessary additions to the frame,

mementos of experimenters from the past, the straightening by heat treatment of

several columns bent out-of-straight over years of subjection to various abuse, the

assembly of the individual pieces of the bracing system into the structure, through

drilling, bolting and welding, the loading of the ballast onto the structure, the post

tensioning of the structure onto the table and the addition of a fresh coat of bright
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orange paint to the body of the moment frame. The author was assisted in these

activities by an experienced and highly professional welder/ironworker.

5.4 Structure and Table Instrumentation

In addition to the work described above, eighty one strain gages were at

tached at various locations of the structure. For each strain gage installation, the

installation surfaces were sand-blasted, smoothed with two fine grades of acid wetted

sand paper, then neutralized. Each installed strain gage was coated with a special

resin coating in order to protect it from the environment of the lab located adjacent to

the San Francisco Bay. Also installed were twenty wire-potentiometers, for measuring

various displacements, and eight accelerometers. The locations and purpose of these

instruments, as well as those on the shake table, are the subject this section.

The data acquisition system at the EERC allowed for data sampling at 200

Hertz of seventy channels used in the testing of the structure. Originally sixty eight

were used. After the second day of testing, two more channels were added to better

monitor the behavior of the horizontal diaphragms. The channels, each of which

corresponded to a reading from an instrument or a combination of instruments, were

numbered 1 to 71, with channel 70 being defunct.

Table Instrumentation

Data channels 1 through 13 were devoted to the table instrumentation. Only

data from channels 1 through 4 and 6 through 9 were utilized in this study. The loca

tions and types of instruments associated with these channels are shown in Figure 5.2.

Given the data from these channels, the table acceleration, displacement and pitch

at any instant could be established. In this figure, and in the rest of the text of this

document, "longitudinal" refers to orientation parallel to the north-south lines, while

"transverse" refers to orientation parallel to east-west lines.
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Structure Instrumentation
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Data channels 14 through 69 and channel 71 were used to monitor the struc

tural behavior. Of primary importance, in this monitoring, was the behavior of the

SBCs. For each of the SBCs, the axial force through the SBC and the slip distance

along the axis of the brace were monitored. This was accomplished by using one

wire-potentiometer per SBC and a circuit of four strain gages per each brace. The

wire-potentiometers were secured to the outer plates of the SBCs which were, in turn,

bolted to the gusset plates. The wires were then attached to a bolts tapped into the

braces below the points of attachment of the braces to the main plates of the SBC. Of

the four strain gages on each brace, two measured strains coaxial with the brace while

two measured Poisson strains. The wire-potentiometers and the strain gage circuits

were calibrated to read force and displacement values directly. Figure 5.8 shows, in

the top and middle plates, an SBC wire potentiometer and a brace strain gage circuit.

The data channels corresponding to the SBC wire potentiometers and brace strain

gage circuits were numbered 38 through 49 and 20 through 31 respectively. The loca

tions of these instruments on the two longitudinal frames of the structure are shown

in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Of interest was also to monitor the bending moments in one

typical brace. This was accomplished by adding a single strain gage at the bottom of

the south-western brace of the first story of the structure. The data channel for this

gage was channel 66, also shown in Figure 5.9.

In addition to the monitoring of the SBC behavior, certain structural re

sponse quantities such as relative story displacements, story inter-story drifts and

story shear forces were also of interest. The first two of these quantities could be

monitored through an array of six wire potentiometers. The six wire potentiometers,

one per each level of each longitudinal frame, were secured to a stationary instrumen

tation wall to the south of the test structure. The wires were attached to hooks spot

welded onto the structure at selected locations. Channels 15 through 20 correspond

to these wire-potentiometers. The points on the structure to which the wires of the

wire-potentiometers were connected are shown schematically in Figures 5.9, 5.10 and

also Figure 5.11, where the locations of the instruments are given in terms of their
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vertical distance from the surface of the table. For the measurement of story shear

forces, instrumentation was provided for three approaches. The first two approaches

consisted of measuring the acceleration of the story masses. Knowing these acceler

ations, inertia forces acting at each level could be calculated from the knowledge of

the value of the masses. These inertia forces would then be used to approximate the

shear forces at each level of the structure. For structures with low viscous damping

such an approximation can be very good. Six accelerometers were devoted to this

purpose. Three were positioned at each level of the western longitudinal frame of

the structure. Another three were positioned on the concrete blocks at each level.

Channels 32 through 37 were assigned to this set of accelerometers. The locations of

these accelerometers are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.11.

The third method for measuring story shear forces consisted of measuring

the shear forces in representative columns, extrapolating the results to the rest, and

adding the total shear force carried by the columns to the horizontal components of

the axial forces in the braces. The instrumentation for measuring the axial forces in

the braces has already been described above. To measure shear forces in columns, it

was decided to measure bending moments at two sections per gaged column. Given

that the columns had no external loading between the two sections, the calculated

moment gradient, with respect to distance along the column, between the two sections

would then be equal to the shear carried by the column. The column section bending

moments were determined by measuring the axial strains on the top fibers of the

flanges of the gaged sections of the columns. This was accomplished by placing a two

gage circuit, one gage to each side of the centerline of the flange, on the top of each

flange of each gaged section. In the first story, the two southern columns were gaged

as described, while in the upper two stories only the south-western column was gaged.

The data channels for the strain-gage circuits were numbered 50 through 65. The

positions of these strain gage circuits are shown in Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. Two

plates in Figure 5.12 show typical locations of strain-gage circuits, accelerometers and

wire-potentiometer hook attachments.

Lastly, two accelerometers were attached onto the western longitudinal frame

to measure any transverse accelerations. The data channels corresponding to these
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were 67 and 68. The locations of the two accelerometers are indicated in Figures 5.9

and 5.11. Two additional wire-potentiometers were added after the second day of test

ing to quantify relative displacements between the concrete blocks and longitudinal

frames due to the flexibility of the diaphragms. Channels 69 and 71 were associated

with these potentiometers. Their locations are shown in Figure 5.11.

5.5 Inputs to the Table

Given a digitized acceleration history, the EERC shake table can produce

shake table motions imparting an approximation of the acceleration history to table

and the structure atop it. Necessarily, the requisite accelerations, velocities and dis

placements must be within the range of the table's limitations. Roughly speaking, the

digital acceleration record is low-pass filtered, doubly integrated, then passed through

a digital to analog converter to an MTS controller unit which controls the table mo

tions. By varying the "span setting," the fraction of the amplitude of the acceleration

record to be imparted to the table, an acceleration record can be reproduced on the

table with the amplitudes scaled to the desired values. The EERC earthquake sim

ulation laboratory has a library of recorded digitized acceleration histories of past

significant earthquakes, as well as a number artificially synthesized records.

The shake table testing of the structure spanned over five days; 1/16/93,

1/19/93, 1/20/93, 2/3/93 and 2/4/93. The last day indicated included several tests

performed as a part of a demonstration for an EERC "open house." Several runs were

made on the day previous to this to preclude any embarrassing incidents during the

open house. Immediately following the demonstration, the structure was converted

from the TS2 configurations to the TS3 and tested. Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5

indicate the schedules of the testing of TS1, TS2 and TS3. "File Number" in these

tables reflects the standard EERC format for identifying each test conducted on the

shake table. The first six of the eight digits in the File Number indicate the year,

month and day, respectively, on which the test was conducted. The last two digits,

separated from the rest by a point, indicates the sequence of the tests conducted on

the given date. "Signal Name" reflects the internal EERC naming scheme for different
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File Number Signal Name Span Setting
930116.01 random .4
930116.02 random .6
930116.03 random .8

*930116.04 chile.u .491
930116.05 chile.u .737
930116.06 chile.u 1.106

*930116.07 chile.u 1.1675
930119.01 ec2.h .5
930119.02 ec2.h 1
930119.03 ec2.h 1.45
930119.04 thssr.d 0.5
930119.05 thssr.d 1
930119.06 thssr.d 1.1675
930119.07 thssr.d 1.2
930119.08 chile.u 1.1675

*930119.09 chile.u 1.1675
930119.10 sl 1
930119.11 sl 2
930119.12 s2 .71
930119.13 s2 .95

*930119.14 s3 1.1
930119.15 s4 1.498
930120.01 taft2.h 1
930120.02 taft2.h 2.5
930120.03 pacs74w.d 1
930120.04 miyagi.d .95

*930120.05 pacs74w.d 1
t930120.06 miyagi.d .95
t930120.07 miyagi.d .95

Table 5.2: Testing schedule for the TS1 configuration of the test structure
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File Number Signal Name Span Setting
930120.08 chile.u 1.106

*930120.09 chile.u 1.1675
930120.10 ec2.h 1.45
930120.11 thssr.d 1.2
930120.12 taft2.h 2.5

*930120.13 pacs74w.d 1
930120.14 miyagi.d .95
t930120.15 miyagi.d .95
930120.16 s1 2
930120.17 s2 .71

*930120.18 s3 1.1
930120.19 s4 1.498

Table 5.3: Testing schedule for the TS2 configuration of the test structure

File Number Signal Name Span Setting
930203.01 chile.u 1.1675
930203.02 s2 .71
930203.03 ec2.h 1.45
930203.04 taft2.h 1
930204.01 taft2.h 1
930204.02 ec2.h 1.45
930204.03 chile.u 1.1675
930204.04 s2 .71
t930204.05 mlyagl .95
930204.06 s3 1.1
930204.07 chile.u 1.1675
930204.08 chile.u 1.1675
930204.09 s3 1.1
930204.10 s3 1.1

Table 5.4: Testing schedule for the TS2 configuration in demonstration
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File Number Signal Name Span Setting
930204.11 chile.u .292
930204.12 chile.u .584
930204.13 chile.u .875
930204.14 chile.u 1.1675

Table 5.5: Testing schedule for the TS3 configuration of the test structure
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Figure 5.3: Photographs showing two views of the test structure
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Figure 5.8: Photographs of brace/SBC and instrumentation
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Figure 5.12: Photographs of column and block instrumentation.
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Chapter 6

Reduction Of Basic Response

Quantities

6.1 Purpose

The test structure together with its instrumentation was described in the

previous chapter. In the next chapter the response of the test structure, with par

ticular attention to the behavior and effect of the SBCs, will be discussed. In this

chapter a careful look is taken at the data from the instrumentation. The reduction

from data of basic response quantities, referred to in next chapters, is described. This

is accomplished by examining thoroughly the data from two selected tests of TSl.

A narrow representative time window is selected for each of the two tests, and re

duced data from all relevant channels are examined in the said time windows. This

method of examination of reduced data serves dual purposes. Firstly, the formulation

of various response quantities from the information from the array of instruments is

established. Secondly, such a close examination, over a narrow time window and cov

ering the response of the entire array of instruments, offers the kind of insight into

the behavior of the structure that is otherwise unavailable when only selective data

from specific instruments is presented.

The two selected tests are 930119.14 and 930120.15. The time window of

examination for these two record were chosen to be, respectively, 2.8 to 4.0 seconds
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and 7.0 to 11.0 seconds. In this chapter the two tests will simply be referred to as

the harmonic andPacoima tests. The two tests were chosen because of the strong

response which they induced in the structure. The windows were chosen in such way

so as to include relatively large responses while conveying enough response detail.

6.2 General Comments

In the following sections references will be made to data from various data

channels. These references do not imply that the data presented are the "raw data."

The data are not "raw" in the sense that high frequency noise, above 25 Hertz, has

been removed through low-pass filtering and that "zero shift" or "base line drift"

has been accounted for. The value of 25 Hertz was chosen as this was the cut-off

frequency for the low-pass filtering used for the processing of the table input signals.

The zero shift is mostly an artifact of the amplifiers used in conjunction with the data

acquisition system. The structure was tested with a new data acquisition system.

Due to "bugs" in this system, the first 5 seconds of data in the first few tests went

unrecorded, resulting in the loss of "true zero" readings. For the most important

response quantities, that is the action of the SHCs, the zero shift is inconsequential

as it only results in permanent shifts in the origins of the hysteresis loops and does

not effect their shape or size. For instruments such as accelerometers and table

displacement transducers, the zero shift could be accounted for by subtracting from

the data the post or pre-excitation values recorded for the given channels. For data

channels involving structure displacements or strain in the columns, where residual

permanent offsets could be physically meaningful, the practice of subtracting from

the record the mean of the record was adopted. Comparison of shear forces obtained

from strain gage data, zero-ed in such manner, with shear forces calculated from

accelerometer data indicates simultaneous zero-crossings for both quantities. This, in

turn, indicates that meaningless permanent offsets in the strain gage data channels

have been eliminated successfully.
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6.3 Relative Displacements and Story Drifts
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Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the table displacements and the structure relative

story displacements for the harmonic and Pacoima signals mentioned above. The

figures also indicate the data channels from which the data are taken. The figures

present eight curves each, as four pairs of curves. The four pairs represent table, rela

tive first, second and third level displacements. Each member of the pairs represents

one instrument reading, there being two, east and west displacement transducers

on the table and wire-potentiometers per each story of the structure. The relative

displacements are calculated by subtracting from the wire potentiometer data the

average of the two table displacement transducer readings. It is apparent from these

two figures that for the case of the harmonic signal, the east and west displacement

signals do not match as well as they do for that Pacoima signal. In particular it

appears that the table displacements themselves do not quite coincide for this signal.

Barring errors in the zero-ing of the channels, this would mean that the table under

goes a small degree of twist. However the magnitudes of this twist, are not significant

enough to be of concern. It is seen that for the case of the Pacoima signal, good

coincidence between the eastern and western displacements is achieved.

Figure 6.2, dealing with the Pacoima signal, indicates a behavior that is

perhaps specific to structures with elastic-perfectly-plastic bracing systems. It is seen

that, between roughly 8.75 and 9.75 seconds, displacement oscillations occur entirely

bellow the zero axis. This behavior is interpreted as follows: Displacements involving

large slip of the SBCs occur at between 8.0 and 8.5 seconds. Subsequently, temporary

residual relative displacements, particularly visible in the first level, remain until

about 9.75 seconds when the SBCs slip again and all relative displacement curves pass

through the relative zero again. In this short period, between 8.75 and 9.75 seconds,

the braces are in strained condition forcing the residual deformations on the moment

frame. The oscillations seen in this period are due to mostly elastic vibrations, but

also include some very small slips in the SBCs. This short period will be referred to

again in the rest of the chapter, where more evidence for the explanations given here

will be presented.
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Relative story displacements shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 include in them

contributions to story displacements from the pitching of the table. In the chapters

following this one, the term "relative displacement" will mean relative displacements

corrected so as to not include table pitch contributions. Where confusion may occur,

the term "corrected" will describe the quantities in question. Where this correction

is not made, it will be explicitly indicated that quantities in question include table

pitch. The relative story displacements are corrected by subtracting from them the

displacement contributions due to the table pitch. The table pitch causes, effectively, a

rigid body rotation of the entire structure. Knowing the magnitude of these rotations,

this magnitude can be multiplied by the vertical distance between the axis of rotation

of the table and a given wire-potentiometer, measuring displacement at that story, to

arrive at the contribution to that displacement reading due to the table pitch. The

pitch magnitude can be calculated from displacement transducer data from vertical

actuators VI, V2, V3 and V4. The positions of these actuators and channel numbers

for the transducers attached to them were given in Figure 5.2. Figures 6.3 and 6.4

indicate contributions to the relative story displacements due to the table pitch for the

harmonic and Pacoima signals. By subtracting from the uncorrected relative story

displacements indicated in these Figures 6.1 and 6.2 the corresponding displacements

indicated in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, the corrected relative story displacements are found.

6.4 Story Shear Forces

The instrumentation on the test structure provided for three independent

means of calculating the story shear forces. These three methods were described in

the last chapter. In this section the story shear forces calculated by the three methods

are compared for the two mentioned signals over the time-windows of discussion.

Story Shears From Strain Gages

The first method for calculation of story shears discussed here is based on

data from strain gages on columns and braces. This method also allows for the
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separate examination of the components of story shear carried by the braces and that

carried by the columns.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, strain gage circuits on each of the

twelve braces in the structure allowed for the monitoring of the axial forces in the

braces. The story shear force component carried by braces can be calculated by

summing the horizontal components of these brace axial forces. Such calculated

forces for the two signals in discussion are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. At this

point in should be recalled that, for TSl, SBC design slip forces were chosen to

be 15 kips at the first story and 7.5 kips at the second and third stories. Then,

the story shear force components carried by the braces would be expected to be

"chopped off" at the nominal values of 4 x 15 x 0.669 = 40.14 kips, at the first

level, and 4 x 7.5 x 0.7474 = 22.44 kips at the second and third levels. The values

0.669 and 0.7474 are the cosines of the first and upper level brace angles with the

horizon. It is seen in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 that this expectation is nearly perfectly

realized. In carrying lateral forces, the SBCs effectively regulate the magnitude of

the force to be carried by individual SBCs and therefore the lateral force resisted

by the bracing system. This effect is emphatically demonstrated in Figure 6.5. The

horizontal portions of the curves in the two figure correspond to slippage occurring

in all SBCs of the stories corresponding to the curves. At this point, it should be

pointed out that for the case of the Pacoima signal, in the period between 8.75 and

9.75 seconds, the story shear component carried by the braces at the first level is

particularly small relative to the nominal value of 22.44 kips mentioned above. This

indicates that no, or little, slips occur over this period at the first story.

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the story shear components carried by the columns.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, two columns at the first story and one column

in each of the second and third stories were gaged. To extrapolate from these columns

the story shear components carried by the columns, the sum of the shears carried by

two columns in the first story was multiplied by 2.0, while the shear carried by the

columns of the second and third stories were each multiplied by 4.0. Two sections per

column were gaged with two strain gage circuits per section, one circuit per external

face of each of the two flanges of each I-section. The strain gage circuits measured
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the average top fiber axial strains. The shear force carried by each column was

calculated by calculating the gradient, with respect to distance along the column, of

the bending moment between of the two gaged sections. There being no external loads

on the column between the gaged sections, this gradient was theoretically linear and

its calculation required only knowledge of the bending moment at each gaged section.

Given top fiber axial strains, f1 and f2, for the two flanges of a section, the bending

moment at the section is given by (f1 ;f2 )ES, where E and S are the Young and the

section moduli. Simplified reduction formulas based on the principles described above

are given for each of the curves in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. In these formulae, the factors 24

and 36 reflect the axial distance, in inches, between the gaged sections. These factors

are used in calculating the bending moment gradients between the two sections. The

factor 106 is present in the formulae to indicate conversion of units of micro-strain,

reported by the channels, to non-dimensional strain units. In multiplying the sum of

the first story shears by a factor of 2.0, the denominator in the above given bending

formula is cancelled. While in multiplying the single column shear forces in the

second and third levels by 4.0, a factor of 2.0 remains in the numerators as indicated

in the figures. It is also noted from Figure 6.8 that in the period between 8.75 and

9.75 seconds the components of story shear carried by the columns of the first and

third stories are relatively constant, while some oscillations occur in this quantity for

the second story. At this point, a more refined explanation of the behavior in this

period is possible. What can be concluded from this figure is that in this time period

the SHCs of the third and first stories are "locked," keeping the columns in these

stories in fixed deformed configuration leading to constant shear components carried

by the columns in these stories. It should be pointed out the total story shear of

the first and third stories is not constant. Oscillations of this quantity are due to

oscillations occurring in the brace shear components as shown in Figure 6.6. \Vhile

the story shear components carried by the columns for these two stories is constant,

the same quantity is not constant for the second story implying that columns undergo

deformations in time. This, in turn indicates that the SHCs of the second story are

active, i.e. not "locked," in this time period. In later sections in this chapter, it will

be seen that the above described explanations indeed correlate well with the data
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from the SBC wire-potentiometer data.

Story Shears from Accelerometers
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Given the column and brace story shear components as presented above, it

is clear that the sum of the two components results in the total story shear forces

calculated from strain gage data from the braces and columns. Before the total

story shears calculated based on strain gage data is presented, the two other methods

for calculating the total story shear components are discussed. These two methods

involve measuring the accelerations of the story masses. Given these accelerations,

the inertial forces acting at each level of the structure can be calculated by multiplying

accelerations at each level by the magnitude of the reactive mass at the level. For

structures with little true viscous damping, the inertial forces are almost completely

equilibrated by the actions of the displacement dependent portion of the lateral force

resisting system, i.e. the the story forces due to the deformations in the columns

and braces. This then allows for the calculation of story shear forces by measuring

accelerations of the levels of the structure. Total story shear forces are calculated

from this method by summing for each story the inertial forces above it.

As explained in the previous chapter, accelerometers measuring longitudinal

accelerations were placed on the south concrete blocks at each level and also on the

south-west column at beam centerlines of each story. The locations for these were

given in Figure 5.11. By themselves, the set of accelerometers on the concrete blocks

should in theory be adequate for the purpose explained above. However, the second

set of three accelerometers were provided on the south-west column as a means of

verification. Given rigid or very stiff diaphragms, the two sets of instrumentation

would be expected to produce very similar results. As hinted at in the previous

chapter, the diaphragms proved to be rather flexible, and also non-linear, in behavior.

This subject will be more elaborated on in Chapter 8. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the

readings of the two sets of accelerometers for the three levels, in conjunction with the

table accelerometer readings, for the two signals in the time window of discussion.

It is seen that, for the case of the harmonic signal, the acceleration readings in the
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upper two levels between the two sets of accelerometers match each other poorly.

For the case of the Pacoima signal much better results are achieved. This is due to

the non-linearities in the behavior of the diaphragms. For the case of the Pacoima

signal, in the time window shown, the excitations are small compared to the harmonic

signal. This causes the diaphragms to to remain stiff. As will be seen in Chapter 8,

the diaphragms become very flexible under larger loads. Also of interest is that the

two table accelerometer readings do not entirely match each other. This hints at the

existence at some twist causing forces acting on the table.

Comparison of Three Methods

Having given the above explanations, comparisons can be made between the

resulting total story shears from each of the three methods. Figures 6.11 and 6.12

show the total story shears computed using the data already presented in previous

figures. In these two figures the solid curves indicate the total story shears calculated

through the strain gages on the braces and columns, while the dashed and dash

dotted lines indicate total story shears calculated from accelerometers on the south

west column and the concrete blocks respectively. Story weights of 32 kips were

used in calculation of the accelerometer based total story shears. As expected the

accelerometer based calculations match each other extremely well for the case of the

Pacoima signal, while for the case of the harmonic signal the result are not as close.

Comparison of the accelerometer based total story shears versus those calculated from

strain gage data reveals a similar trend. Results between the two, strain gage based

and accelerometer based, calculations match each other extremely well for the case

of the Pacoima signal while for the harmonic signal results tend to not coincide as

well. Given the explanation regarding the flexibility of the diaphragms, one would

expect the results based on the accelerometers on the blocks to be, while different

from that based on the frame accelerometers, more representative of the real behavior.

Indeed, the results from the block accelerometers are closer, particularly if only peaks

are considered, to the results for the strain gage data. Some distortion of the block

accelerometer data is possible, as the blocks were observed to rock under some of
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the stronger, in particular harmonic, excitations. This rocking occurs due to the

vertical movements of the midpoints of the longitudinal beams. The causes of such

movements are explained in the next chapter.

In light of the above discussions, it is concluded that the more appropriate

method for story shear force calculations for the test structure is the methods based

on the strain gage data. No evidence exists thus far indicating that the results based

on this method may be distorted. That this method relies on a much larger number

of instruments (thirty two strain gages in all) rather than the few instruments (three

accelerometers in each method) indicates reduced sensitivity to instrumental error.

Further, from an intuitive point of view, it is expected that given sinusoidal type

displacements, sinusoid like shear force histories be present. The shear force histories

calculated from strain gage data resemble sinusoids the most as seen in Figure 6.11.

Where references will be made in the next chapters to shear forces, unless indicated

explicitly, the term references will be to shear forces calculated from strain gage data.

6.5 Slip Distances and Brace Forces of SBes

The most central and important response quantities of interest, in the dis

cussion of the behavior of the test structure, are the slip distances and the axial forces

of the twelve SHCs in the structure. As explained in the previous chapter, one wire

potentiometer per each SHC was dedicated to reporting the relative movements or

slips between the main plates and the outer plates of the SHCs. The SHCs being in

series with braces, the force through each SHC was necessarily equal to the axial force

in the brace connected to the SHC. Each brace was gaged with a strain gage circuit

to report axial forces in units of kips. The story shear force components carried by

the braces, discussed earlier, were calculated by considering the sums of the force

readings from these circuits. In this section, the brace forces and slip distances for

each SHC are examined individually.
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Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show twelve plots each, one plot for each SBC, indi

cating the slip distance histories for the harmonic and Pacoima signals in the time

windows of discussion. Channel numbers indicating the origins of each curve and

an alphanumeric designation for each SBC in question are given in each plot. The

designations are self-explanatory; the integer in the designation indicates the story

in which the SBC is located, while the two following letters designate the compass

quadrants of the location in the story. The points of the compass in relation to the

position of the structure were identified in Figure 5.2. The plots are arranged in

each page such that the top six plots correspond to SBCs of the western longitudinal

frame, while the bottom six plots correspond to the SBC of the easter longitudinal

frame. Plots to the left of the pages correspond to northern SBCs, while those to

the right correspond to the southern SBCs. For each frame, the SBCs of the first

second and third stories are naturally positioned from bottom page half to top page

half. This arrangement and designation scheme will be used again in the next chapter

where a flock of similar curves will be presented. In the plots of the figures currently

in discussion, the horizontal portions of the curves correspond to no slip occurring

(or "lockage") at the SBCs. Conversely, the non-horizontal segments of the curves

indicate occurrence of slippage (or "activity") at the SBCs. Most interestingly, for

the case of the Pacoima signal, Figure 6.14, it is seen that the hypothesis thus far

given regarding behavior of the SBCs in the period between 8.75 and 9.75 seconds has

been to large extent correct. That is, in this period the SBCs of the first and third

stories are "locked", while those of the second story slip. In the same figure, it is also

seen that SBCs at a given floor do not necessarily undergo identical slips. It will be

explained in the next chapter that the SBCs with the smallest slip force in a story

will be the most active under small excitations. For large acceleration pulses however

it is expected that all SBCs of a story slip almost simultaneously. This is indeed seen

to be the case throughout the plots of Figure 6.13, and also in Figure 6.14 at roughly

8.33 and 10.75 seconds. Indeed, at these two instances in the Pacoima signal large

table acceleration pulses appear as indicated in Figure 6.10.
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Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show the brace forces for each of the twelve SBCs in

the structure. The plots in the figures are arranged in the same scheme as used in

the presentation of the SBC slip distances. As expected, it is seen that for the upper

two stories the brace forces are "chopped off" at roughly 7.5 kips while for the braces

of the first level the same phenomenon occurs at roughly 15.0 kips.

SBCs Hysteresis Loops

Plotting the displacement quantities presented in Figures 6.13 and 6.14

against the force quantities presented in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 results in the hys

teresis loops for each of the twelve SBCs of the structure for the two signals over the

time windows of discussion. Plots of these hysteresis loop are given in Figures 6.17

and 6.18.

6.6 Brace Bending Moment

As mentioned in Chapter 5, a single strain gage (channel 66) was installed

near the fixed end of the south-western brace of the first level (lSW), in addition to

the force measuring strain gage circuit (channel 40), to monitor the brace bending

moment near the fixed end. The strain gage was positioned on the top flange, with

respect to bending in the plane of the frame, and calibrated to measure strain directly.

The axial top fiber strain measured by this strain gage is due to two actions: the

bending moment on the brace and the axial force on the brace. The axial force is

measured by the strain gage circuit used for monitoring the SBC axial force. Given

that the strain gage measures a top fiber axial strain of Et, and that the strain gage

circuit measure an axial brace force of P, the strain component due to bending at the

gaged section is given by (Et - IE)' Then the bending moment at the section is given

by ES( Et - IE)' In these expressions, A, Sand E are respectively the cross-sectional

area, the section modulus and the elastic modulus for steel. Figures 6.13 and 6.14

show the SW1 brace bending moments calculated, from the measured data according
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to the given formula, for the two signals in discussion and over the time windows

of interest. As noted before, the factor 106 indicates conversion of micro-strains to

strains. It is seen that the magnitudes of the brace bending moments are relatively

small, the yield moment for the section in discussion being 80 kip-inches. For both

figures, it is noted that the bending moments oscillate in-step with the first story

drifts, as can be recognized by comparing the two figures with Figures 6.1 and 6.2.

6.7 Transverse Accelerations of Test Structure

Figures 6.21 and 6.22 show the measured transverse accelerations of the test

structure at the third level's south and north extremes. As before the two figures

correspond to the harmonic and Pacoima signals, and are given for the time-windows

discussed throughout this chapter. As a reminder, the locations of these two ac

celerometers were given in Figure 5.9 (channels 67 and 68). The two accelerometers

were oriented in the same direction and obeyed identical sign conventions, yet as can

be seen in these two figures the readings from the two accelerometers appear to have

opposite signs throughout the periods shown in the time-windows. Such readings can

only be explained as being the result of torsional moments on the structure. Some

of these torsional moments can be ascribed to the small degrees of twist exhibited

by the table. However, comparison of the two figures with Figures 6.9 and 6.10, in

which the table accelerations are indicated in the bottom plots, indicates that the

phenomenon associated with the transverse accelerations shown in Figures 6.21 and

6.22 involves much higher frequencies than those observed in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. It

is believed that the observed phenomenon is due to the fact that at any given level

four SBCs have the tendency to slip, or activate, at different points in time. Indeed,

given a large impulse, it would be rationally expected that the four SBCs of a given

floor slip in succession, with the SBC with the smallest slip force slipping first and

the SBC with the largest slip force slipping last. With the activation of each SBC at

a given floor, the center of stiffness at that floor shifts. Each time this shift moves

the center of stiffness to a new position, the moment arm between the center of mass

of the level and the center of stiffness of the level causes a different torsional moment
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on the structure. Given the symmetry of the test structure and roughly identical slip

forces in the braces of a given story, the center of mass at a given level coincides with

the center of stiffness at that level prior to the occurrence of any SHC slip at that

story, and also while all SHCs are concurrently slipping. However between the occur

rence of these two states, wild variations in torsional moments on the structure are

possible. The lateral bracing system of the test structure was consciously designed

to resist such torsional moments and, as such, performed flawlessly.
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Figure 6.11: Three calculations of story shear forces due to the harmonic signal.
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Figure 6.13: Brace slip histories due to the harmonic signal.
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Figure 6.17: Hysteresis at SBCs due to the harmonic signal.
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Figure 6.19: Brace moments due to the harmonic signal.
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Chapter 7

Response of Test Structure with

SBCs

7.1 General

Chapters 2 and 3 described the experimental results from the testing of indi

vidual SBCs in the CIT machine and subjected to harmonic imposed axial displace

ments. Chapter 4 described experimental results from the testing of individual SBCs,

in the CIT machine, subjected to analytically derived imposed axial displacements

simulating response of SBCs in structures subjected to various seismic excitations.

Having described the test structure, in Chapter 5, and the general procedures of

data reduction from instrumentation readings in Chapter 6, this is the point in this

document at which the central subject regarding SBC behavior is examined; that is,

the in-situ behavior of the connections, in the test structure subjected to real and

devastatingly large accelerations, and their effect on response of the structure.

Both the local behavior of the SBCs and their effects on the global response

of the structure are examined. The behavior of SBCs of the test structure is compared

with that described in Chapters 2 through 4. The effects of the addition of extra

bolts to the SBCs of the second level are noted. The global effect of the SBCs on the

lateral force resisting system of structure is discussed. The effects of the choice of a

chevron configuration are considered. The bending moments induced in the bracing
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members due to the slip in the SHCs are considered and suggestions for predicting

these moments are made. The effect of the twelve SHCs in the structure is evaluated in

terms of the energy input and dissipation histories. These histories are then compared

for the TS1 and TS2 configurations. Finally, the extrema of the responses of TS1 and

TS2 are compared to each other and also the response of another energy dissipation

system, the ADAS, tested on the same frame with the same masses and with similar

table inputs.

7.2 Hysteresis at SBCs

As described in Chapter 4, unworn SHCs go through a "break-in" process

which generally occurs in the course of the first few inches of cumulative travel. During

this "break-in" the slip force of the connections increases and reaches a plateau,

marking the end of the "break-in" phase. This same behavior would be expected to

occur in the SHCs of the test structure. This was indeed the case. To see this, the

very first tests of the structure are examined.

The Chilean signal was chosen to be the first strong earthquake signal to be

applied. The shake table, at its maximum capacity, would be capable of delivering

this acceleration history with an amplification of 1.1675 times that of the original

recorded acceleration history. That amplification would result in a peak acceleration

of roughly 0.8 Gs. The structure was designed with SHCs to withstand the said signal

with an amplification of 1.5. Despite analytical results indicating an indestructible

design (that is, relative to the capacity of the table), the thought of a 96,000 pound

structure accelerating horizontally at 0.8 Gs convinced the experimenters to delay

"the moment of truth" by increasing the amplitude of the signal to its maximum in

four steps. Figure 7.1 shows the hysteresis of the SHCs of the structure due to the

first of the said signals. The peak table acceleration was 0.34 Gs, corresponding to an

amplification of 0.491. Corresponding hysteresis loops for the fourth signal are shown

in Figure 7.2. The peak table acceleration was 0.81 Gs. The apparent large slips of

the SHC of brace 3SE in Figure 7.2 do not reflect real displacements. The true slip

distances of this SHC should be nearly identical to that of 3NE. It is suspected that
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a lose data cable must have collided with the wire of the wire potentiometer causing

the apparent large displacements.

Comparison of Figures 7.1 and 7.2 reveals that not only have the hysteresis

loops increased in width, but that they have also increased in height. The increases

in heights correspond to increase of the slip forces. This increase is attributed to the

"break-in" phenomenon. As the test structure was rather strong, even in comparison

to the capacity of the shake table, slips at SBCs were small, contributing to slow

gradual increase of the cumulative slip distance. This also meant that the test struc

ture could be tested over and over again without any appreciable loss of slip force at

the SBCs. Nearly sixty tests strong enough to cause slip at SBCs were conducted

on the structure without any significant reduction in the value of slip forces of SBCs

being observed.

Effect of Change of Configuration from TSI to TS2

As noted in Chapter 5, three structural configurations, TS1, TS2 and TS3,

were tested successfully. Two of these, TS1 and TS2, are described in this chapter and

then again in Chapter 8. Three sample table inputs applied to each of the two config

urations have been chosen for this presentation. These table inputs are the Chilean

signal, amplified by a factor of 1.1675, the un-amplified Pacoima signal and a harmonic

signal applied at 2.27 Hertz. Accordingly, six representative shake table tests are pre

sented. The three pairs, in the order of the above mentioned signals, and identified

in testing schedule Tables 5.2 and 5.3, are 930119.09/930120.09, 930120.05/930120.13

and 930119.14/930120.18. Two of these, 930119.14 and 930120.05, are familiar from

discussions in Chapter 6 in regards to data reduction. Test 930119.09 is also, in a way,

familiar. The table input for this test is the same as the one causing the hysteresis at

SBCs shown in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.3 shows the hysteresis loops for test 930119.09

with a different scale used in plotting. The scale has been altered so as to make com

parison with the other five sample cases easier. However, accounting for the difference

in plotting scale, it seen that the loops shown Figure 7.2 are almost identical to those

of Figure 7.3. Both tests are of TS1. The two tests, with identical inputs signals,
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were separated by three days and nine tests. Such repeatability speaks well of the

consistency of the behavior of SHCs. From this point on in the presentation, the six

representative tests mentioned above will be referred to by the name of the associated

table input signal in conjunction with the name of the structural configuration. For

example, test 930120.05 will be referred to as "TS1 subjected to the Pacoima signal."

Figure 7.4 shows hysteresis loops of TS2 subjected to the Chilean signal. A

dramatic change is seen in the shape of the hysteresis loops. As expected, the hight

of the hysteresis loops of the second level is increased. This being due to the addition

of one extra bolt to each of the SHCs of the second level. The magnitudes of the

slip forces are in accordance with the slip forces of the specimens tested in the CIT

machine and presented in Chapters 2 through 4. However, the most striking feature

of this change is the decrease in the width of the hysteresis loops of the second story

SHCs and a corresponding increase in the widths of the hysteresis loops of the the

first story SHCs. This change in response is seen again in the responses of TS1 and

TS2 due to the Pacoima and harmonic signals. The hysteresis loops of the SHCs of

TS1 and TS2 due to the Pacoima signal are shown respectively in Figures 7.5 and 7.6.

Similar hysteresis loops for the responses of TS1 and TS2 due to the harmonic signal

are shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. It is seen that for all six cases presented, the SHC

behave as one would expect given the results of Chapters 2, 3 and 4. The behavior

of the connections is seen to be elastic-perfectly-plastic. The magnitudes of the slip

force are within range of that indicated by CIT testing. And, even, the "chewed off

corners", due to bolt hole tolerances and deformation of the holes in the shims, are

present and particularly noticeable for smaller slips.

It should be noted that the increase or decrease in the width of the hysteresis

loops corresponds directly to the increase or decrease of the story drifts at the level

of the SHCs in question. It is seen then that the change in the slip forces, due to

the addition of the extra bolts, in a single story of the structure, changes the entire

behavior of the structure and, in particular, drastically effects the magnitude of the

story drifts. It is shown in Chapter 8 that this difference in behavior between TS1

and TS2 can be predicted by non-linear dynamic analyses of the two configurations.

Indeed, as of the time of the writing of this document, this is the only reliable method
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of predicting the behavior of structures with SBCs.

Hysteresis of Bracing System at Story Level

152

In order to appreciate better the role of the bracing system with SBCs in the

lateral force resisting system of the structure, it is best to examine the the combined

effect of the four braces and SBCs at each level. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the sums of

the horizontal components of the brace forces at each level plotted against the average

corrected story drifts of the two longitudinal frames at those levels. By corrected

story drifts, it is meant that the contribution of the table pitch to displacements of

the stories has been taken to account and is not reflected in the drifts. The two figures

show the hysteresis of the bracing systems at each story for, respectively, TS1 and

TS2 due to the harmonic signal. It is seen that the same trends that were observed

in the plots of the individual SBCs are also apparent in these two plots. The figures

represent the hysteretic behavior of the bracing system in resisting lateral loads, as

such they attest to stability of the hysteretic mechanism provided by the SBCs. That

hysteresis loops in these figures are so close to ideal linearly-elastic-perfectly-plastic

(LEPP) behavior suggests also that, under right circumstances, a whole array of SBCs

may be modelled as a single LEPP spring.

From a conceptual point of view, the forces indicated in Figures 7.9 and

7.10 can be thought of as drag forces of constant magnitude acting on the three

levels of the un-braced frame. With movement of the un-braced frame, the products

of the the drag forces with the story displacements represent energy dissipated by

non-conservative work done by the the drag forces going through the displacements.

7.3 Compliance with Small Angle Geometry

In classical analysis of structures, small angle geometry is used for calculating

components of displacements. Accordingly, given story drift d at any level of the test

structure, and assuming the beams and columns to be axially rigid and the midpoint

of the beam restrained vertically, the slip of the brace would be d cos (), less the
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elastic stretch of the brace due to the slip force. () is the angle of the brace with

the horizontal. Similarly, the displacement of the brace perpendicular to its own axis

and in the plane of the frame would be given by d sin (). These relations are shown

in Figure 7.11 parts (a) and (b). Part (c) of the figure shows the forces that may

be acting at the brace at the point of its connection with the SBC. FS is a force

parallel to the un-deformed axis of the brace and can at most be equal to the slip

force of the SBC. F is a force acting perpendicular to the un-deformed axis of the

brace. Determination of the approximate magnitude of F is necessary for the design

of the brace to withstand bending moments. It is noted that in this figure, the angles

between the braces and beams in the deformed geometry are different from those in

the un-deformed geometry. This is so because the standard slot widths of the two and

one bolt SBCs used in the structure were such that the SBCs allowed a considerable

amount of rotation of the middle plates of the SBCs with respect to the outer plates.

As such the SBCs of the test structure could be considered to be hinges. Part (c)

of Figure 7.11 shows a cantilever-ed braced. For a case where SBCs are allowed no

rotations, the SBC ends of the braces would be shown restrained in rotation but free

to move horizontally. The relative deformations would be the same.

Relationship of Slip to Drift

Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show, for each brace, plots of the corrected story drifts

at the story of the braces versus the slip of the braces. The plots are arranged in

the same positions in the figures as those for the hysteresis loops described earlier

in this chapter. The two figures are respectively for TS1 and TS2 subjected to the

harmonic signal. In these plots, the diagonal lines represent the relation given by small

deformation theory, assuming a slip force of zero. The lines go through the origin and

have slopes of co~l/. Accounting for the elastic stretch and shortening of the braces

before slip in tension and compression, under cyclic loading as is the case here, theory

would predict parallelogram shaped loops. The sides of the parallelogram would be

vertical and of twice the length of the elastic stretch, while the top and bottom of the

parallelogram would be parallel to the described line. As seen in Figures 7.12 and 7.13
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the behavior can indeed be described as tracing roughly parallelograms. A puzzling

feature of these plots is that the heights of the plots for several adjacent braces seem

to be unequal. As an example consider the cases of the bottom two plots in each of

the two figures. As in the case of the hysteresis loops the two plots are associated,

left to right, with respectively the North and South braces of the East frame at the

first level, i.e. 1SE and 1NE. It is seen that the vertical legs of the parallelograms

of the northern brace, 1NE, are larger than that of the southern. Looking back at

the hysteresis loops of these two braces it will be noticed that the northern brace has

the larger slip force of the two. The correlation is also observed to be true for other

adjacent braces. This phenomenon is best explained in conjunction with a discussion

of the behavior, in particular, of chevron bracing connected with SBCs.

Peculiarities of Chevron Bracing with SBCs

Figure 7.14 is used as a visual aid in the discussion of behavior of chevron

bracing with SBCs. Part (a) shows the schematic diagram of a chevron braced frame.

The braces are designated 1 and 2. The angle of the braces with the horizon is

indicated as (). The point of the concentric connection of the braces to the beam is

marked with a heavy dot. F1 and F2 are the slip forces of the SBCs of the two braces.

Only the braces are assumed to be non-rigid axially in this qualitative presentation.

The beams and the columns are assumed to be axially rigid. The assumption is not

far from the reality. In the diagrams, external force is shown by solid arrows while

internal force is shown by dashed arrows. Assuming that the slip forces of the braces

are of equal magnitude, slip occurs in the two braces simultaneously. As slipping is

equivalent to having zero stiffness, then (b) is representative of the behavior of the

braced system while slippage continues at the SBCs of the braces. That is the braces

are replaced with forces of magnitude equal to the slip forces of the SBC and acting

at the midpoint of the beam in directions parallel to the axes of the braces. Given

that the forces are of equal magnitude, their vectorial resolution results in no vertical

forces, while their horizontal resolution results in a force of (F1 +F2) cos () acting as

a drag force in direction opposite to the externally applied force F. (d) shows the
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force-deformation curve resulting from the above description. Branch (a) of this curve

indicates force-deformation relation before the occurrence of simultaneous slip in both

braces. This branch has a slope indicative of the stiffness of the braced frame. Branch

(b) indicates behavior while sliding occurs at SBCs. The slope of the branch indicates

the stiffness of the frame without the bracing. .6. indicates the deformation of the

braced frame before simultaneous slip occurs in the braces. Slip is indicated in this

figure to occur at (Fl +F2) cos fJ. This is not absolutely correct as this would only be

true if the frame itself were to not resist any lateral deformation. However, given that

the braces are far stiffer then the beams and columns in flexure again the assumption

is good. Relating.6. to Figures 7.12 and 7.13, it is seen that .6. would ideally indicate

half the height of the vertical legs of the parallelograms. The vertical legs indicate

increase of drift with no increase in slip distance. That is .6. by definition. Reversal of

loads results in 2.6. for the heights of the parallelograms. Equal slip forces then would

result in equal heights for the parallelograms of adjacent braces. As we have seen,

for a number of brace pairs this is not true, as it is also not true that the slip force

of the pairs are equal. Suppose Fl to be larger than F2, then applying the external

force F will cause brace 2 to slip first. This results in the situation portrayed in (e).

While sliding occurs at the SBC of 2 and the SBC of 1 is locked, the structure has the

stiffness and behavior of an eccentric braced frame with a very long shear link. As the

external force increases, brace 1 also slips resulting in the situation shown in (f). Note

that unlike (b), in which the center point of the beam remained vertically stationary,

here the midpoint of the beam moves downward due to the imbalance of the slip

forces of the SBCs. This displacement is indicated by 8. (g) shows the horizontal and

vertical resolution of forces at the midpoint of the beam. The horizontal drag force

is calculated as before, while a vertical force of magnitude (Fl - F2) sin fJ is seen

also to act at the midpoint of the beam. This vertical force causes the displacement

8 mentioned above. With reversal of load, a displacement of magnitude 8 above

the original position would result in similar manner. Upon cyclic loading then, the

midpoint of the beam would oscillates vertically. Such movements, although of small

magnitude, were indeed observed in the test structure during testing. The behavior

described above results in a tri-linear force-displacement curve shown in (h). Branch
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(a) in this curve has the the same slope as branch (a) in (d). Branch (f) has the same

slope as branch (b) in (d). Branch (e) has a slope of the stiffness of the eccentric

brace in (e). ~2 is the drift of the frame at at which the weaker brace 2 slips, while

~1 is the drift of the frame when the stronger brace 1 joins brace 2 in slipping. As in

the case with F1 equal to F2, the ~s are related to the heights of the vertical legs of

the parallelograms in Figures 7.12 and 7.13. ~1 indicates the drift of the structure

while no slippage occurs at at the stronger brace, while ~2 indicates the same for

the weaker brace. Then, whenever F1 is greater than F2, ~1 is greater than ~2.

Examination of Figures 7.12 and 7.13, while recalling that the vertical sides of the

parallelograms are related to the ~s by a factor of 2, shows this statement to be in

accord with experimental results.

Bending Moments of Brace Connected with SBC

An issue of concern that arose during the design phase of the bracing system

was the estimation of the moments induced in the braces due to slip of SBC and the

associated story drifts. As mentioned above, small angle geometry dictates that a

unit story drift gives rise to a displacement at the SBC connected tip of the brace

perpendicular to brace, and in the plane of the frame, of magnitude sin O. Assuming

the other end of the brace to be fixed, it is seen that the brace must flex to accom

modate this displacement. Given that the SBC end is assumed to be hinged, this

bending is due to two orthogonal force vectors acting through the position of the

bolts of the SBC. These two are F and FS shown in part (c) of Figure 7.11. The

bending moment to be resisted is the given by M = FL + FSdsinO. Letting slip

distance to be designated I and assuming no vertical movements of the midpoint of

the beam, and recalling that I = d sin 0, the moment, M, shown in part (c) of Fig

ure 7.11 can be approximated by M = [3f! (1 - :c:) +F S] tan 0 x l. Per is the Euler

buckling load of a simply supported pin of flexural rigidity EI and length 2L. FS is

considered positive in this relation when it causes compression in the member. This

equation implies that under compression the brace is more flexible than an axially

unloaded cantilever. Similarly it can be shown that in tension the brace will have
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and are given as;

larger flexural stiffness. It would be much more convenient in design, however, to

use the assumption that the bending moments can be approximated by treating the

brace as a cantilever without the consideration of the contribution of the axial force

to the bending moment. For small deformations encountered in the test of the Test

structure this assumption is reasonable. Given this assumption, the bending moment

in the brace would be given by M = f! tan 0 x 1. The experimental measurement

of the brace moment, M, for the south-western brace, SW1, of the first level of the

structure was described in Chapter 6. This moment is plotted against the slip dis

tance of the brace for TS1 and TS2 subjected to the harmonic signal in Figures 7.15

and 7.16. A line through the origin with slope f! tan 0 is superimposed over these

two plots. Extension is indicated as positive in these figures. It is seen that for both

figures the magnitude of the brace moment is rather small, on the order of 15 kip

inches. Further, it is seen the the equation M = f! tanO x 1does rather well as a

design tool to estimate the bending moments on the brace. The equation appears to

overestimate the moments over most of the range of the slip distance. This happens,

perhaps, because the end of the brace is not truly fixed. The hollow tube of the brace

"fish tails" into a gusset plate, and it is possible for the flanges of the tube to flex.

7.4 Energy Input and Dissipation Histories

It will be recalled that in Chapter 1 the "Sink Analogy" was used to describe

the energy balance equation for a SDOF structure with an Coulomb friction-type

connection. The concepts presented in Chapter 1 regarding the energy quantities can

be extended to a multi-degree-of-freedom structure like the structure tested [28]. The

quantities relevant to the discussion here and indexed to represent the test structure
3

Ei = J:?: mivt;dvg

t=l

E 1~ '2
k = - LJmiVt;

2 i=l

E
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Here, mj , Vg , Vt., and Vt. refer to the story masses, ground displacements, absolute

velocities and absolute accelerations. v is the vectorial representation of the structure

relative displacements. Kframe is the stiffness matrix for the test structure without

the braces. For the present case, the rotational and vertical degrees of freedom of

stiffness matrix were condensed out so that Kframe was a 3 x 3 matrix. In calcu

lation, the East and West frames were treated separately. fbrcae
J
" and kbracej are the

instantaneous axial brace force and axial stiffness of the j-th brace, there being 12

braces in the structure. Eh is assigned here entirely to the SBCs. This quantity is

calculated as the sum of the integrals of the brace forces with respect to the slips

of the SBCs for the twelve braces with SBCs. To Evd is assigned all the remaining

energy, viscous damping being an abstract quantity.

The more interesting energy quantities calculated from the experimental

data are Ek and E s • Although these quantities were found to be small in terms of

the magnitude of Ej , they provide some interesting insight into the behavior of the

structure. Figures 7.17 and 7.18 show histories for Ek +E s for TS1 subjected to the

harmonic and Pacoima signals. Es is also shown so that relative proportions become

apparent. Both curves are very unlike what one would expect for a conventional

structure. Most impressive is the large difference in magnitude between the peaks

and valleys of the Ek + E s curves. A drop from a peak to a valley in Ek + E s

represents loss of instantaneous energy in a quarter cycle of vibration. It is apparent

that the structure is shedding energy at a very a high rate in time. The curves are

interestingly different from those for linear-elastic structures in that in such structures

the tendency is for E s to vanish concurrent with E k reaching its maximum. It is seen

in Figure 7.17 that, except for the beginning and end of the record, E s is continuously

positive. This is so because for the harmonic motion slippage at SBCs occurred from

the extreme displaced position of the structure in one direction to the extreme in

the opposite directions, i.e., when the structure passes through the zero displacement

position where Ek is at its maximum, the brace are loaded due to the slipping at

SBCs. The strain energy of the braces then is maximum through out the range of the

motion, excepting the end extremes of the motion. At the end extremes, the frame

is at its peak strain energy state. Therefore, for continuous motion causing slippage
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at the SBCs, the strain energy is continuously positive.

The most important energy quantity of interest relating to the subject of

this document is Eh . In the present discussion, the energy dissipated by the SBCs

is the Eh . All other source of dissipation, some of which are no doubt hysteretic,

are assigned to be "viscously" damped. The sources of such damping could be the

internal friction of materials, sliding and deformation of the lead and concrete blocks,

non-linearities in the structural systems of the decks, etc. In the present discussion

attention is confined to hysteretic energy dissipated by the SBCs. Some researchers

have considered the ratio of !it, where Eh indicates only the hysteretic energy dissi

pated by energy dissipators, as a performance index for the dissipators. That trend is

not followed here. With an energy dissipating system like the SBCs, a structure ex

periencing a long-duration excitation of intensity small enough, relative to the SBCs,

not to cause slip in the SBCs would cause a large Ei while Eh would remain zero. On

the other hand a strong jolt causing all SBCs to slip would cause a near unity !it.
The use of this ratio as a performance index would identify the first case as a case of

poor performance, while in fact the SBCs would have done their job as designed, that

is not slip under small amplitude excitation. Nevertheless, Ei curves are presented in

conjunction with Eh as are Ek and E s •

For each of the six representative experiments mentioned in the section on

the hysteresis at SBCs, a pair of figures is presented. One plot in the pair indicates the

relative displacement history of the structure levels due to the excitation, while the

other immediately below it presents the energy input and dissipation histories. The

twelve plots are the Figures 7.19 through 7.30. The displacement time history figures

are presented for qualitative comparison with energy time histories. Given the high

frequencies of oscillations in some of the plots, it is difficult to read the displacements

of the second and first levels. However, the maxima of drift and displacement at

each level and for each of the records is presented in tabulated form in the next

section. Further, these plots will be compared with analytical simulation results in

the next chapter, in which the plots will be examined more clearly about the points

of maximum response.

The six energy input and dissipation history figures are interpreted as fol-
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lows: The top curve in each figure is the absolute input energy. This curve was calcu

lated by integrating the base shear force with respect to the table displacements. The

base shear force used was that calculated by the array of strain gages, as explained in

Chapter 6. Then starting from the bottom and coming up, each "layer" is the hys

teretic energy dissipated by a single SHC. The twelve layers represent respectively,

from the bottom up, the hysteretic energies for SHCs 1SE, 1NE, 1SW, 1NW, 2SE,

2NE, 2SW, 2NW, 3SE, 3NE, 3SW and 3NW. The naming scheme is the same as that

used in the plots of the hysteresis loops. Then, immediately above the twelve-th layer

are two curves representing the addition of Ek and Es to the total hysteretic energy

of the SHCs. As indicated earlier the magnitudes are rather small when presented in

the same scale as Ei and Eh • However, it is noted that the contours generated by the

addition of these energies to the hysteretic energies of the SHCs match, rather well,

the contours of Ei and further near time zero the two curves coincide. This indicates

that the energy difference between Ei and the sum of Eh, Ek and Es is monotonically,

and almost linearly, increasing with time. This quantity is assigned to Evd discussed

in Chapter 1 and indicated in the figures as "dissipated viscously." That the differ

ence is nearly zero early in the record is good indication that the numerical methods

in generating the plots and the instrumentation readings are consistent with theory

demanding energy balance.

Several trends are present for the energy histories. In all figures, it is seen

that large jumps in Eh are coincident with large displacements of the stories of the

structure. This is expected. Large deformations occur when the SHCs slip. The

slipping of SHCs is tantamount to increase in Eh • It also appears from the figures

that there are cases where SHCs on the same level of the structure dissipate very

different quantities of total hysteretic energy. For example, in Figure 7.20 at the first

level the first layer, 1SE, has almost twice the thickness of the second layer, 1NE.

This trend repeated in Figure 7.22. However, the same two structural configurations,

TS1 for Figure 7.20 and TS2 for Figure 7.22, when subjected to the harmonic input

behave differently as seen in Figures 7.28 and 7.30. The same two SHCs appear to

have dissipated nearly equal amounts of energy. There is a simple explanation for

this behavior. An examination of Figures 7.3 through 7.8 reveals that brace 1SE has
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a noticeably lower slip force than brace 1NE. This was also observed in the discussion

regarding the effects of unequal slip forces on chevron bracing. Clearly, given the

symmetry of the test structure, with an increasing lateral load at a given story the

first SBC to slip is the one with the smallest slip force. Now, if one were to imagine

a harmonic excitation just intense enough to cause the weak SBC to slip, but not the

next weakest, at the end of the excitation only the weakest SBC will have dissipated

any energy. Then, it is no surprise that for an excitation like the Chilean, with

long duration high frequency excitations of various amplitudes, the weaker braces

dissipate the larger portion of the energies per floor. Now, if one were to imagine

the same harmonic excitation to have large enough intensity to cause all SBCs to

slip every cycle, the result would be that the SBCs would dissipate roughly equal

amounts of energy, that is if the slip forces were relatively close. The weaker SBCs

would slip slightly larger distances as they activate slightly earlier and stop slipping

slightly later than the stronger braces. The last case described with the hypothetical

strong harmonic load is exactly that of the cases shown in Figures 7.28 and 7.30. A

re-examination of Figures 7.7 and 7.8 reveals indeed that the SBC with lower slip

forces have the larger slip distances.

In a similar manner to the behavior of the individual SBCs, it is seen that

in the comparison of per level hysteretic energy dissipation for the Chilean signal, the

levels with the smaller ratio of combined SBCs slip load to shear force dissipate more

energy than the ones with the larger ratio for the Chilean earthquake. For TS1, the

weaker level is the second, while for TS2 it is the the first. It is seen in Figures 7.20

and 7.22 that the second level dissipates the larger portion of the hysteretic energy

for TS1 while for TS2 the largest portion of the dissipation occurs in the first level.

Examination of Figures 7.28 and 7.30 shows that for the strong harmonic excitation

the distribution of hysteretically dissipated energy becomes more uniform for the

two levels for both TS1 and TS2. The same explanation given for the change in

proportions of energies dissipated amongst the SBCs of the same floor for the two

excitations, the Chilean and harmonic, accounts for the change in proportions of

hysteretic energy dissipated per floor for the same two excitations. Figures 7.24 and

7.26 indicate the proportions of hysteretic energy distribution for the Pacoima signal
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per level and per SBCs of the same levels to be rather similar to those for TS1 and

TS2 subjected to the harmonic signal. This occurs because the Pacoima signal was

composed of mostly small amplitude acceleration pulses with a few magnificently

large pulses (as large 1.5 Gs). The small accelerations tend not to cause any major

slips in the weaker SBCs or levels, while the larger pulses cause the majority of SBCs

to slip. This results in a similar effect as that observed for the harmonic excitations.

7.5 Comparison of Response Extrema for TSl,

TS2, ADAS3 and ADASI

The discussions and comparisons of the responses of TS1 and TS2 have thus

far been focused on the behavior of the SBCs, both locally and as a part of the

structural system. The structure itself has, effectively, been used as a tool for the

testing of the SBCs in-situ as a part of a structural system. The main criterion for

the design of the bracing system with the SBCs, was to get maximum response from

SBCs in a safe and controlled manner. With the restriction of using ~ inch diameter

A325 bolts tightened to their specific bolt tension, the TS1 and TS2 configurations

were the two natural designs for a symmetric structure. The two designs were by no

means optimal. That is, given non-discrete choices for the slip forces of the SBCs,

a design to, say, result in minimal and uniformly distributed story drifts could have

been achieved (this has been shown by analyses, not presented in this document). It

is however interesting to examine the two designs to discern whether either design

had any clear superiority over the other. This is accomplished here by comparing

tabulated response extrema for the two configurations for each of the discussed signals.

Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 show the extrema for response quantities of interest

of TS1 and TS2 due to the Chilean, Pacoima and harmonic signals respectively. In

addition, Table 7.1 compares the performances of TS1 and TS2 to the performance

of another energy dissipation system, the ADAS, which was tested in the same frame

and using the Chilean signal [31]. The tables are organized as follows: The columns

represent the different structural configurations, the rows indicate from top to bottom,
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the experiment identification number, configuration name, peak accelerations and

pitch of the table, relative story displacements, inter-story drift indices, third story

transverse accelerations, longitudinal story accelerations, bending moment at brace

lSW and the story shear forces. Two table accelerations are given, one for each of the

table accelerometers. The letter "B" indicates that the acceleration and shear force

quantities are due to the accelerometer data from the blocks. Letters "E" and "W'

indicate the quantities to be in relation to the East and West frames. "NA" indicates

that the data was either not available or not applicable. The letter "G" indicates, for

the story shear forces, that the data used were from the strain gages on the braces

and columns rather than from accelerometers. As mentioned in Chapter 6, the shear

force data based on the strain gages is thought to be more reliable than those based

on the accelerometers. Only the shear forces based on the gage data are shown in

Tables 7.2 and 7.3. Accelerometer shear force extrema are shown in Table 7.1 so that

fair comparison can be made with structure shear forces of the ADAS systems, as the

for the ADAS system shears forces appear to be based on accelerometer data for the

structure masses.

First, the TS1 and TS2 responses are compared to each other. Certain

trends can be discerned from the tables. Comparison of relative displacement and

story drift extrema shows that for the Chilean and harmonic signals, in particular,

these quantities are smaller in TS2 at the second and third levels. However the

same quantities are smaller in TS1 at the first level. On the other hand, for the

Pacoima signal the first level drifts are rather similar for the two configurations while

again in the second and third stories TS2 displays better control of the drifts and

relative displacements. These trends are consistent with the observed differences in

the widths of the hysteresis loops discussed earlier. On the whole, it appears that TS2

is the better of the two designs as far as limiting of the drifts is concerned. Average

drifts for this configuration are consistently smaller. Lateral acceleration appear to

be smaller for TS1 in the case of the Chilean signal, while they are the smaller in TS2

for the Pacoima and harmonic signals. These accelerations are related to torsional

response, the consideration of which is outside the scope of this document. No clear

advantage is apparent in either configuration from the comparison of longitudinal
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accelerations. However, the clear trend is that, with the exception of a single reading

for the harmonic record, the structure attenuates the applied accelerations. This is to

be expected from a structure like this capable of shedding energy at a high rate. Brace

bending moments appear to be comparable for the two configurations. Comparison

of shear forces reveals that in the three cases either the shear forces are very close,

or the smaller values occur in TS1. Indeed, in summary it can be said that the gains

made in reducing drifts and displacements by TS2 are paid for by an increase in the

shear forces. Both structures are considered however to have performed as designed,

that is the designs allowed for the study of the SBC characteristics studied as an

integral part of a structure. It should be noted that the inter-story drifts of the

structure compare rather well with code requirements for both configurations. The

UBC, for example, implicitly limits ultimate drifts to 1.5 % for structures with Rw of

8. It is seen that for the three signals which by far exceed in intensity the excitations

considered by codes, the largest drift index is of magnitude 1.11 %.

Comparisons with the ADAS system

Tests were conducted in 1988, using the same ductile moment resisting frame

used for the testing of the SBC connections, to test the performance of the ADAS

[31] energy dissipating elements. The ADAS elements dissipate energy by causing

yield due to flexure over the entire lengths of links specially profiled so as to match

bending moments to section moment capacities. ADAS elements have been shown to

have extremely well behaved energy dissipation characteristics. Tests have indicated

that no strength degradation occurs over large numbers of inelastic excursions. The

ADAS elements have predictable and consistent force deformation characteristics,

and by increasing the size and numbers of links different combinations of strength

and stiffness can be obtained. The ADAS elements were installed into the test frame

in an inverted Y bracing scheme, where the vertical stem of the Y consisted of the

ADAS elements. The diagonal arms of the inverted Y consisted of 4" x4" x~" hollow

square tube sections. Two configurations were tested, ADAS3 and ADASl. Six

ADAS elements, two per floor, were used in the testing of ADAS3. For the testing
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of ADAS1, the units of the upper two floors were locked. The masses with which

the structure was loaded were identical to those used for the testing of the SBCs.

Furthermore, amongst the table inputs used in the testing of ADAS3 and ADAS1

was the same Chilean signal discussed throughout this chapter. Although it has not

been the objective of the experimental program of the testing of TS1 and TS2, to

make comparisons with the performance of other systems, the similarity of the two

experimental programs requires that at least a cursory comparison be made.

The Chilean signal with the largest amplification used for the testing of

ADAS3, registered a peak acceleration reading, from the average of table accelerom

eters, of 0.56 Gs. The response extrema of ADAS3 are shown in Table 7.1 together

with the extrema for TS1 and TS2 due to the same signal but amplified to peak

accelerations of 0.81 Gs and 0.86 Gs respectively. A cursory examination reveals that

despite the fact that the signal was significantly weaker than those used for the test

ing of TS1 and TS2, the magnitudes of the base shear forces are roughly equal, while

the inter-story drifts of TS1 and TS2 are smaller by at least a factor of two. ADAS1

was tested with the same signal amplified to a peak acceleration of 0.84 Gs. For this

case it is seen that the inter-story drifts in the upper two stories, where the ADAS

elements were locked, are smaller than those observed for TS1 but comparable with

those of TS2. Drifts of the first level however are larger by a factor four than those

for TS1 and TS2, while the base shear is also larger.

The above comparison does not purport to demonstrate superiority of one

system over the other, only that for the given frame and the given signal the bracing

system with SBCs performs more efficiently. The two systems are mainly different

in that while the SBC connection is inherently rigid before slipping, an ADAS of an

equivalent yield force to the slip force of the SBC, will inherently be flexible. This

means that the systems will cause different dynamic characteristics in the structures

in which they are used and so one system or the other may be more appropriate

depending on the design requirements.
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7.6 Conclusions and Remarks
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The shake table testing of the test structure equipped with SBCs in a braced

chevron configuration was a success in that it demonstrated that the performance ob

served in the testing of SBCs in the CIT machine could be repeated in-situ in a

structural system. The behavior of the SBCs of the test structure were entirely con

sistent with that observed in the testing of identical connections in the CIT machine.

The same "break-in" phenomenon was observed in the testing of SBCs in the CIT

machine observed in the SBCs of the test structure. The slip forces were also of the

magnitudes indicated by the CIT machine testing.

Of the three configurations tested, the results for two have been presented.

The third configuration, TS3, indicated that a successful design with SBCs was pos

sible even with the presence of large torsional moment causing eccentricities. Due to

limitations of both scope and space, the result for tests of this configuration are not

included in this document. In the two configurations presented, the SBCs were shown

to result in highly effective hysteretic behavior in the lateral force resisting bracing

systems. Despite the structure being the first structure of its kind, fitted with SBCs

and tested on a shake table, the design procedure used to design the structure pro

duced two rather robust design solutions even with the given limitation of using !
inch standard A325 bolts. The use of ! inch A325 bolts were only a limitation in

that they resulted in too large a slip force, for example in the third level where single

bolts were used in each SBC. In realistic structures where larger slip forces would be

necessary this would not be a problem.

Small displacement geometry was seen to adequately approximate the re

lationship between inter-story drifts and slip distances in the SBCs. Peculiarities

of chevron bracing systems with SBCs of unequal slip force were discussed. Such

unequal slip forces are seen to cause vertical forces acting at the midpoints of the

beams above the chevron brace. This is an issue that should be considered when

designing chevron braced systems with SBCs placed in the braces rectilinear with the

brace axes. Small geometry assumptions, in conjunction with assuming braces to act

as cantilevers, were seen to adequately estimate the small moments produced in the
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braces in conjunction with the slipping of the SBCs.

The kinetic and strain energy histories indicated rapid shedding of energy

by the structural system. This is attributed to the efficiency of the SBCs as energy

dissipators. Examination of the hysteretic energy dissipation history curves for indi

vidual SBC and individual stories indicated that under long duration excitations with

lower acceleration amplitudes weaker individual SBCs and stories with smaller ratios

of reactive mass above to total SBC horizontal slip force were likely to dissipate the

larger proportion of energy. For larger acceleration amplitudes capable of causing all

SBCs to slip the proportions of total hysteretic energy dissipated were more uniform

for SBCs of the same story and also per individual story.

Tabulated response extrema for the TS1 and TS2 configurations showed

that the TS2 design was only marginally superior to the TSI configuration, in that

it resulted in smaller average inter-story drifts. However, TS2 experienced slightly

larger base shear forces. The responses of both configurations were also compared

with the performance of the ADAS3 and ADASI designs subjected to the Chilean

signal. It was seen that for the test structure, in particular, the two configurations

with SBCs were competitive with the structural configurations fitted with the ADAS.
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File Number 930119.09 930120.09 880719.10 880725.28
Configuration TS1 TS2 ADAS3 ADASI

Table Ace. 1 (G's) 0.86 0.91 .56 .84
Table Ace. 2 (G's) 0.75 0.81 .56 .84
Table Pitch (Rad.) 0.00053 0.00063 NA NA

ReI. Disp IE (Inch) 0.36 0.44 1.6 1.98
ReI. Disp 1W (Inch) 0.35 0.42 1.6 1.98
ReI. Disp 2E (Inch) 0.75 0.62 2.65 2.22
ReI. Disp 2W (Inch) 0.76 0.63 2.65 2.22
ReI. Disp 3E (Inch) 0.93 0.75 3.17 2.26
ReI. Disp 3W (Inch) 0.92 0.74 3.17 2.26

Int. Drift. IE (%) 0.45 0.54 2.0 2.48
Int. Drift. 1W (%) 0.44 0.53 2.0 2.48
Int. Drift. 2E (%) 0.62 0.31 1.69 0.38
Int. Drift. 2VV (%) 0.64 0.33 1.69 0.38
Int. Drift. 3E (%) 0.28 0.21 1.03 0.19
Int. Drift. 3W (%) 0.27 0.19 1.03 0.19

Trans. Ace. 3S (G's) 0.12 0.15 NA NA
Trans. Ace. 3N (G's) 0.12 0.18 NA NA

Tot. Ace. IB (G's) 0.59 0.56 .48 .64
Tot. Ace. lW (G's) 0.49 0.59 NA NA
Tot. Ace. 2B (G's) 0.83 0.66 .68 .67
Tot. Ace. 2W (G's) 0.70 0.65 NA NA
Tot. Ace. 3B (G's) 0.66 0.85 .78 .71
Tot. Ace. 3W (G's) 0.70 0.77 NA NA

~ Brace Moment (Klp-mch) I 8.28 ~ 8.28 ~ NA ~ NA ~

Lev. 3 Shear-G (Kip) 21 24 NA NA
Lev. 3 Shear-B (Kip) 21 26 24 22
Lev. 2 Shear-G (Kip) 43 45 NA NA
Lev. 2 Shear-B (Kip) 46 46 41 43
Base Shear-G (Kip) 50 61 NA NA
Base Shear-B (Kip) 52 54 54 64

Table 7.1: Extrema for TSI and TS2 subjected to the Chilean signal with similar

data for ADAS3 and ADAS1.
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File Number 930120.05 930120.13
Configuration TSI TS2

Table Ace. 1 (G's) 1.5 1.5
Table Ace. 2 (G's) 1.4 1.4
Table Pitch (Rad.) 0.00055 0.00065

ReI. Disp IE (Inch) 0.68 0.71
ReI. Disp 1\V (Inch) 0.68 0.67
ReI. Disp 2E (Inch) 1.4 1.1
ReI. Disp 2W (Inch) 1.4 1.1
ReI. Disp 3E (Inch) 1.8 1.4
ReI. Disp 3W (Inch) 1.8 1.3

Int. Drift. IE (%) 0.86 0.89
Int. Drift. 1W (%) 0.85 0.84
Int. Drift. 2E (%) 1.11 0.69
Int. Drift. 2W (%) 1.09 0.67
Int. Drift. 3E (%) 0.59 0.33
Int. Drift. 3W (%) 0.60 0.35

Trans. Ace. 3S (G's) 0.21 0.20
Trans. Ace. 3N (G's) 0.22 0.16

Tot. Ace. IB (G's) 0.78 0.82
Tot. Ace. 1W (G's) 0.75 0.86
Tot. Ace. 2B (G's) 0.80 0.81
Tot. Ace. 2W (G's) 0.88 0.82
Tot. Ace. 3B (G's) 0.91 0.92
Tot. Ace. 3W (G's) 1.14 0.99

Lev. 3 Shear-G (Kip) 26 24
Lev. 2 Shear-G (Kip) 50 49
Base Shear-G (Kip) 59 69

Ii Brace Moment (Kip-inch) I 18.63 ~ 17.25 ~

Table 7.2: Extrema for TSI and TS2 subjected to the Pacoima signal
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File Number 930119.14 930120.18
Configuration TSI TS2

Table Ace. 1 (G's) 1.2 1.2
Table Ace. 2 (G's) 1.1 1.1
Table Pitch (Rad.) 0.00063 0.00066

Rei. Disp IE (Inch) 0.52 0.68
Rei. Disp 1W (Inch) 0.54 0.66
Rei. Disp 2E (Inch) 1.1 1.0
Rei. Disp 2W (Inch) 1.1 1.0
Rei. Disp 3E (Inch) 1.3 1.2
Rei. Disp 3W (Inch) 1.4 1.2

Int. Drift. IE (%) 0.65 0.85
Int. Drift. 1W (%) 0.67 0.82
Int. Drift. 2E (%) 0.89 0.58
Int. Drift. 2W (%) 0.90 0.59
Int. Drift. 3E (%) 0.46 0.30
Int. Drift. 3W (%) 0.47 0.32

Trans. Ace. 3S (G's) 0.30 0.17
Trans. Ace. 3N (G's) 0.20 0.19

Tot. Ace. IB (G's) 0.65 0.98
Tot. Ace. 1W (G's) 0.68 0.87
Tot. Ace. 2B (G's) 0.9 0.9
Tot. Ace. 2W (G's) 1.29 0.95
Tot. Ace. 3B (G's) 1.05 0.86
Tot. Ace. 3W (G's) 1.4 1.2

~ Brace Moment (KIp-mch) I 15.18 ~ 17.94 ~

Lev. 3 Shear-G (Kip) 26 26
Lev. 2 Shear-G (Kip) 49 53
Base Shear-G (Kip) 57 68

Table 7.3: Extrema for TSI and TS2 subjected to the harmonic signal

170
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Chapter 8

Analytical Simulations

8.1 Purpose

A particularly attractive feature of bracing elements with linearly-elastic

perfectly-plastic (LEPP) force-deformation behavior, such as is the case with a brace

connected with an SBC, is the ease with which they lend themselves to numerical

modeling. Dynamic analysis software capable of including such elements in the struc

tural model have been available since the early 1970s. One such family of programs is

the Drain-2D family, the current representative of which is Drain-2DX [4], has been

widely used by both researchers and practitioners.

The simplest non-linear element which this program models is the LEPP

truss element. This element has traditionally been used to approximate yielding in

tension and buckling in compression of truss type elements. This approximation is

generally accomplished by assigning appropriate yield stresses in tension and com

pression. Generally, very small yield stresses are assigned in compression to account

for the sudden loss of strength accompanied by buckling. Although this model is a

poor representation of a real truss member undergoing buckling, as it does no take

into account strength and stiffness degeneration, it is ideal for representing a truss

member connected with a Coulomb type frictional connection such as the SBC.

To model a truss member with a Coulomb-type frictional connection with

this mathematical model, it suffices to assign to the member the actual EA of the
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physical brace, to model the stiffness of the brace, and equal tension and compression

yield stresses of a magnitude such that their product with the area, A, of the brace

results in the expected slip force of the connection.

Clearly, if one can accurately model the behavior of a structure equipped

with SBCs and predict its response given an acceleration history, then one can design

that structure to withstand that acceleration history. In general, an analytical model

is sufficient for design purposes if it can, within reason, predict the peak response of

a structure. Given that the brace elements connected with SBCs exhibit behavior

very similar to the mathematical model of a LEPP truss, it is reasonable to expect

to be able to simulate the response both quantitatively and qualitatively, i.e. to

be able to get a simulated history of, say, the displacement of the structure which

closely resembles the experimental displacement history. Having obtained a very clear

picture of the response of the test structure through the monitoring instrumentation,

an ideal opportunity presents itself to see indeed how closely analytical simulation

can match the experimentally obtained behavior. That is the purpose of this chapter.

8.2 Analytical Model of Test Structure

The test structure was modeled with the program Drain-2DX, version 0.01.

At the time of the writing of this document, version 1.10 was being released. This

and other later versions following version 0.01 produce identical results when the only

non-linear elements used are the LEPP truss elements. The later releases are capable

of modeling more complex non-linear elements that are neither used nor necessary

for modeling of brace elements with SBCs.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, this program was used in the preliminary design

stage of the test structure to obtain analytically derived slip displacement histories

which were then imposed, in the CIT machine, to SBC connections identical to those

which were eventually installed in the test structure. This testing was done to verify

the performance of the connections under loading similar to that expected for such

connections to undergo in the test structure during testing. Although, by all measures,

that design process produced a successful design, the analytical model used lacked
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certain refinements which are used in the analytical model used for the simulations

presented in this chapter. That finalized analytical model is shown schematically in

Figure 8.1.

The final analytical model is different from the initial model in mainly three

aspects. These are the inclusion of the deck stiffnesses and the pithing stiffness

and inertia of the shake table into the analytical model, and the use of effective,

as measured, slip forces for the brace yield forces of the model. At the time of

the initial design, it was thought that the decks on which the concrete blocks rest

were stiff enough as to be modeled as rigid. Linear-elastic analysis of the decks

indicated a conservative stiffness of 660 kips/inch provided by the decks between the

points of contact with the blocks and the longitudinal frames. On the second day

of testing it was observed that some relative deformations were present between the

concrete blocks and the end columns of the longitudinal frame. To quantify these

two additional wire potentiometers, channels 69 and 71, were installed to monitor

the displacements of the blocks relative to the reference wall. The position of these

instruments is indicated in Figure 5.11. With these additions it was possible to get an

idea of the force-deformation characteristics of the decks. Referring to Figure 5.11, by

subtracting from channel 69 the average of the channels 16 and 17 one gets the relative

deformation of the level 2 deck between the point of contact of the blocks with the deck

and the end columns of the longitudinal frames. Given the data from channel 34, the

accelerations of the level 2 blocks, and knowing the mass of the concrete blocks and

lead ingots, the value of the force going through the decks can be established. Then,

plotting this force value versus the relative deformations described above results in

the force-deformation curve for the level 2 deck. Figure 8.2 shows this curve from

data taken from TS2 subjected to the harmonic signal. It is seen from this figure that

the behavior of the decks is rather non-linear, with two distinct slopes apparent for

this particular test. Indeed this behavior is almost suggestive of a frictional/yielding

mechanism. The two slopes appear parallel to those of the two lines shown in the

figure, first of which with a value of 660 kips/inch, as mentioned above, represents

the analytical linear-elastic stiffness of the decks at the points of contact with the

blocks. The second slope with a value of 112 kips/inch represents a similar analytical
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linear-elastic stiffness but calculated with the assumption that the truss elements in

the decks do not contribute to the stiffness. It then appears that the truss elements

in the decks contribute little to the stiffness of the decks beyond a certain load. This

may be attributed to the fact that the connections of the trusses to the beams were

rather flexible and due to the combined effects of slenderness and lack of straightness

of the trusses causing them to buckle in compression. In either case, the smaller

stiffness indicated by this plot is used to model the decks in the two dimensional

analytical model, that is half of 112 kips/inch. Where as in the initial model, the

story masses were distributed to the outer two nodes of the longitudinal beams, e.g.,

nodes 1, 2, 4 and 5 in Figure 8.1. In the final model, the beam nodes are slaved

together horizontally and the total story masses are concentrated at nodes, having

only horizontal freedom, separated from the slaved nodes by springs representing the

deck stiffnesses, e.g., nodes 20,21 and 22 separated from slaved nodes by springs 9,

10 and 11.

The test structure was possibly the stiffest structure of such height and mass

tested on the shake table. Previous researchers have noted the considerable shake

table-structure interaction possible during the testing of such a structure. Elaborate

schemes for modeling of this interaction have been proposed [21]. However, these

schemes are appropriate for elastic structures and have not been used here. The

method used here, is one that has been commonly preferred by researchers [32, 2] due

to its simplicity. The method consists of including the table in the analytical model

of the structure by attaching the structure to a stiff beam pivoted at the center

and stabilized by springs giving it an equivalent pitching stiffness to that effectively

applied by the vertical actuators and stabilizers and by adding masses to this beam

to account for the pitching inertia of the table. The values of pitching inertia and

stiffness used to model the table are based on values suggested by [21], and are

respectively 1251 kips-sec2-inch and 2.27x101 kip-inches/radian. Figure 8.3 shows a

plot of the overturning moment versus the table pitch for the test of TS2 subjected

to the harmonic signal. Overturning moment is calculated by summing the product

of story shear forces and story heights for the three stories, while table pitch rotation

is calculated in the same way as explained in Chapter 5. It is seen that the stiffness
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suggested by [21] is rather reasonable. The table pitching inertia and stiffness are

included in the analytical model by assigning appropriate vertical masses to nodes 16

and 17, shown in Figure 8.1, and connecting these nodes to the fixed reference frame

through appropriate springs, shown as springs 7 and 8.

The analytical model used a mass damping of a = 1.0. This is equivalent to

a critical damping ratio of 2 %. The damping value was arrived at by trial and error.

Actual table acceleration histories were used as inputs for the simulation. These were

arrived at by taking the averages of the accelerations read by channels 3 and 4 for each

of the tests simulated. Such acceleration histories were shown in Chapter 5. Lastly,

the yield/slip forces for the braces of the model were determined individually for

each simulation from the experimentally measured slip forces associated with each

simulation. Such measurements were made by measuring the heights of combined

story hysteresis loops for a given story, such as those presented in Figure 7.9 and

7.10, increasing the measured value by co~o' () being the angle of the braces at that

story, accounting for the slope of the braces and then assigning equally an eighth of

this force to each of the two braces of the analytical model at that story. The factor

of one eighth is necessary as measuring the height of the hysteresis loop results in

measuring double the story slip force and because the hysteresis is due to four braces

per story. Where slips were so small as to cause the "chewed off corners" of the

hysteresis loops to distort significantly the rectangular shape of the loops, somewhat

smaller slip forces were used. These slip forces were in all case within 5 % of that

determined by measuring the full height of the loops.

Section properties given by Table 5.1 were used to model the structural

elements. The springs shown in Figure 8.1 were modeled as simple truss elements

with ~A assigned to produce the necessary stiffnesses.

8.3 Analytical Results

The simulation results presented here correspond to test results presented

in Chapter 7. Namely, simulation results are given for two structural configurations,

TS1 and TS2, each subjected to three acceleration inputs; the Chilean, Pacoima and
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the harmonic input. For each case, the analytically derived displacement history is

presented for each leveL Then, the analytical displacement histories of each structure

level are compared with the experimental over the time-window in which the critical

response occurs. In addition, analytical hysteresis loops are presented for the braces

at each level for each case. These may be compared with the experimental hysteresis

loops presented for each case in Chapter 7.

It should be noted here that the analytical model represents at each structure

level four braces, each of which has a different and non-unique slip force, with two

braces of identical and constant slip forces. Therefore, the analytical hysteresis loops

are representative of a sort of average effect of the hysteresis of the real braces.

Simulated Responses to the Chilean Signal

Figures 8.4 and 8.5 show the simulated displacement time histories of the

three levels of, respectively, TS1 and TS2 due to the Chilean signal. The general

characteristics of these are to be compared with the experimental results shown in

Figures 7.19 and 7.21. The comparison of these two sets of figures indicates that

with the exception of the presence of a, roughly, 0.1 inch offset between the analytical

experimental displacement histories, the two sets of figures match each other rather

well. At this point it is noted that, as indicated in Chapter 6, the value of absolute

zero is an unknown in the experimental data due to zero shifts in the instrumentation,

residual deformations in the structure after each test and the loss of the original true

zero due to malfunction of the data acquisition system. The data from the instruments

is best judged in terms of relative changes from an assumed zero. In most cases this

assumed zero was calculated by subtracting the mean from the record. This technique

appears to have worked well in most cases. However an erroneous offset of say 0.1

inches, in particular in the record of the displacement of the first story where residual

displacements are most likely due to the smaller ratio of the stiffnesses of the columns

to the story slip forces of the SHCs, is not unlikely.

The left hand sides of Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show plots of the experimental and

simulated displacement histories of the three levels of the structure in a time-window
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about the peak displacement response and adjusting the analytical record by shifting

the analytical values by 0.1 inches. It is seen that with this offset taken into account,

rather good correlation between the analytical and experimental results is achieved

for both the TS1 and TS2 responses.

The right hand side of Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show plots of the analytical

hysteresis loops for typical braces at each level. These are to be compared with

their experimental counterparts shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. It is seen that, again

counting for zero-shifts, correspondence is rather good.

Simulated Responses to the Pacoima Signal

As mentioned previously, this signal produced one of the severest responses

in the test structure. Figures 8.8 and 8.9 show the analytical displacement histo

ries for TS1 and TS2. The experimental counterparts of these are the Figures 7.23

and 7.25. No zero corrections were necessary for these simulations. Simulations

matched experimental results surprisingly well. Direct comparisons of the analytical

and experimental displacements at the three levels are shown in the left hand sides

of Figures 8.10 and 8.11 respectively for TS1 and TS2. The right hand sides of the

figures show the analytical hysteresis loops. The experimental counterparts of these

are shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6.

Simulated Responses to the Harmonic Signal

Figures 8.12, 8.13, 8.14 and 8.15 show, as for the last two cases, the an

alytically derived responses of TS1 and TS2 this time to the harmonic signal. The

experimental counterparts of these response quantities are found in Figures 7.27, 7.29,

7.7 and 7.6. Again, no zero corrections are made for these response quantities. The

correlation between experimental and analytical results is again seen to be excellent.
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8.4 Discussion and Conclusions
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As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the goal of dynamic analysis

of a structure, from the designers point of view, is to approximately quantify the

maximum response of the structure given a particular input. Data presented in this

chapter indicates that with proper modeling the response of a structure with SBCs

can be approximately determined not only in terms of peak response, but also in

terms of general behavior.

Proper modeling of SBCs consists mainly of determining the correct equiv

alent slip force. As indicated in Chapter 2 this slip force initially varies with the

cumulative slip distance; increasing rapidly to a constant plateau and then remaining

effectively constant. Given the information in Chapter 2, one can determine the ef

fective slip force by a trial-and-error procedure. If analysis shows that the cumulative

slip distance is significantly larger than that required to "wear in" the SBCs, then the

nominal slip force should be used. However, for the case of very weak excitations or

over-designed SBCs where analysis indicates cumulative slip distances smaller than

that necessary for "wear in", an effective slip force, possibly based on the equal energy

principle, is more appropriate. If slip displacements are small during an excitation,

regardless of the value of the cumulative slip distance, the effects of the "chewed off

corners" of the hysteresis loops must be taken into account in determination of the

slip force.

That changes in the response between the different configurations of the

structure, e.g. TSI and TS2, can so well be represented analytically indicates the

feasibility of a trial-and-error design approach for the design of structures with SBCs.

Such an approach would consist of selecting an SBC configuration, executing the

analysis, judging the results in terms of the design criteria and repeating the analysis

with a new design until the criteria are satisfied. It must be noted that the results pre

sented in this chapter are for 2-dimensional simulations of a 3-dimensional symmetric

structure tested in one horizontal direction. Correct modeling of a 3-dimensional

structure, in particular one with a new technology such as the SBCs, is contingent on

reasonable assumptions regarding the coupling and interaction of orthogonal lateral
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force resisting systems.

For completeness of presentation a sample Drain-2DX input file, that for

the simulation of the response of TS1 to the Pacoima signal has been included in

Appendix B. This input file follows the conventions and specifications indicated in

Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of the analytical model of the test structure.
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Figure 8.6: Analytical and experimental story displacements and analytical brace

hystereses of TSI due to the Chilean signal.
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hystereses of TS2 due to the Pacoima signal.
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Figure 8.14: Analytical and experimental story displacements and analytical brace

hystereses of TS1 due to the harmonic signal.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Summary and Conclusions

The experimental and analytical investigation of the potential utility of

SBCs for seismic energy dissipation, the major findings of which have been presented

in the first eight chapters of this document, demonstrate that properly designed SBCs

can be utilized in structural systems as highly effective means for energy dissipation

in seismic events. The lessons learned from this investigation can be broadly divided

into two categories: those dealing with the SBCs themselves and those dealing with

structural systems utilizing SBCs as their primary source for energy dissipation.

Tests of a number of individual SBCs on the CIT machine have demon

strated that relatively stable hysteretic behavior can be achieved in SBCs by, primar

ily, providing dissimilar coupling frictional surfaces for the structural steel surfaces

used. This has been achieved successfully in this study by use of very simple brass

shims of half-hard cartridge variety. The use of these shims, in conjunction with

de-greased clean-mill-scaled steel surfaces, with appropriate and properly tightened

high-strength bolts, results in slip forces with stable characteristics.

DTI washers were found to be sufficiently good indicators for assuring proper

tightening of SBC bolts. For all except for three connections tested, the manufac

turer's recommended "Method 1" of using DTls was followed. For three SBCs with

t inch diameter A325 bolts "Method 2" was used. It was found that these SBCs
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exhibited distinctly different behavior from the rest. All connections tested, those

with t inch diameter bolts and those with ~ inch diameter bolts, in which bolts were

tightened by "Method I" exhibited roughly identical behavior. Assuming that DTls

provided exactly the RCSC bolt preloads (respectively 12 and 28 kips for t and ~

inch diameter A325 bolts), initial static slip for these connections occurred at a mean

slip coefficient of 0.30, then the sliding slip coefficient increased from an initial value

of 0.21 to 0.31 within a cumulative travel of roughly 10 inches of the bolt. This coef

ficient was then maintained for up to 50 inches of cumulative travel, well beyond that

demanded by most any earthquake for a code designed structure. The connections in

which "Method 2" was used for tightening of the bolts, exhibited static and dynamic

slip coefficients 30 to 50 % larger than the rest with a much shorter cumulative travel

required to reach peak dynamic slip forces. It is believed that this difference in be

havior is due to the over-conservatism inherent in "Method 2". This method appears

to cause bolt preloads well beyond the specified bolt preload, possibly causing full

yield of the bolts.

The connections were tested with and without Belleville washers and also

with different numbers of Belleville washers. It was found that although some benefit

may be gained by their use in maintaining bolt tension, and therefore the slip forces of

the SBCs, in the range of cumulative bolt travel of interest, the connections in which

brass shims were used were rather insensitive to the presence of the washers. However,

it is thought that the use of these washers may be of some benefit in reducing loss,

due to creep, of bolt tension.

Tests on the shake table of the three story chevron braced test structure

equipped with twelve SBCs demonstrated that implementation of SBCs into a real

structural system is feasible both in terms of practicality of physical fabrication and

installation and in terms of the analytical design concepts and tools available. The

components of the bracing system and SBCs were fabricated at a local steel fabrication

shop and assembled into the structure by a two man team composed of the author and

an experienced welder/ironworker. Only standard fabrication shop technology was

used in fabrication and assembly. By adding and removing bolts to and from SBCs,

it was possible to, in effect, test three different structures, data for two of which has
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been presented in this document. Results for all three configurations indicate SBCs to

be extremely effective in controlling story drifts and therefore controlling associated

damage. It was found that behavior of the SBCs in the structure complied well with

that observed of SBCs tested in the CIT machine. Slip forces in the SBCs were of

the same magnitude as those of similar SBCs tested in the CIT machine.

The test structure results indicate that small deformation theory relates

well the relationship between story drifts and slip distance in the braces. Moreover,

results show that, given that the slip force in the two braces of the chevron are close to

each other in magnitude, the braces can be designed as cantilever beams undergoing

deformations calculated based on small deformation theory.

Most importantly, it is shown that the popular non-linear analysis program

Drain-2DX, using an analytical model of the structure based on experimental results

and modeling braces with SBCs as truss members with equal yield stresses in com

pression and tension, can adequately characterize the response of the test structure

both quantitatively and qualitatively. This indicates that given proper two dimen

sional idealization of a structure, the structure may be designed with SBCs using such

software.

9.2 Necessary Future Research

This document has presented a detailed picture of one working type of SBC

and its unidirectional implementation into a test structure and its effects thereupon.

Although the SBC with brass shims has been shown to have desired characteristics,

the choice of brass as a suitable frictional surface is not necessarily the only choice

providing such behavior. It is possible that a number of other shim materials may

result in the suitable behavior. It is also possible that treatments of the steel surfaces,

such as nitriding and carborization, may eliminate the need for a dissimilar metal

shim. In addition, it may be possible to combine the two methods, i.e. use a non-steel

shim against a case-hardened steel surface. These possibilities need to be explored,

possibly with collaboration of Tribologists.

Although all indications point to galvanic corrosion not being a hazard to
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steel-brass SBCs in non-corrosive environments, its is felt that this issue needs fur

ther investigation. If possible, test specimens should be assembled and put through

environments conducive to accelerated corrosion. These specimens should then be

tested in a CIT machine and results compared with those of un-corroded specimens.

The use of different protective coatings should also be investigated.

It is necessary that large SBCs such as those that would be necessary in the

retrofit of large industrial structures be tested not only in the CIT machine, but also

integrally in conjunction with the braces and frame which they connect. It is felt that

this is particularly important for the case of chevron bracing, in which imbalances in

the slip forces of the braces cause vertical forces to act upon the beams of the frames

at the points of intersection of braces. A mild form of this phenomenon was observed

to occur in the test structure.

This study has shown that the design of structures with SBCs is possible,

given appropriate idealizations, with non-linear dynamic analysis software through a

process of trial and error. However, there is reason to believe that computationally

non-intensive methods for preliminary design of structures may be possible to de

rive. Development of such methods would make the option of using SBCs available

to a broader sector of the profession. It is necessary that investigations aimed at

developing such design methods be pursued.

Another topic that needs further exploration and that may play a funda

mental role in the propagation of and acceptance by industry of the use SBCs is the

subject of the method of providing the necessary normal forces to the sliding sur

faces of the SBCs. A large number of SBCs utilizing DTIs, applied by "Method 1",

have been shown to have excellent behavior. Three SBCs with bolts tightened with

DTIs and using "Method 2" have also been tested and shown to have possibly supe

rior performance to those tightened by "Method 1". An experimental investigation

of characteristics of SBCs tightened with DTIs using "Method 2" would greatly in

crease the versatility of SBCs, in particular as in some situations the use of "Method

I" is rather difficult. Furthermore, there are now available a number of alternative

fasteners that may be used in place of conventional high-strength nuts and bolts. In

particular, the use of lock pin and collar or blind bolts of structural grade may prove
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to be of great advantage both in terms of speed of assembly and in terms of the

reliability afforded by the installation method for these fasteners.

Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, both experimental and analytical

studies need be undertaken in the 3-dimensional design of structures with SBCs.

Although, it is tempting to follow the traditional method of designing 3-dimensional

structures by idealizing them into two 2-dimensional structures, it may be the case

that in some structures with braces with SBCs not in a line going through the center

of stiffness of the structure at a given floor, large torsional forces may be generated.

These force may be the result of an inappropriate choice of design slip forces or

be due to accidentally large or small slip forces resulting from careless assembly.

Although of small magnitude, such torsional forces were observed to be present in

the test structure. These torsional forces must be resisted in part by the lateral force

resisting system orthogonal to the said SBCs. If this lateral system also includes

SBCs and these are under-designed, undesirable displacements could follow. Given

that non-linear analysis programs for dynamic analysis of 3-dimensional structures

are available, such problems can be analyzed purely analytically at first, and the

conclusions then verified by shake table or pseudo-dynamic tests. It is felt that

although common engineering sense may be adequate to handle the consideration

of torsional forces induced by SBCs for simple low-rise structural systems, for more

complicated and high-rise structures this subject needs to be further studied.

9.3 Impact on Industry

As of the time of the writing of this document, two San Francisco Bay area

engineering firms have expressed interest in using SBCs in retrofit projects. In the case

of one of these, the decision has been finalized to go ahead with the retrofit, with 64

SBCs, of a large steel structure with existing chevron bracing rather similar to those

of the test structure. Moreover, there is strong indication that, at the suggestion of

the author and the P.L, this firm is willing to test, in the CIT machine, a full-sized

SBC identical to those to be implemented in the field as a means of verification. Such

strong interest expressed by professionals in the industry, manifested at so short a
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time after the completion of the project, is due mainly to the attractiveness of SBCs

as an inexpensive, inherently simple and technologically readily available option for

energy dissipation.

It is foreseen that, with continued research on the subject of SBCs, the use

of SBCs in retrofit of existing structures and the design of new structures may become

an option competitive with proprietary marketed energy dissipation devices currently

available. Once accepted by industry as a viable design option, the use of these

connections may simultaneously significantly contribute to the safety of structures

while at the same time reduce the general cost of construction.
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Appendix A

Abbreviations and Nomenclature

Although the body of this document defines the abbreviation used and de

scribes the conventions on which its nomenclature is based, this appendix is provided

for ease of reference.

Abbreviations

The following list gives the definitions of the common abbreviations encoun

tered in the text.

SBC - Slotted Bolted Connection

RPP - Rigid-perfectly-plastic

SDOF - Single degree of freedom

LEPP - Linearly-elastic-perfectly-plastic

AISC - American Institute of Steel Construction

ASD - Allowable Stress Design

UBC - Uniform Building Code

NYR - Number of yield returns

SJSU - San Jose State University

UCB - University of California at Berkeley

EERC - Earthquake Engineering Research Center

DTI - Direct Tension Indicator
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RCSC - Research Council on Structural Connections

C/T - Compression/Tension (testing machine)

LVDT - Linearly variable displacement transducer

ADAS - Added damping and stiffness (device)

Nomenclature
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Conventions for the nomenclature relating to individual SBC test specimens, such as

2B1WBR2, 2A3WBR1, etc., are given on page 25 (Chapter 2).

Three configuration of the test structure, tested on the shake table, are named TS1,

TS2 and TS3. These are described on page 94 (Chapter 5).

Conventions relating to the file numbers of individual shake table tests, such as

930119.14, 930120.05, etc., are given on page 98 (Chapter 5).
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Below is the input file for Drain-2DX version 0.01 for the simulation of test

930120.05, i.e. TS1 response to the Pacoima signal.

DAC new 0 D7 CARM

23 23 0 3 3 2 2 1

1 0 0.0 208.0

2 1 36.0 0.0

3 2 36.0 0.0

4 3 36.0 0.0

5 4 36.0 0.0

6 0 0.0 144.0

7 6 36.0 0.0

8 7 36.0 0.0

9 8 36.0 0.0

10 9 36.0 0.0

11 0 0.0 80.0

12 11 36.0 0.0

13 12 36.0 0.0

14 13 36.0 0.0

15 14 36.0 0.0

16 0 0.0 0.0
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17 16 144.0 0.0

18 16 0.0 -10.0

19 17 0.0 -10.0

20 5 10.0 0.0

21 10 10.0 0.0

22 15 10.0 0.0

23 16 72.0 0.0

23 1 1 0 23

18 1 1 0 19

20 0 1 0 22

1 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 5 11 12 13 14 15

20 16.0 16.0 0.0 22 1 386.0 1.0

16 23.3 23.3 0.0 17 1 386.0 0.0

1 11 1 o .0000 TRUSS EL.(SBC)

7

1 2.ge4 2.02 7.680 7.680 0

2 2.ge4 2.02 4.170 4.170 0

3 2.ge4 2.02 3.640 3.640 0

4 2.ge3 3.77 1.0e9 1.0e9 0

5 2.ge3 .193 1.0e9 1.0e9 0

6 2.ge3 .193 1.0e9 1.0e9 0

7 2.ge3 .193 1.0e9 1.0e9 0

1 16 13 1 1

2 17 13 1 1

3 11 8 1 2

4 15 8 1 2

5 6 3 1 3

6 10 3 1 3

7 18 16 1 4
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8 19 17 1 4

9 5 20 1 5

10 10 21 1 6

11 15 22 1 7

2 20 0 0 .0000 BEAM-COLUMN EL.

3 6 3

1 2.ge4 0.02 3.61 22.2 4.0 4.0 2.0

2 2.ge4 0.02 4.70 21.0 4.0 4.0 2.0

3 2.ge4 0.02 1000 1000 4.0 4.0 2.0

1 7.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

2 0.0 -7.5 0.0 0.0

3 0.0 0.0 3.0 -7.5

4 0.0 0.0 3.0 -5.0

5 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

6 0.0 -2.5 0.0 0.0

1 1 1.0e9 1.0e9

2 1 1.0e9 1.0e9

3 1 1.0e9 1.0e9

1 1 2 1 1 5 2 2

2 2 3 1 1 0 2 2

3 3 4 1 1 0 2 2

4 4 5 1 1 6 2 2

5 6 7 1 1 1 2 2

6 7 8 1 1 0 2 2

7 8 9 1 1 0 2 2

8 9 10 1 1 2 2 2

9 11 12 1 1 1 2 2

10 12 13 1 1 0 2 2

11 13 14 1 1 0 2 2

12 14 15 1 1 2 2 2

13 1 6 5 2 3 1 1
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14 5 10 5 2 3 1 1

15 6 11 5 2 3 1 1

16 10 15 5 2 3 1 1

17 11 16 5 2 4 1 1

18 15 17 2 2 4 1 1

19 16 23 0 3 0 3 3

20 17 23 0 3 0 3 3

0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0 3

5 10 15

1 1 3 5

0 0 1

FILE 3601 930120.05

.005 1.0 386.0 1

0.0 1 (F13.10) 120.05av

eign OMODE SHAPE AND PERIOD ANALYSIS

3 0.001

accn o WITH EVENT CALCULATION

0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.0 0 0.0

0 1 10 1 1 0.005 25000 25.0

FILE 1.00

stop
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